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LINt~GE
J:st N Dakota Infantry· J:64tb Infantry
1883 -1st Regiment, Dakota Militia formed
1889 --Statehood, redesignated 1st Infantry Regiment, North Dakota National Guard
1898 - Deployed for Spanish American War
1899 - Deployed for Philippine Insurrection
1
The unit earned 13 Medals of Honor
(9 of them North Dakotans) as part of a
1
J'
small force called Young's Scouts that
was tasked with defending a bridge
against hundreds of insurgents
1916 - Mobilized for Mexican Border Incident.
Guarded the Texas border.
1917 - 1st North Dakota Infantry was renamed
164th Infantry Regiment. (This was part
of an Army-wide renaming system, as
many states had a "First" Infantry. Army
regiments were numbered 1-100;
National Guard Regiments 101-300;
and 300+ Army Reserve, Army of the US.
1917 - Mobilized for WWI. Deployed to France as a replacement regiment with the 41st Infantry
Division (California Army National Guard). Statistics: 168 Killed in Action, 64 Died of
Wounds, 650 Wounded, none attributed directly to the 164th since the soldiers were sent
to other units as combat replacements.
1941 - Mobilized for WWII as part of the 34th Infantry Division (Minnesota Army National Guard)
1942 - Detached from 34th-Division. Deployed to the Pacific Theater. New America! Division formed.
13 Oct 1942 - Landed on Guadalcanal
Mar 1943 - Moved to Fiji for Recovery, Replacements, Training

1899
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Cunpaign Participation Credits
I898 War with Spain (Ist North Dakota Infantry)
I899 Philippine Insurrection (Ist ND Infantry)
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25 Dec 1943 - Landed on Bougainville
21 Jan 1945 - Landed Oft Leyte
Apr 1945 - Cebu, Negros, Bohol
Sep 1945 - Occupied Japan
Nov 1945 -- Returned to State Control
1950 Mobilized for the Korean War.
1955 164th Infantry was disbanded
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I9I6 Mexican Border Incident (Ist ND)(No Credit)
I9I7 World War I (I64th Inf)( Streamer only)
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I64th lnlantry Units Mobilized lor World -War D
Regimental Headquarters ......................... Bismarck
Regimental Headquarters Company .............. Fargo
Regimental Service Company ............... Devils Lake
Regimental Anti Tank Company .................. Harvey
Regimental Band ............................................ Lisbon
Regimental Medical Detachment ............. Bottineau
Headquarters, First Battalion ................... Bismarck
Headquarters Detachment, First Battalion Cavalier
Company A, First Battalion ...................... Bismarck
Company B, First Battalion ............................ Fargo
Company C, First Battalion ......................... Grafton
Company D, First Battalion ........................... Rugby

Headquarters, Second Battalion ....................... Fargo
Headquarters Detachment, Second Battalion. Cando
Company E, Second Battalion ..................... Williston
Company F, Second Battalion ................... Carrington
Company G, Second Battalion .................. Valley City
Company H, Second Battalion ................. Jamestown
Headquarters, Third Battalion ...................... Williston
Headquarters Detachment, Third Battalion .. Edgeley
Company I, Third Battalion ......................... Wahpeton
Company K, Third Battalion ....................... Dickinson
Company L, Third Battalion .......................... Hillsboro
Company M, Third Battalion ................... Grand Forks

,-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·
~
WWII Numbers
~

I

I

Strength At time of Mobilization:
105 Officers
1734 Enlisted = 1839 Aggregate
Additions at Camp Claiborne thru the draft
Unknown
Additions at Ft Ord prior to shipping overseas
Unknown
Boarding Strength for Guadalcanal*
2837 Aggregate
USS Zeilin 83 Off 1564 Enl = 1647 {1st & 3rd Bns)**
USS Mccawley
= 1190
Losses at Guadalcanal (147 KIA, 360 WIA, 853 med)***
-1360
Losses for reassignment, officer school, training
Unknown
Losses volunteers for Merill's Marauders {ND only; others unknown)
-23
+1088
Replacements at Fiji*****
Replacements thereafter
_
Unknown
*Guadalcanal by Frank; **Zeilin Log; *** Baglien's Diary; ****Citizens as Soldiers

L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~
JOINED N. G.

1938

In'iucted into fed • .:n~r.
Left Ed~elev. N. D.

.r'eb. 10 1 1941
Feb. t~,1941
t·!'l.r. 1~ 1941

Ar. Carn.n Cla : 'borne
Left Camu Claiborne Dec. 1 ~, 1941
Ar. Cow Place - FriscoDec. 16, 1941
Left Cow Place
Dec. 24, 1941
Ar u.o.D. Hermiston, Or
Dec. 26,1941

1'1-'3.r. 7, 1942
Mar. 10, 19il2
Mar. 13, ~,42

Left U.O.D.
"
Ar Fort Ord
Ltft Fort Ord
A Frisco
Left Frisco

At Right, the WWII travel log of a typical ND Guardsman,
showing departure and arrival dates at various locations.
This one belonged to Mel Bork, Headquarters, 3rd Battalion,
Edgeley, ND.
Artwork by Doug Burtell, Reg't Intel & Recon Platoon

l

Aboard Pre. Coolidge
Ar Australla
Left Melbourne
(Aboard Ma1tzuckr)
Ar New Caledonia
Left New Caledonia

Apr. 8,1942
Apr. 12, 1942

Apr. 19,1942
Oct. 9,1942

(aboard Zieltn)

ar Guadalcanal
Act. 1 3, 1942
Mar. 1, 1943
Left(G§~~}flanal
( abo1:1.rd Fuller~
Ar Fiji
Mar. 6, 194)
(aboard Crescent City)
Left F 1. j 1
Dec • 1 9 , 194 J
Ar Bou~~un~lle Dec. 25, 1943
Left Bougalnville
Jan. 8, 1945
Ar L~yte, P.I.
J~n 2~, 1945

Left Leyte {LST}

A~r. 9r., 1945

Ar Cebu
Ar Bohol
Left BokOl
Ar Cebu

Apr. 10, !1945
..1. pr. 11, 1945
Apr. 28, 1945
Apr. 29, 1945

Left Cebu

May

Ar _M1nd1nau
Left Mlndln.'slu
Ar Cebu

Left Cebu
Ar Leyte

Left Leyte

...,.-:A...J. F.
Discharged-Fort Lewis
Ar
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Mar.18l 19/.J.2
Mar. 1~, 1942

12, 1045

May 13, 1945
J,,ne 17, 1945
June 18,1945
July 10, 1945
J,,lY 11, 1945
July 22, 1945
Aug. 22, 1945
Aug. 26,194S

3

Americal Division
Operations, Campaigns, & Battles
World War II* 1942 -1945
GUADALCANAL CAMPAIGN 130ct42-1Mar43
2nd Battle of Henderson Field
23-250ct42
5-11 ov42
Battle of Koli Point
18-23Nov42
Kokumbona & Poha River
Point Cruz & Matanakau River 8-22Nov42
Mt. Austen
12-17Dec42
Gifu Ridge
24Dec42-9Jan43
1
Final Offensive
l6Jan - 9Feb43
Bonegi River
30Jan - 2Feb43
Tassafaron2a
5-Feb-43
NORTHERN SOLOMONS - 25Dec43-10Dec44 :
Perimeter Line
25Dec43 -8Mar44
Hill 260
10 - 15Mar44
- - - 16 - 18Apr44
Hills 165, 155, 500, 501
Mouth of the Torokina
5 - 8 Apr44
Advancin2 the Outpost Line
iMay-Nov44
-LEYTE
23Jan -23Mar45
Jars - Valencia - Palompon
15Feb -10Mar45
Samar Island
19-26Feb45
Balicautros,Capul,Narajo Island j19- 26Feb45
Capote, Burios, Ticao Islands
3-10Mar45
--SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES
24Mar-12Jun45
Cebu Island
24Mar-12Jun45
Talisay Landing
j25Mar45
Cebu City, Go Chai.Hill, Hill 27 25Mar-May451Babay Ridge
12-17Apr45
111-25Apr45
!Bohol Island 26Apr-12Jun45
Ne2ros Oriental Islands
- - 28Apr-3May45
Palimpinon Heights
----I
Balasbulas
7-12Jun45~
Northern Mindinao Island
IMay-45
--

-----

www .americal.org

Naming the Americal Division
The America! Division was named in 1942 when
units of Task Force 6814 assembled in New
Caledonia undef command of Maj Gen Alexander
M. Patch. "Ameri-" was derived from the American
Troops forming the Division, and "cal" from New
Caledonia where it was organized. It was the only
non-numbered division in US Army history. It was
inactivated in 1945, then reactivated by the Regular
Army in 1954 as Hqs, 23rd Division; redesignated
HHC, 23rd Division for Vietnam; and was inactivated
in 1971 at Ft. Lewis, WA.
4

Americal Shoulder Sleeve Insignia

*
* *

*

Description: On a blue Norman shield 2
5/8 inches high and 2 1/3 inches wide, four
white stars of varying sizes all slightly
tipped to the dexter, arranged to represent
the Southern Cross.
Symbolism: The four white stars on the
blue field are symbolic of the Southern
Cross under which the organization served .

The_.Southern Cross Constellation

•. •,.,.
.

Crux (the Southern Cross), is visible
from latitudes south of 25° N but is
not visible in latitudes above 35° N,
just as Polaris (North Star) is not
visible in the southern hemisphere.
Another interesting sidelight is that it
was last seen in Jerusalem (latitude
31°46'45') about the time that Christ
was crucified.

Regimental Unit Insignia

The distinctive unit insignia was
originally approved for the 154th
• hf c:;,;,,;,' • Infantry Regiment on 11 January 1933.
The 154th retained the lineage and
honors of the First Dakota Infantry; the
, su,s pR~
symbols on the crest represent the rich
heritage earned by their predecessors. The blue shield
is for Infantry. The Spanish castle is taken from the
Campaign medal representing the 1st Dakota's service
in the Spanish-American War, and subsequent service
in the Philippine Insurrection is ihdicated by the three
mullets (stars) from the Philippine Island flag. The sun
at the base of the castle is from the 41 st Division
shoulder sleeve insignia, which denotes service with
that division during World War I.
JE SUIS PRET means "I Am Ready"

Regimental Flag
The colors emblazoned "First
Dakota Infantry" were carried
during the Spanish American
War (1898), Philippine Insurrection (1899),& Mexican Border
Expedition (1916). In 1911, the North Dakota State
Legislature approved a state flag in the same pattern as
the state's military colors, with the words "North Dakota"
replacing "First North Dakota Infantry" on the scroll
below the eagle. When the 1st Dakota was activated in
1917 for WWI, the unit was redesignated 164th Infantry
Regiment. More: The first National color of the Army
was of blue, incorporating the design of an eagle
displayed (somewhat similar to that in the coat of arms
adopted for the United States) and the name of the
regiment. That National color was carried until 1841
when it became the regimental color. From that blue
flag evolved the eagle on regimental and battalion flags
and, finally, on Major Army Command flags.
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WWII

AWARDS, DECORATIONS,
BADGES, CITATIONS, PATCHES, & PINS

Combat Infantryman Badge
lh1h!U::U~~I...

Combat Medical Badge

""'"i ~-. .

.............-....,..-~

Navy Presidential Unit Citation - Philippine Presidential Unit Citation

Decorations & Service Medals*, in order of Precedence
Distinguished Service Cross, Navy Cross, Silver Star, Legion of Merit, Soldier's Medal,
Bronze Star, Purple Heart, Good Conduct Medal, American Defense Service Medal,
American Campaign Medal, Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal (up to 4 bronze service
stars+ assault landing device), World War II Victory Medal, Army of Occupation Medal
w/Japan clasp, Philippine Liberation Medal
*eligibility for service medals is based on location &/or time period requirements for each award

DecorationsaW'arclecl
to I64 Members during WWII
6 Distinguished Service Crosses
1 Navy Cross
89 Silver Stars
7 Legion of Merit
10 Soldiers Medals
199 Bronze Stars
2000 (Approx) Purple Hearts

Post•W'arauthorizationloraW'ard
ol the Bronze Star Medal
Award may be made to each member of the Armed Forces of the
United States who, after 6 Dec 1941 , has been cited in orders or
awarded a certificate for exemplary conduct in ground combat
against an armed enemy between 7 Dec 1941 and _2 Sep 1945,
inclusive, or whose meritorious achievement has been otherwise
confirmed by documents executed prior to 1 July 1947. For this
purpose, an award of the Combat Infantryman Badge or Combat
Medical Badge is considered as a citation in orders.

Distinctive Unit
Insignia (Unit Crest)

Honorable Service
Lapel Button

Worn on Uniform Lapels
Je Suis Pret = I Am Ready

W om on left lapel
of Civilian Clothing

Shoulder Sleeve Insignia
Left Shoulder
Unit of assignment:
America! Division
The 16l,, Infantry News, October 2012

Right Shoulder
Wartime Service:
Marine Division

1st

5

America! Division History lor I94Z
http://lzsaJly.com/sallyZ/archives,'history_of_the_23rd_infantry_div.htm

"Under the Southern Cross"

.

:

The 164th Infantry Regiment of
the America! Division went into
action on Guadalcanal on October
13, 1942, as the first US Army unit to
conduct an offensive operation
against the enemy in any theater.
Units of the America! Division
saw their first full scale battle with
the enemy on October 26, when
waves of enemy soldiers assaulted
the positions of the 2nd and 3rd
Battalions, 164th Infantry, in an
attempt to break through to
Henderson Field. After two days of
fierce fighting in the Battle of
Henderson Field, over 1,000 enemy
dead were found in front of the
positions of the America! Division
soJdiers.

Map from the Frank Godava (Co F) collection

The second echelon of the America! Division arrived on Guadalcanal on November 12, to participate in
the offensive to the west across Matanikau River.
On December 9, the America! Division, under Major General Alexander M. Patch, assumed control of all
combat operations on Guadalcanal, relieving the 1st Marine Division.
·
On December 17, units of the America I began the assault up Mount Austen, the enemy stronghold on
Guadalcanal. With fierce fighting, the Americans took the mountain one hill at a time.
Rows of wooden crosses on Guadalcanal marked the first United States military cemetery in the Solomon
Islands. There, on December 31, 1942, memorial services were held for the America! soldiers who had given
their lives on that island.

America! Division Comgosition ,;,., Guadalcanal
Under the Southern Cross - Order ofBattle (does not include attached units)
Infantry
164th Infantry Regiment, less cannon co Arrived 130ct 42
182d Infantry Regiment, less Cannon Co Arrived 12Nov42
132d Infantry Regiment, less cannon co Arrived 8Dec42
Artillery
Hq & Hq Battery
Americal Division Artillery Band
221 st Field Artillery Battalion, 155-mm. Howitzer
245th Field Artillery Battalion, 105-mm. Howitzer
246th Field Artillery Battalion, 105-mm. Howitzer
247th Field Artillery Battalion, 105-mm. Howitzer

6

http:llwww.americal.org/history.shtml

Engineers
57th Engineer Combat Battalion
Medical
101st Medical Regt (redesignated 121st Med Bn)
Special Troops
Hq & Hq Co Arrived December 8th
101st QM Regt (redesignated 125th QM Co)
38th MP Co, less one plat (redes MP Plat, America! Div)
26th Signal Co
Mobile Cbt Ren Sq (redes 21st Cav Ren Troop)
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~ The

USS President Coolidge
ship that took you from San Francisco to Australia

I:

President Coolidge:
Feb1931: Launched as Luxury Liner for American President Lines
Length: 654 feet 3 inches; Beam: 81 feet; Draft: 34 feet
Gross Weight: 21,936 tons; Speed: 20 knots; Radius: 14,400 miles
Propulsion: 2 Turbo-Electric; Passengers: 3,486; Cargo: 550,000 cu ft
1941 : occasional War Department use
1942: fully commissioned and outfitted for troop transport
Oct 1942: struck "friendly" mine off Espiritu Santo, sank with 2 casualties

Maetsuycker, Cremer, Van Heutsz
The ships that took you from Australia to New Caledonia
In early April 1942, Cremer, Van Heutsz, Tasman, and Maetsuycker in convoy with other allied merchant
ships, left Sydney, Australia, for New Caledonia, with Australian and American troops aboard ....
In 1942-43 alone, KPM ships carried about 100,000 troops to the front, along with about 1 million tons of
tanks, trucks, gasoline, bombs, and ammo.

Maetsuyker:
1937 built at 4272 tons, 14 79 passengers
1942 converted to troop transport
1944 converted to US Navy hospital ship
1947 bought by Royal lnterocean Lines, then
1960 sold to Panama, renamed several times.
1974 scrapped

MAEJSUYCKER
HOSPITAL SHIP

CREMER
Cremer:
1926 built at 4608 gross tons
1943 Struck reef at Whit Sunday Island & was lost

Van Heutsz:
built at 4488 gross tons
transferred to KJCPL (Java-China Lines)
reverted back to KPM, renamed Barentsz
scrapped

1926
1948
1957
1959

USS Zeilin, USS McCawley
The ships that took you to from New Caledonia to Guadalcanal
Zeilin:
1920 Built in Virginia as passenger liner Silver State
1922-1940 merchant service as President Jackson
1940 Commissioned Zeilin AP-9 and APA-3
1947 Decommissioned, transferred to Maritime Commission
1948 Sold for scrap
Mccawley:
1928 built England as passenger liner Santa Barbara
1940 Commissioned Mccawley AP-10, APA -4
Jun 1943 Hit by aerial torpedo off New Georgia
While abandoned, mistaken for enemy by patrolling PT
boats and sunk by "friendly fire".

The 164'h Infantry News, October 2012
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The Trip to Guadalcanal
Thus, on October 8, the 2,837 men of the 164th Infantry Regiment from the U.S. Army's America!
Division boarded ships at New Caledonia for the trip to Guadalcanal with a projected arrival date of
October 13. To protect the transports carrying the 164th to Guadalcanal, Ghormley ordered Task
Force 64, consisting of four cruisers and five destroyers under U.S. Rear Admiral Norman Scott, to
intercept and combat any Japanese ships that app~oached Guadalcanal and threatened the arrival of
the transport convoy. Richard B Frank Guadalcanal; the Definitive Account

!!£B.lL'l
October 9 9 1942.
G.O.T.

L.C.T.

23;0

1050

U. S. S. ZEILIN

SECRET

Vice Admiral R.L. Ghormley, USN, Generals Hall
and Pe:~·o h, USA, and start members oam.e aboard
to inspeot ship a.nd troops, lett sbip at 1128.
Copy ot inspection despatoh as enolosure (B).

---1S)2

Standard speed 1B knots and various oourses
following MoOAWLBY out channel.

0600

1700

North Bular1 Pass abeam..

060?

1707

Standard speed 13.6 knots, course 230-T.

Mc0,4WLEY (ll J'lag), ZEILIN ( 12) • .Escorts

...___ _ _ _ _ _ _
USS STARRETT and NIOHOLAS.

SC 163073--The first Joint offensive action of Army, Navy and Marine forces was begun
when an Infantry Regiment was placed under Navy command to be used to reinforce Marines
in the Solomon Islands. Aboard the Navy transport MacCawley the troops were inspected
by Army and Navy heads after they had embarked at New Caledonia. L to R: Capt. Charles
Paul McFeaters, Commander of the MacCawley Vice Admiral Robert Lee Ghormley, Commanding
the South Pacific area Major Gen. M. F. Harmon, Commander of the Army Force in the South
Pacific and Major Gen. Alexander M. Patch, Commanding the Jnited Forces in New Caledonia

-

8

-
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FROM:
TO:

U.S. S. ZEILIN
COMSOPAC
MoCA\VLEY

ZEILIN

"ACCOMPANIED BY COMGEN SOPAC AND COMGEN POPPY I HAVE
JUST COMPLETED AN INSPECTION OF THE MCCA\VLEY AND

ZEILJ:N WITH 164.TH REGIMENT INFANTRY AND MARINE

AVIATION AND CASUALS EMBARKED READY TO PROCEED TO

REINFORCE OUR GROUND FORCES IN THE FRONT POSITIONS
YOU FROCEED IN NAVY SHIPS UNDER NAVY SURFACE

PRO~CTION AND UNDER

A:tR

PROTECTION OF A.HMY NAVY .AND

MARINE CORPS PLANES THE Am4Y WILL JOIN THE MARINES

IN ACTIVE LA.ND COMBAT AGAINST THE ENEMY '!BE READINESS
OF TBE TROOPS THE LOA.DING OF THE TRANSPORTS AND

PREPARATIONS

OR SAILING AND THE SPLENDID APPEARANCE

OF OFFICERS AND MEN OF ALL . SERVICES INDICATE CLOSE

AND EFFICIENT COOPl!:F<ATION ON THE PART OF ALL HANDS
AND A SINGLENESS OF PURPOSE TO REACH ACTIVE COMBAT

Ill THE SHORTEST T:tME POSSIBLE PERIOD WELL DONE TO

ALL HANDS GOOD LUCK AND A STRONG PUNCH TO ALL OP' YOU

090234 OCT 1942

FROM:
TO:

COMGENSOPAC

INFO:

COMGEN POPPY

CTJ' 62

ZE:tUN
MoCAWLEY

MAY I EXPRESS TO YOU YOUR OFFICERS AND :MEN MY GRATIFICATION
FOR THE :EFFICIENT EMBA.RKATJ:ON OF THE PERSONNEL AND E~UIPMENT
OF '!HE 164TH :INFANTRY REGJ::twIENT US ARMY ON THE USS MCCAViLEY

AND USS ZE:IL:IN AND THE CARE YOU HAVE TAKEN IN PRES.ERVATION
OF THEIR HEALTH AND MORALE FOR THE TA.SK ~ X WILL YOU
PLEASE CONVEY FOR ME AND FOR MAJOR GENERAL PATCH

COMMENDATION TO THE PERSONNEL OF THE 164,TH INFANTRY FOR
PERFORMING THE:IR ASSIGNED TASKS IN SUCH EXCELLENT AND

COOPERATIVE M.ANNER AS TO PERMIT RAPID AND ORDERLY LOADING X
YOUR ENTIRE FORCE CARRIES OUR HIGH HOPF.SOUR ADMIRATION AND
OUR CONFIDENCE X
The 1641h Infantry News, October 2012
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--~----13 1942.
SECRET

October

U.S. S. ZEILIN

1

~ - b.£:1·
$10.5

1205

Ceased firing. ~nemy bombs hit on or near
vicinity of Guadaoanal Airport.

0146

1246

Anchored as before. Resumed discharging.

0210

1310

Discharging 'No. 6 hold ot retr.~ gerants.

0247

1347

Enemy aircraft reported approaohing.

0256

1356

Underway various courses and speeds on signal
from Comtasktoroe 62. Approximately 17 enemy
bombers bearing 180-T, altitude approximately
22,000 teet.

0258

1J58

Escort commenced !iring AA batteries.

0~59

lJ5Y

:t.EILIN commenced rir1ng.

OJOO

.L400

~nemy bombing a1rf1el~ on Guadaoanal Island.

0301

1401

Ceased tiring.

0356

1456

Anchored as before. Resumed discharging oargo.

0430

1530

Completed discharging No. 3,4, and 6 holds and
covered up.

0445

1545

Completed discharging N~. 7 hold.

0452

1552

OompJ.etea un.J.oaaing ana. oommenoea. Edl.bar.Kir1g
2 ottioers 7 men USN, 10 ott1oera )92 men USMC
or Vl7F, VMSB and 1st Haider Battalion tor
transportation to WHITE POPPY. All 164,th
Army Intantry and 14ar1nes tor CACTUS disembarked
except working party in No. 2 hold.

0505

1605

Commenced hoisting in boats.

0650

1750

Completed disobarging No. 2 hold. All OAOTUS
cargo discharged. Total l0b5 tons.

0*/00

1800

All CACTUS troops disembarked. Total SJ orr1oers
!~b4 en.listed or lb4th !ntantry; 211 enlisted and
10 ottioers U~MC and 85 casuals.

£! .!

.Q

U.S. S. ZEILIN

1L!L!

October

13 1 1942.

~ - b.£:1·

10

0717

1817

Ready to get underway. All boats hoisted aboard.

0720

1820

Explosion observed on beach to westward ot
landing.

0724

1824

Beach landing being she1led from Point Cruz.

07)0

1830

Underway on signal from Comtaskforoe 62 on
various oourses and speeds prooeeding towards
Lango Channel. Additional bursts trom Japanese
shore battery at Point Cruz were observed
astern ot this vessel on starboard quarter
approximately 125 yards and one burst on port
quarter 40 yards distant.

07.)J

18))

Escort oomm.enoed shelling Point Cruz.

0738

18.)8

Shore battery was silenced. No damage to ship
or personnel.
The 1641" Infantry News, October 2012

USS Zeilin CARGO 13 Oct 42
Hold #2
181 mm Mortar M-45
4 wheel trailers
Sand bags
Tentage
Rations
Jeep
Manila robe
Barbed Wire
Lubrication Trailer
Farmall Tractor
Buda Earth Auger
Soap
Tarpaper
Ambulances

2012 rds
2
36 nets
10 nets
15 nets
2
1 net
1 Net
1
1
1
1 net
% net
3

Hold #3
Ripper
Trencher
1 % Ton Dump Trucks
spools barbed wire
1 % T bomb truck
75T machine Trailer
T6 4 % T tractor

1
1
10
113
2
4
1

tHold #4
81 mm Mortars M31A1 B's
81 mm Mortars M31A1 6's
Jeeps
Navy Engine parts
Navy Boat parts
Navy shackles
Navy 5" Cables
QM chests
Mules, shop
Chests VMF 131
Generators 20 ~
Generators 7W

1602
1300
14
3 boxes
2 crates
1 string
5 Coils
408
3
194
1
2

.

QM Boxes
Tanks, water
Misc supplies
Motor Generators
Pumping sets
Hold #6 & #7
Rations
TNT
QM equipment
Burlap bags
Rope
Barbed wire
155mm Proj AP
155mm Proj HE
155mm Fuses
Powder charges 155mm
Hold #8
Rations
Rations
Diesel oil
Gas 72 octane
Texaco Oil
Kerosene
Hypoid Grease 100#
Grease, cup
MISC
tobacco
Primers
Mail
Chests, flame throwers
Cylinders, gas, hydrogen
Chests, Off, etc
Baaaage, Pres etc
Pyrotechnics
Bomb disposal equip
Office equipment

604
2
37 nets
2
6
35 nets
99 cases
15 nets
1O bales
2 nets
6 nets
340 rds
1200 rds
1550
2053
80 tons
156 tons
113drums
116drums
10 drums
1 drum
1
17
3 cases
1900
1O bags
11
5
18
9 boxes
4 boxes
3 chests

Cargo was designated for Aviation Engineers, Air Wing One; 244 Coastal Artillery, and "CACTUS"

i

I
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SECRE1

,.

U.S.S. ZEILIN

October 15, 1942.
From:
To

:

Lieutenant Commander Russeil J. Bellerby, U.S. Navy.
The Commanding Officer.

Subject:

Executive Officer's Report of Action October 13, 1942.

Reference:

(a) Article 9411, U.S. Navy Regulations.

1.,
-Tht3 ship anchored one mile bearing 253° from Lunga Point,
Guadalc&na'. at 0551 October 13; and during the day, except for intervals
describ~d belo ·, the ship proceeded with tho dischar 6ing of th~ 1st and
3rd Battalions of thE, 164th Infantry, 221 air wing lfarinos t..nd 85 unassigned rine repJ ·.1coments together with the total equipr.1ont of tho
Army troops and misc~llaneous additional cargo for forces ashore. A
total of 1953 troops were disembark~d, 1006 tons of cargo unloaded. Nine
officers and 250 men of tho First Raider Battalion and 152 Uarinos from
Aircraft Group 23 ere embarked for evacuation. The operations was completed and the ship roady to proceed at 1817. During the day the weather
tas fair, wind from southeast force two, light scattered clouds.

2.
At 1131 aircraft warning wa received, The contact was
subsequently devoloped giving information that 22 high level bombers
were approaching from 310°. At 1143 on signal from the Comuander Task
Group 62.6 the. ship got underway and maneuvered to avoid attack. At
1158 22 Mitsubi ld. 96 planes were sighted approaching from the northwest
at about 22,000 feet and procoedod to the south of surface vessels. Fire
was opened and sustained fran the 3" battery using 21 secood fuse set.ting
from 1202 to 1205, 36 rounds were expended. All bursts vte:ro short, the
target.a being outside j••/50 rang • EnOll\V planes proceeded to their obj ctive and dropped bombs on the bomber field, retiring to the south,
After the attack the ship returned to the transport area and anchored

at 1246.

3,
At l33S a second aircraft warning was receivod and at
1356 th ship got undel'W'l;Y' on signal and maneuverod as directed by the
Comnarrler Task Group 62.~. At 1359 17 Uiteubisld. 96 bombers were oberved attacking bomber field on a northern course.· At 1359 conmencod
firing 3" battery continuing fire until 1403, Fifty seven rounds wore
expended. During the time of firo tho target paesod over tho ship beyond th ceiling of the battery and retired to the northwest.
-1-
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·EC
October 15, 1942.
Subjoct:

Executive Officer's rleport of Action October 13, 1942.

4.
At 1820 explosions were observed on the beach about 1000
yurds short of tho main landing beach. The source of fire caild not at
first be located. It was later found to be artillery fire from Point
Cruz~ Fire was laddered up the beach to the eastward and struck men and
rnat~ri.i.l or. tl a landing beach, Somo shots struck the water at a distance
of /.,.Ct) to 600 y:irds from the ship. The onel'Izy' battery was silonced by
<ie.'3tr.:>ycr and SllOr· e artillery fire. The ship did not open fire,
At 1830 on signal the ship got undorwcy a.nu prvC'e.Jdod
Lur..go Cncinnel. During the passage parachute flares ,..er,~ 00served
to thu eastward ahead of tho ship, No attack developed.
5

th·.'Ou gh

61
The ship oustained no darns.go to material or casualties
to personnel on board or in the Navy Beach Landing Party.

7.
The U.S. Ma1·ine Corps Beach Party ·which had charge ashore
was well organizod and administered and excopt as temporarily suspended
during attacks unloaded cargo from boa.ta as fast o.s the ship could load
them. This item is noted as it is the first tin10 tho ship has had bench
service which kept abreast of tho unloading.
8,
The 164th Infantry employed as working parties in tho holds
wo::l..Gd continuously throughout the day taking cover during attacks and rep-,~·ting promptly to stations aftor attack.

9.
Tho ships company as a wholo pcrform~d thoir duties in a
hlghJ.i croditablo manner. There wore no delay. After at · ncks tho hip
camo back to tho anchorage with the anchor ,alked out to 25 fathor!l.S and
loaded net slings over tho side from ca.oh hold roady to go into boats.
No spt1cial cl"~dtt b due to .lny indh'idual. Each Officer wl~

i,ian

por.t'ormed

his duty in a mannor worthy of prai e. Th~ conmondo.tion of tho Taek Unit
Conmander and tho Comn:inding Officor ha boen tranSP,littod to tho Officers
and crow.

.

~ogat44

____________________________ 'a_J{f~ ____ T_
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Guadalcanal Photos
Contributed and annotated by Australian Peter Flahavin
The photos on these two pages give a "real view" of the terrain and add another
dimension to the maps that are located elsewhere in this issue.

See more of Peter's photos at these websites:
www.guadalcanal.homestead.com
www.pacificwrecks.com/people/visitors/flahavin/index.htm
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Top: The perimeter sector 24-26 October 1942,
with a 2009 inset showing trees planted since then.
Above: Modern Day History Hunter Australian
Peter Flahavin on his 9th expedition to Guadalcanal
--this on in 2012. He found a piece of barbed wire
in the area occupied by Company E during the
battle at Coffin Corner.
At Right: A 1943 photo of Fighter Strip 1 and the
Coffin Corner Area.
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THE 164TH INFANTRY IN COMBAT FROM OCTOBER 7, 1942
AKA "Baglien's Diary"
By Lt. Col. Samuel Baglien
Prior to and on October 7, 1942, the 154th lnJantry Regiment was located on the island of Caledonia. The bivouac areas of the First, Second, Third and Provisional battalions were strategically
dispersed near the Tontouta Air Base about 30 miles inland from the island capital city, Noumea.
On September 14, 1942, Colonel Earle R. Sarles had been retired of command of the regiment, having attained his 55th birthday, and Colonel Bryant E. Moore, 0-8633, assumed command on
that date. It was hard to see Colonel Sarles leave the regiment as he had been with the regiment
since 1905 and was a father to us all.
On October 7, 1942, at 7:00 p.m., the regiment was alerted under orders from Major General
Alexander M. Patch, America! Division, of which division the regiment was a part. Such orders provided that the regiment shall prepare for movement to the Port of Embarkation at Noumea harbor on
October 8, 1942. Preparations, lasting all night, began immediately. Arrangements were made to
retain a rear echelon consisting of the personnel section, guards, cooks, maintenance, etc., at New
Caledonia, with Captain John R. Erickson in command. An attempt was made to contact our reconnaissance platoon under Lt. Flo. This was unsuccessful as they were in the jungle on the island and
were attempting to find a trail route to Thio, which was across the island.
On October 8, 1942, packing and movement was in progress. Advance details and loading
crews arrived at Noumea harbor at 10:00 a.m. and began loading equipment and supplies. The regiment cleared all of its areas be 6:30 p.m. The First and Third battalions embarked aboard the USS
Zeilin troop transport at 10:00 p.m., and the Second and Provisional battalions embarked aboard the
USS Mccawley troop transport at 10:00 p.m. Harbor officials complimented the regiment upon its
speed of loading the two vessels. Major Timboe received his promotion to Lt. Col.
Captains
Northridge and Ordahl to Majors.
On October 9, 1942, the two ships took on additional supplies for the First Marine Division that
was located at Guadalcanal. This was completed at noon. Colonel Moore, Major Zlevor, S4, and
Major Ordahl, S3, boarded_a Navy transport plane along with Colonel Linscott of the Marines and left
on a flight toward our destination, to ascertain arrangements for our landing. Admiral Ghormly, Major
General Patch and Major General Harmon boarded the troop transports and inspected the troops,
who were complimented for their fine appearance, discipline and excellent condition. The troop
transports and convoy cleared the Noumea harbor during the afternoon and headed toward our destination, Guadalcanal Island, Solomon Islands.
October 10 to October 12, 1942, the regiment was at sea. Weather clear, sea calm. Routine
duties, and fire and debarkation drills. Mail was passed at sea from a destroyer; this was a very interesting sight and a welcome one. Alerted, but the enemy was not sighted. Lt. Col. Samuel
Baglien, Executive Officer, was in full charge of the regiment and the movement was in charge of the
U. S. Navy under Read Admiral Turner. The men during the trip showed no signs of nervol)sness
and welcomed the opportunity to get into combat. Admiral Turner got quite a kick out of the trip, stating, "Imagine taking a bunch of the Army up to reinforce the Marines." To us the trip was a signal
honor, as it meant that we would be the first Army Infantry troops in battle since the fall of Bataan. All
our unloading details are ready for the landing. Admiral Turner promised me turkey for the boys for
Thanksgiving and I also asked him not to forget where we were located when the war was over.
At dawn on October 13, 1942, the regiment arrived at Kukum Beach, Guadalcanal. Debarkation of personnel began immediately. Stations at nets had been previously assigned. The troops carrying ammunition, combat packs, gas masks and arms entered Higgins boats, via nets and were taken ashore. The First marine Division, already stationed at Guadalcanal, covered the landing. The
debarkation of troops was completed by 7:30 a.m. Details were assigned for unloading supplies and
equipment. The supplies were transferred to Higgins boats from the transports and unloaded on the
beach and distributed. In the midst of this work, at about noon, a flight of Japanese bombers passed
over and bombed the area for a half hour. Corporal Kenneth S. Faubert, Company "M" was killed; the
first casualty of the regiment. Two men were injured. The enemy again bombed the area from aircraft from 1:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m., but there were no further casualties and very little damage.
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Baglien's Diary (continued)

At 6:00 p.m. the area was shelled by enemy artillery located west along the beach toward
Point Cruz. The troops sought cover and, although alarmed, maintained order. Pvt. Park E. Jagears,
Company "D" was killed. At 11 :00 p.m. the regiment began movement toward bivouac areas about
two miles east, between Lunga Point, Teneru River and Henderson Air Field. What a day and what a
reception for our first day! The Marines are sure glad we are here and they certainly look like they
have gone through "Hell."
Immediately after midnight, 12:10 a.m., October 14, 1942, terrific shelling by enemy naval craft
began. "Louie the Louse" seems to be directing the fire. Several cruisers and destroyers were lying
off Kukum Beach and Lunga Point and shelled the area near Lunga Point and Henderson Field incessantly until 3:30 a.m. The shells were 6-8 and 12, 14 inch with star shells to light up the area over
Henderson Field. The troops had no time to dig in, but sought all available cover and maintained
good order. Warrant Officer Bernard E. Starkenberg, 0-2105012, was killed; Corporal Rollie Andrick,
Hq. Det. Second Battalion was killed. Three landing boats containing enemy troops approached
Kukum Beach, but withdrew. Many coconut palm trees were cut down, but otherwise damage was
negligible. Col. Brookes of the New Zealand Army stated this shelling was worse than Crete. I'll
never forget our Chaplain marks after two hours of shelling, straightened up in the corner of the hole,
looked us over and said, "Gentlemen, I've done all I can for you." This broke the tension; we giggled.
At 9:00 a.m. a flight of enemy bombers again passed over and dropped bombs evidently intended for Henderson Field, but most of them landed in bivouac areas causing minor damage to personal equipment, and no.casualties. Troops now are well dug in, and have also used dugouts of Marines formerly stationed in areas. Another enemy bombing raid at 10:00 a.m. and another at 12:00
noon - same results. "Pistol Pete" the Jap artilleryman came into action. He seems to have quite a
long-range gun. He certainly knows how to lay on the airport. Went down to the beach, where our
supplies were, to visit Company "L" who were left there to guard our stores. One of the men told of
sitting on a large pile of rations and when the first Jap naval shells came over the rush of the wind
blew him off his perch.
October 15, 1942. the 164th Infantry Regiment is attached to the First Marine Division, who
have been at Guadalcanal since August 7. This regiment is the only attached army unit. Major General Vandegrift is the Commanding General of forces on Guadalcanal. Command of a sector passed
to this regiment and the First Battalion took up positions on the sector front at the Teneru River, relieving a battalion of Marines. Enemy aircraft, including bombers and Zero fighters, bombed and
strafed the sector and nearby areas from 11 :30 A.M. TO 2:00 P.M. enemy aircraft again bombed the
area from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. The following enlisted men were killed on October 15: Private Alfred C. Halvorson, Medical Detachment; Private Steven Zakopayko, Company "E"; Private Amanda
Del Fava, Company "B"; Private Glenn Midgarden, Company "C". All our rations were turned over to
the First Marine Division and we are now having a tough time to get our supplies and equipment
away from Yellow Beach as rain has washed out the bridge.
Members killed in action are being buried at the First Marine division cemetery. Graves are
marked with a green wooden cross as there is no distinctive marking between rank. Chaplains are in
attendance at a brief ceremony. A group of captured Japanese laborers dig the graves. A palm
branch is placed over each grave.
On October 16, at 12:01 a.m. terrific shelling by enemy Japanese naval craft began and continued until 2:30 a.m. However, the troops were orderly and kept under cover. Captain George R.
Newgard, Munitions Officer, was hit by a "dud" and severely wounded and died later. The Second
Battalion took up positions to the right of the First Battalion, east and south of Henderson Field, relieving a battalion of Marines at 10:00 a.m. The Third Battalion moved jnto Division Reserve and prepared for mobility. During the day several alert warnings were given, but enemy planes were intercepted and there were no further bombings. The regimental CP was moved to a well camouflaged
area, southwest of the First Battalion positions. Sturdy dugouts were completed. "Pistol Pete" fired
on Henderson Field several times during the day. We relieved the First Marine Regiment under Col.
Cates and our own Col. Moore took command of the sector held by our First and Second Battalions.
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On October 17, at 1:15 p.m. , 20 enemy bombers passed over the area and dropped their
loads. Minor damage and no casualties . . Many patrols under the direction of Captain Consid ine are
proceeding beyond our front lines, and all reports are negative. Lt. Col. Frisbee of the Seventh
Marines on our right called at our CP to coordinate patrol activities.
Major General Vandegrift, Colonel Thomas, Chief of Staff, and Lt. Col. Twining D-3 of the Marine Division also called during the day.
On October 18, 1942, our front line positions are well dug in, and guns are properly placed.
Sector front is quiet. At 2: 1O p.m. a wave of enemy bombers came over and bombed the area. Another wave bombed at 6:00 p.m. Minor damage and no casualties to our regiment. "Pistol Pete" is
working overtime. This is a funny war as I can ride my "Peep" through the sector we are holding in
front of our own lines.
October 19, 1942, patrols still report negative, though some enemy movement is detected by
our aircraft. Sector front is quiet. Several bombing alerts but the bombers were intercepted by ou r
own air force, which has been doing a superior job. "Louie the Louse", the one Jap bomber and his
brethren are finding it more difficult to get through. This is a peculiar war, the masters can ponder
over this one. We have an airport on our regimental reserve line, the Jap Navy hits us in the rear, we
fight them on our front, and they bomb Hell out of us from the air and we are holding a little piece of
ground roughly six miles wide and three miles deep. Looks like we are in for a rough time .
On October 20, 1942, enemy bombers bombed the area from 11 :00 a.m. to 12:00 NOON . No
casualties. Enemy artillery now officially known as "Pistol Pete" began usual bombardment at 6:30
p.m. Evidently emplaced somewhere west of Point Cruz, and has his range set for the airfield . A
wave of enemy bombers bombed the area at 8:05 p.m. and then returned at 9:05 p.m. and dropped
17 bombs in over "B" Company area. First Lt. Frank G. Welch, 0-363158, Company "B", Technician
Fourth Grade John T. Flowers, Company "B" and Pfc Marvin P. Quamme, Company "B", were killed
instantly. One officer and three enlisted men were wounded. Our patrols are working in fine shape.
General Vandegrift and Colonel Thomas called again today.
On October 21 , a wave of enemy bombers bombed the area from 11 :00 a.m. to 12:00 noon.
"Louie the Louse" is back. No casualties. "Pistol Pete" tossed shells into the area near Henderson
Field from 5:50 to 6:30 p.m. At 7:00 p.m. a bombing raid by enemy aircraft and another at 8:00 p.m.
No casualties. We moved our CP today because it was getting a little too hot. We discovered 60
bomb hits and 50 shells had lit in our area since taking over. Our new place doesn't look too good,
but it hasn't been discovered .
On October 22, "Pistol Pete" shelled the area at 10 minute intervals throughout the forenoon.
At 1: 15 p.m . a wave of enemy bombers approached the area, but were intercepted by our Grumman
Fighters, and five bombers were shot down. "Pistol Pete" again from 5:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. No casualties, but he's getting in our hair. Sector front lines quiet; however, enemy activity and movement is
noted. Col. Moore visited Marine Division CP and met General Holcomb the Marine Commandant.
On October 23, "Pistol Pete" began at 7:30 a.m. and kept shelling at 10 minute intervals all
forenoon. At 11 :05 a.m. a wave of enemy bombers came over and dropped their loads in out Third
Battalion area, destroying a kitchen, tentage, a few rifles and some equipment. No casualties. The
troops have learned to duck. The Marine artillery batteries are out to get "Pistol Pete" and fired at enemy positions constantly from 7:00 p.m. to midnight. Two enemy land thrusts at Marine CPs, south of
Henderson Field, were repulsed by the Seventh Marines. First Sergeant Jack T. Simmons; Staff
Sergeant Russell J. Opat; Sergeant Bernard A. Deering and Technician Fifth Grade Marvin T. Hanson were commended for meritorious service per Regimental General Orders Number Two, October
23, 1942. I smelled so stinky that I took a bath between bombings; just missed getting caught short.
October 24, 1942, Enemy thrust at Marine positions west of the Matanikau was repulsed and
nine enemy tanks were destroyed. Enemy patrols are attempting to infiltrate between CPs, and main
lines, west and south. From 12:01 a.m. to 7:00 a.m., Marine artillery fired at enemy positions west of
the Matanikau River. "Pistol Pete" fired a few shells at the airport, intermittently.
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Enemy action appearing to be determined and thrust was noted at right flank of Second Battalion, in front of the Seventh Marines, after dark. At 11 :40 p.m. the Regimental staff received orders
from D-3 to commit Third Battalion to reinforce Seventh Marines immediately.
October 25. The Third Battalion cleared its area at 2:05 a.m. and marched toward the Seventh
Marine positions, south of Henderson Field. Upon arrival desperate hand to hand fighting was in progress, and the Third Battalion took up its positions in the face of enemy fire. In some cases hand to
hand combat for the possession of foxholes and emplacements occurred. There were skirmishes all
along the Third Battalion front and along the right flank of the Second Battalion.
The lines held and the enemy thrusts were repulsed, though there was slight infiltration. At
dawn the enemy withdrew and positions were strengthened and coordinated. "Pistol Pete" was again
active from 8:00 to 11 :00 a.m. Enemy naval craft shelled the area at noon. Enemy Zero fighters
have been in the air all day bombing and strafing, but in the resultant dog fights our Grummans shot
down many of them and dispersed them. Grumman pilots are adept at luring Zeros within deadly
range of our anti-aircraft guns. Several bombing alerts, but our air force intercepted the bombers and
dispersed them, shooting down several bombers and Zeros. Enemy artillery again shelled the area at
8: 15 p.m. At nightfall the enemy began another determined land thrust at the Seventh Marine positions on our right flank and at our Third and Second Battalion positions, and vicious fighting was in
progress. The enemy assaulted the positions repeatedly in great numbers, but the lines are holding.
There is some sniper activity. Private John J. Flynn, Company "E" and Private Ira A. Woodall, Company "M" were killed in action. Several wounded, but casualties are comparatively light.
October 26. From midnight until dawn the enemy hurled wave after wave of infantry supported
by mortar and machine gun at our Third Battalion lines, but every thrust was repulsed with tremendous loss to the enemy. Our troops stuck to positions with bulldog tenacity, and even hand to hand
fighting did not dislodge them. Our Third Battalion positions are in the midst of dense jungle. There
was some infiltration. The regimental reserve consisting of only about 175 troops from Headquarters
and Service Company was committed to the south border of the airport, in the event of a break
through, but was recalled at 9:30 a.m. No enemy air activity during the day - "Pistol Pete" is quiet.
Men killed in action: Corporal Louis Lockner, Company "G"; Second Lt. Ralph M Kamman, Company
"G"; Private John B. Muir, Company "G"; Corporal Melvin Busche, Company "G"; Private Robert D.
Newman, Company "G"; Private Harvey E. Hubbard, Company "E"; Pfc John W. McClure, Medical
Detachment; Pfc George E. Kudrna, Company "K"; Private Weldon D. Spease, Company "K"; Corporal Jack F. Leithold, Company "K"; Pfc Harvey R. Brewster, Company "K"; Second Lt. Arvid
Grasvik, Company "L"; Private Joseph Sperl, Company "L"; Private Carl W. Edwards, Company "L";
Pfc Arnold B. Nelson, Company "L"; Pfc Palmer G. Foss, Company "L"; Private Lonni_e L. Sistrunk,
Company "L"; Pfc Gerald E. Coffey, Company "M"; Pfc Dale N. Coppens, Company "M". The boys
are going great, it certainly does a fellow good to see how the M-1 rifle can pile up the "Nips".
October 27. From midnight to dawn the enemy again hurled its strength at our Third Battalion
and right flank of our Second Battalion lines, but each thrust was repulsed with heavy losses to the
enemy. At 4:00 a.m. enemy bombers bombed the area with slight damage, and no casualties resulting. During the day several enemy aircraft waves were intercepted and dispersed with losses to the
enemy. Snipers who had infiltrated were active, but caused little damage. Patrols located most of
the snipers and destroyed them. They were well camouflaged and hid themselves in the upper
branches of high trees, making it difficult to locate them. The carnage of enemy dead piled in front of
our lines is creating an unhealthful situation. Burying details are organized and burial is begun. Over
1,700 enemy dead in front of our front alone, and probably many more further back in the jungle. Impossible to estimate enemy wounded. Our troops are near exhaustion, but morale is high. Men killed
in action: Second Lt. Sidney S. Linscott, Company "K"; Second Lt. George H. Cummings, Company
"A" and Private Howard 0. Noland, Company "I" . .
October 28. Quiet. Enemy appears to have withdrawn to lick its wounds and plan new strategy. Snipers are still an active nuisance. An attempted enemy air assault was driven off at 4:00 a.m.
by AA fire. Burial of enemy dead continues. The men received their first hot meal today; they sure
were hungry. During the battle they did not eat much, perhaps because of the excitement.
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October 29. Snipers less active. Patrols encounter very light activity. Burial of enemy continues. Souvenir hunters are becoming a nuisance, so orders are issued controlling this situation. Almost every soldier and marine on the island had a souvenir of some sort.
October 30. Burial of enemy dead completed. Most snipers now cleared out. Two of our prisoners admit tremendous enemy losses, shortages of stores and supplies, and low morale. Very little
activity. "Pistol Pete" is quiet. Made a special trip for Col. Moore with a message to Lt. Co. Hall, the
Third Battalion commander. This trip was a tough one after dark, didn't think I'd make it, as it was
through the jungle. Got shot at a couple times and caught Hell from my own men for wandering
around after dark.
October 31. Quiet on all sector fronts. Activity of snipers has ceased. No bombing alerts.
The following men received Regimental commendation per Regimental General Order Number 3:
Staff Sergeant William S. Bachellor, Company "M"; Pfc James Sullivan, Company "I"; Pfc Stanley W. Anda, Company "L"; Pfc Francis H. Lauder, Company "M". Our patrolling is heavy and we are
going deeper every day.
The following message was received October 9, 1942, from Commanding Officer, First Marines to Commanding Officer, 154th Infantry:

"SUBJECT: CONTRA TULA TIONS: THE OFFICERS AND MEN OF THE FIRST MARINES SALUTE YOU FOR A MOST
WONDERFUL PIECE OF WORK ON THE NIGHTS OF 25 AND 26 OCTOBER, 1942. WILL YOU PLEASE EXTEND OUR
SINCERE CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL CONCERNED? WE ARE HONORED TO SERVE WITH A UNIT SUCH AS
YOURS. LITTLE DID WE REALIZE WHEN WE TURNED OVER OUR "QUIET SECTOR" TO YOU THAT YOU WOULD
BEAR THE BRUNT OF AN ATTACK SO SOON. l'M SURE YOU ARE VERY PROUD OF THE FIGHTING ABILITY
DEMONSTRATED BY YOUR UNIT AND OUR HAT IS OFF TO YOU."
C. B. CA TES
The following commendation bulletin, Division Bulletin 64a-42, was issued by Headquarters,
First Marine Division, Major General A. A. Vandegrift:
"THE COMMANDING GENERAL COMMENDS THE THIRD BATTALION, 164TH INFANTRY, U. S. ARMY, FOR THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF ITS OPERATIONS AGAINST THE ENEMY ON 24, 25, AND 26 OCTOBER, 1942. THE FIRST
MARINE BATTALION, SEVENTH MARINES, OCCUPYING A DEFENSIVE SECTOR OF A WIDTH OF 2500 YARDS
SITUATED TO THE SOUTH OF THE POSITIONS OF THE FIRST MARINE DIVISION ON LUNGA POINT,
GUADALCANAL, BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS, HAVING BEEN ATTACKED BY A NUMERICALLY SUPERIOR ENEMY
AT ABOUT 1000, 23 OCTOBER 1942, THE THIRD BA TTALION, 164TH INFANTRY, THEN IN REGIMENTAL RESERVE
WAS ORDERED TO REINFORCE THE LINE. MOVING BY A FORCED MARCH AT NIGHT THROUGH RAIN, OVER
DIFFICULT AND UNFAMILIAR TERRAIN, IT ARRIVED IN TIME TO PREVENT A SERIOUS PENETRATION OF THE
POSITION, AND BY REINFORCING THE FIRST BATTALION, SEVENTH MARINES THROUGHOUT ITS SECTOR,
MADE POSSIBLE THE REPULSE OF CONTINUOUS ENEMY ATTACKS THROUGHOUT THE NIGHT. THE
FOLLOWING DAY, HAVING BEEN ASSIGNED TO THE LEFT HALF OF THE SECTOR FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY THE
FIRST BATTALION, SEVENTH MARINES, THE THIRD BATTALION, 164TH INFANTRY SO OCCUPIED AND PREPARED
THE POSITION THAT WHEN THE MAIN EFFORT OF ANOTHER ENEMY ATTACK WAS DIRECTED AT IT ON THE
NIGHTS OF 24 AND 25 OCTOBER, 1942, IT WAS ABLE TO HOLD THE POSITION WfTHOUT SERIOUS LOSS TO ITS
OWN PERSONNEL, AL THOUGH HEAVY CASUAL TIES WERE INFLICTED UPON ENEMY FORCES. THE FIRST
DIVISION IS PROUD TO HAVE SERVING WITH IT ANOTHER UNIT WHICH HAS STOOD THE TEST OF BATTLE AND
DEMONSTRATED AN OVERWHELMING SUPERIORITY OVER THE ENEMY."
The following radio dispatch from the Commander-in-Chief, U. S. Fleet, was received from
Honolulu, October 31, 1942:
"STORIES OF YOUR SUCCESSFUL LAND OPERATIONS HAVE THRILLED US ALL. EXPRESS MY APPRECIATION
TO YOUR MARINES IN THE FRONT LINES, AND TO YOUR SOLDIERS FOR THE WAY THEY HAVE BACKED UP AND
REESTABLISHED THE LINES BY THEIR COUNTER ATTACKS. WE FEEL THAT YOU HAVE FORMED A TEAM WHICH
WILL BE MORE THAN A MATCH FOR THE ENEMY."
November 1 and 2. Eight enemy snipers were located and killed. Reconnaissance patrols
went out 2,500 yards beyond our lines, and report negative. Regimental received orders from Commanding General, First Marine Division, to move forward to a new sector west of the Matanikau River
and proceed by military operation and maneuver to an objective four miles further west.
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November 3. Enemy artillery shelled sector at 7:00 a.m. No casualties. The First Battalion
cleared its area at 6:30 a.m. and marched toward the Matanikau in column of twos and reached the
river in the afternoon and proceeded west, being attached to the Fifth Marines in reserve. Later that
day the First Battalion moved further on being attached to the Second Marines. During the morning
about 3,000 Japs landed at Koli Point, east of our sector. Two battalions of Seventh Marines intercepted them. Our Second and Third Battalions received orders to proceed toward Koli Point for a
flank attack.
On November 4, 1942, our Second and Third Battalions cleared their areas at 6:30 a.m. and
proceeded toward Koli Point. Terrain is dense, steam-heated jungle, and progress is slow requiring
tremendous effort of all men. Necessary to cut lanes in many places. Our Navy shelled enemy positions at Koli Point at 10:00 a.m. Our Second and Third Battalions and Headquarters reached a point
three miles south of Koli Point at Malimbau River. Our Navy and artillery shelled enemy positions at
Koli Point at 10:00 p.m.
November 5. The First Battalion has taken up front line positions about four miles
west of the Matanikau River, beyond Point Cruz. Now attached to Second Marine Regiment. Sergeant Raymond G. Holzworth, Company "H", killed in action; Private George H. Dohn, Company "A",
killed in action. A combat reconnaissance patrol of Company "B", was ambushed by enemy Jap machine gun fire, west of Point Cruz.
The following men were killed and their bodies not recovered due to enemy occupation, although several attempts were made: Pfc Carl L. Hjelm, Medical Detachment; Private Sherman R.
Olson, Company "B"; Private Gerhard P. Mokros, Company "B"; Pfc Stanley J. Ziska, Company "B";
Sergeant Herbert W. Lancord, Company "B"; Staff Sergeant Robert C. Cross, Company "B"; Sergeant
Raymond W. Johnson, Company "B". The following men were killed attempting to aid the patrol: Second Lt. James L. McCreary, Company "B"; Staff Sergeant Arthur W. Jones, Company "B".
Our Second and Third Battalions crossed the Malimbau River with great difficulty. The current
is very swift and transfer of supplies to amphibian tanks is necessary.
At 12:00 noon 17 enemy bombers passed over section, but were intercepted. Five were shot
down by AA guns, and several more by fighters. They dropped six personnel bombs in our abandoned Second and Third Battalion area. No casualties. Patrols in jungle are meeting enemy machine gun resistance.
November 6. Second and Third Battalions and Headquarters proceeded to Koli Point along
east side of Malimbau River. Main body of enemy has evidently moved inland to the mountains. Enemy machine guns and patrols are encountered. First Battalion front quiet. The following men were
killed in action: Private Clifford R. Bird, Company "F"; Pfc Harvey Yokum, Company "E"; Pfc Paul A.
Roy, Company "E"; Sergeant Albert J. Osmon, Company "L". Yokum and Osman burie.d in the field.
On November 7, 1942, at 10:45 a.m. a Japanese submarine entered the open harbor at Lunga
Point and torpedoed a cargo ship. Nearby destroyers immediately circled the area and dropped
depth charges. The explosion of these charges can be felt by earth vibration for several miles. The
Navy reported that the enemy submarine was destroyed. Our Second and Third Battalions have now
reached Koli Point and are preparing to move toward an objective further east. Enemy machine guns
were encountered. The Third Battalion and special units were withdrawn from the Koli Point movement, and the Second Battalion continued on this movement as attached to the 7th Marine Regiment.
On November 8 and 9, our Regimental CP was set up west of the Lunga River; Third Battalion
in Division Reserve. The First Battalion as part of the Second Marines has begun a drive west.
On November 10, 1942, the Second Battalion is still committed to the Seventh Marines. The
following men were killed in action: Private Alois N. Georges, Company "G"; Sergeant Clyde G. Morgan, Company "F"; Private Gerald Hall, Company "F"; Private Joseph A. Miller, Company "E".
At 10:00 a.m. on November 11, 51 enemy planes came over in two waves, and dropped their
loads near the airfield. Our air force went after them and shot down 16 enemy planes. Our losses:
Six Grummans. I had a good seat on the bombing show as I got caught off shore in a Higgins boat,
and saw three Jap bombers go down in the ocean. It was a grand sight although our own ack ack fire
lit all around us. No damage or casualties from the bombing.
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Our August and September mail started coming in. The First Battaljon was relieved of duty at
Point Cruz, and returned to Regimental bivouac area for a well-earned rest.
On November 12, the Second Battalion was relieved from further duty at Koli Point and returned to the Regimental bivouac area for a well earned rest. 116 enlisted men and 21 officers reported for duty from New Caledonia. Most of the officers are recent Officer's Candidate School graduates. At 11 :00 a.m. a large enemy air raid. Our air force shot down 24 enemy planes. Our loss was
two planes, both pilots bailing out to safety. It was a field day for the air force. Two battalions of infantry, one battalion of artillery, two companies of engineers and some medical personnel arrived today. It is the first Army troops to arrive since we landed.
All forces west of Kukum have been drawn in to closer perimeter defense, due to expectation
of a large enemy invasion force from the sea. On November 13, this defense was completed. Enemy naval fire at airfield from 2:00 a.m. to 3:00 a.m. Minor damage.
November 14, quiet. November 15, an enemy air raid at 11 :30 a.m. No damage of casualties.
The enemy naval ships shelled the area from 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Minor damage; no casualties.
These ships are evidently ttie vanguard of a larger force, now engaged in a tremendous sea battle.
First Lt. Granville E. Clark killed in action. This is the big Jap M Day as they are trying to land
40,000 troops to reinforce their troops on Guadalcanal. Hope they don't land.
The dull booming of naval guns can be heard in the distance, and our Ops can see giant flashes at sea.
On November 16 and 17 our sector is quiet. The tremendous naval engagement which began
on November 13, and was fought off the northeast coast of this island, resulted in a decisive victory
by our Navy. This was a savage battle in which our air force also engaged, and the prize was the
possession of the southern Solomons. The victory was a smashing one. The Japanese lost 23 warships destroyed and seven damaged. Among the ships destroyed were two battleships, three heavy
cruisers, two light cruisers, five destroyers and eight transports loaded with Japs. It is estimated that
more than 24,000 Japanese soldiers from the transports were drowned or killed. Four cargo ships
were beached on Guadalcanal near the Kokumbona, and our land forces had a target practice picnic
destroying them with artillery and aerial bombing.
This Japanese invasion force had been concentrated near New Britain. With the two battleships acting as a spearhead it arrived at the Guadalcanal area on November 13 intending to bombard
our positions. The force was intercepted in the Guadalcanal area, and a savage fight at close range
developed. During the furious night battle the Japs became confused and some of their groups were
firing at each other. The wounded Jap armada retreated to the north, but on November 14 in the afternoon they picked up 12 transports and some more warships and again headed for Guadalcanal
intent on invasion. The morning of November 15 our land positions on Guadalcanal were bombarded
as a preliminary to putting troops ashore. However, the attempt was smashed by our air force, and
our naval force again engaged the armada and defeated it. Eight P-38s came in today (our first).
You could hear cheering all over the island.
On November 18 our Second Battalion was committed to defensive positions near the
Matanikau River; First and Third Battalions followed on November 19.
On November 20 our regiment took up defensive positions at Point Cruz west of the
Matanikau. Prize story for the day: Harry the Horse called Mc up and said: "I have two Jap prisoners, shall I shoot them?"
A slow advance toward objective further west is begun. The enemy is laying down heavy mortar and machine gun fire. They are well dug in and concealed. Due to the terrain of jungle and ridges
and the terrific heat, it is very difficult to get supplies, ammunition and water to our troops. They are
taxed to exhaustion. Coordinated artillery, air and mortar fire does not dislodge the enemy. They
have dug-in in the coral and in draws and are quite secure. Any exposure of our troops draws accurate enemy fire. Casualties are fairly heavy. This situation continues on November 23 and 24. Advance is stopped, and positions are consolidated. Men must live on "C" and "D" rations and coffee,
as movements draw heavy and accurate enemy mortar fire.
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Enemy light artillery appears to have been silenced by our air and artillery support. Snipers
are active. Our planes continue to bomb and strafe enemy positions with unknown results. Our Third
Battalion has suffered heavy casualties by artillery and mortar fire. Many exhaustion and sickness
ineffectuals.
The following men were killed in action on this movement to date: Cpl Raymond J. O'Connell,
Company "M", November 20; Pvt Mardel D. Vornholt, Company "M", November 20; Pvt Richard H.
Czapiewski , Company "D", November 21; Pfc Alfred H. Mahlstedt, Company "M", November 21; Sgt
Jack E. Geiger, Company "A", November 21; Pvt Harold Zerface, Company "A", November 21; Pfc
Renes F. Hitchcock, Company "B", November 21; Second Lt. Carl E. Vettel, November 21; S/Sgt
Robert J. Burckhardt, Company "A", November 21; Pvt Louis E. Kmiecik, Company "A", November
21; Pfc Wendell A. Paulson, Company "I", November 21; Pvt Lewis E. Knight, Company "M", November 21; Pfc Christian E. Montgomery, Company "I", November 21; Second Lt. George R. Derhan,
Company "A", November 21; Sgt Llewellyn M. Hamery, Company "A", November 21; Pvt Bernard L.
Barholz, Company "A", November 21; Pfc Robert D. Jenkins, Company "A", November 21, First Sgt
Virgil A. Lane, Company "L", November 21, Second Lt. Kermit C. Sloulin, Company "I", November 21;
Pfc Walter G. Montgomery, Company "I", November 21; Pfc Wenceslaus J. Novotny, Company "I",
November 21 ; Pfc Joseph F. Kelley, Company "I", November 21; Cpl Lewis D. Dibbert, Company "I",
November 21 ; Pvt Tony A. Simuneci, Company "A", November 22; Pvt Frank L. Arnold, Company "I",
November 22; Pfc Selmara Garness, Medical Detachment, November 22; {continued .... }
Pvt Wenzel A. Picha, Company "D", November 22; Pfc Gould E. Gray, Company "A", November 22;
Pvt Elton L. Pederson, Company "K", November 22; Pvt Marion Vanderwerff, Company "K", November 22; Pfc Raymond E. Moore, Company "K", November 22; S/Sgt Pat G. Reilly, Company "A", November 22; Cpl Richard C. Myers, Company "A", November 22; Pfc John R. Weigel, Company "A",
November 22; Pvt Emery F. Gess, Company "A", November 22; Cpl Hermann C. Diede, Company
"K", November 23; Second Lt. Albert F. Whitney, Company "I", November 23; Capt Andrew H.
Panettiere, MC, November 23; First Lt. Hallard D. Albertson, Headquarters Detachment. Third Battalion, November 23; Cpl Wilbur E. Kohnke, Company "I", November 23; Second Lt. Charles E.
Grytness, Company "I", November 23; Second Lt. Rilie R. Morgan, Jr., Company "K", November 23;
First Lt. William K. Pflugrath, Company "K", November 23; Winifred B. Fischer, Company "K", November 23; Pvt John J. Brucker, Company "K", November 23; Pvt Charles H. Stimmel, Headquarters
Company, November 23; Pfc Adrian H. Ness, Company "I", November 23; Pfc Steve Lopez, Company "I", November 23; Pfc Arnold G. Rahja, Company "I", November 23; Pvt Joseph Shuster, Company
"I", November 23; Pfc William J. Clewitt, Company "I", November 23; Pfc Harold M. Poppen, Company "I", November 23; Pfc Giard W. Boucher, Company "D", November 23; Second Lt. W. J. Hall,
Company "M", November 23.
On November 25, the enemy is still maintaining a well dug-in defense in depth. Our artillery
and mortars are dislodging some of them. Our patrols are active and destroying some positions, but
they are replaced during the night. Our combat strength is below 2,000. We have several hundred
ineffectuals due to malaria, dysentery, shell-shock, hysteria and minor wounds. We feel the loss of
Capt Panettiere, our brave medical officer. The Division hospital is congested, so we are treating
many cases in our rear area. I am still worn out from yesterday's scrap. The Nips located our CP today with their mortars, wounding three men. Looks like I've got to hunt a new hole.
On November 26, an enemy air raid dropped 20 bombs; some casualties to marines. Our artillery and mortars continue to bombard the enemy and our patrols are active. The following men were
killed in action: Pfc Alfred J. Bottke, Company "A", November 25; Pvt John F. Sloss, Company "A",
November 25; Pvt Willard J. Coulter, Company "B", November 25; Cpl Willard P. Dowsett, Company
"E", November 25; Pvt Harold W. Childers, Company "F", November 26; Pfc Hans M. Odegard, Company "F", November 26, Pfc Leslie C. Huffstutler, Company "E", November 26, Pvt Kalervo Hallila,
Headquarters First Battalion, November 26; Cpl Joseph W. Armstrong, Company "D", November 25.
At 3:30 a.m. on November 27, an enemy air raid. No casualties. Our artillery and mortars
continued to batter the enemy. They are replacing weakened positions rapidly, but they are weakening generally and there is not much likelihood of a counter-attack. Lt. Col. Hall, Third Battalion commander, was wounded and evacuated. Capt Ralph Knott was wounded and evacuated. Sent our
Anti Tank Company in to relieve Company "A". It was our only reserve.
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Another enemy air raid at 3:30 a.m. on November 28. At 6:30 a.m._an enemy sub torpedoed
the U. $. S. Alcheba at Lunga Lagoon. The ship was beached to avoid capsizing. The cargo and
crew were saved. Capt Hedstrom, Lt Preston and 14 enlisted men of this regiment were aboard at
the time of the explosion, but were uninjured. The .front line activity is limited to artillery and patrols.
The following man was killed in action: Pvt Bernhart W. Boe, Company "F". First Lt John A. Crawford
died at the hospital at New Hebrides where he had been evacuated, wounded several days ago.
On November 29 at 3:00 a.m. another air raid; no casualties. Our continuous bombardment of
enemy positions has caused some withdrawal. They are attempting to strengthen their positions.
Coordinated artillery and mortar fire at enemy positions went on all afternoon. Our patrols are active.
The enemy continues to fire mortars at our positions, effectively. The following man was killed in action: Pvt William T. Goracke, Company "C". We got together a makeshift Battalion to relieve the Second Battalion of the Eighth Marines. Capt Crook is commanding our makeshift Battalion.
SECRET
REPORT ON CAPTURED LETTER
December 5, 1942

This letter was written as a last testament by Lance
Corporal (Heicho) KOTO Kiycshi to his eldest brother, KOTO
Kisaku in Niigata, Japan. The sender's address is given as YU
1302, SATO unit which may be taken to be the SATO Battalion
of the 16th Infantry. The letter is marked December 1st at 5:10,
front line, Guadalcanal. The bearer was killed about midnight of
the same day in front of the Anit-Tank Company, 164th Infantry.
According to the letter he participated in a general attack on November 25, was grazed by an artillery shell fragment the 26th,
and then entered the Second Field Hospital. His wound was
well by December 1, but the fragment in his arm impeded his
handwriting. He was being sent back to the front line the day of
the letter. There being no food, he was going forward to fight
without having eaten. Quotation follows:
"Every day there is bombing by enemy aeroplanes, naval gunfire and artillery fire. No sign of friendly planes or of our
navy appears. The transports haven't come yet either. I have
not eaten properly since the 24th of November; many days I have
had nothing to eat at all. From tonight on indefinitely, again
without expecting to return alive, I am going out resolutely to the
front line. Even though I am holding my rifle with a right arm that
doesn't move easily, etc., now is the time for me to dominate a
military contest. I must serve as long as I can move at all."
"The Regimental Commander, Colonel Hiroyasu, 16th Infantry, died in battle. The battalion commanders are all either
wounded or dead. My own company commander is dead. Two
of the platoon commanders have been wounded, one of them
entered the hospital for medical treatment and was with me
there. In our company NCOs are acting as platoon commanders
and privates as squad leaders. At present my company has
come down to a total of only thirty men. Of the soldiers in my
squad three were killed, four wounded, and at present four in
good health are doing hard fighting. As I too am soon to leave
for the front lines I should like to see their cheerful faces. The
platoon leader, convalescing and almost up, said "Go to it!"
.... (Here greeting to the various members of the family) .... ln
conclusion, I am writing this as a farewell letter."
To my older brother, Army Lance Corporal KOTO Kiyoshi
- 24

At 4:00 a.m. November 30 another
enemy air raid. No casualties. Our 81 MM
mortars destroyed an enemy Anti-tank gun
and emplacement. Mortars on oath sides
continue. The following men were killed in
action: Pfc Melvin C. Feiring, Company "K";
Pvt Francis E. Black, Company "D"; First Lt.
William Grayson, Anti-tank Company; Sergeant Reuben Herr, Company "A"; S/Sgt
Lester A. Ashbacher, Company "K". We
are killing and destroying Jap positions daily. It is hard grubbing, but we will get them
out.
December 1, 1942. Came down with
malaria diagnosed as moderate-severe. I
am to take six quinine and three atabrine a
day for three days. Then three quinine and
three atabrine a day for four days. Major
Yancey told me to stay in the CP for a couple of days.
Lt. Flo reported back from his patrol
trip across the island. He worked his way
behind the Jap lines after landing at Beaufort Bay. He had 12 men from our regiment
with him. His report was extremely interesting.
December 2, 1942. To hell with
staying at the CP. I made an inspection of
the lines throughout the Second Battalion
from the Point Cruz area to the ridge. I
sure sweat from the quinine and atabrine.
All battalions were busy destroying Jap positions with mortar and artillery fire. Their
MG positions are built out of coral rock and
you have to use something to blast them
out. The 81 heavy seems to be the best
bet. The following men were killed today:
Private Murray Velkoff, Company "M" and
Pfc Omar A. Young, Company "M".
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December 3, 1942. Our positions are the same today and we had usual patrol activity. Visited
Company "C" in the draw today. It certainly was hot in there. No air or breeze. It sounds like a sizeable naval battle north of us. Corporal William M. Carney, Company "G" was killed in action today.
December 4, 1942. Enemy defense in depth and still being maintained. There is at least a reinforced Jap regiment out in front of us. However we are gradually wearing them down with our patrol
activities, mortar and artillery fire. The following men were killed in action today: Pfc Gerald W. Roberts, Company "M" and Corporal Lewis D. Dibbert, Company "I".
December 5, 1942. First Battalion sent out three patrols into the draws. They killed about 30
Japs. Second Battalion patrol got into the dry wash and destroyed three enemy MG positions. They
had a well coordinated patrol and are using assault wire and direct mortar fire to assist them. Our artillery shelled the enemy supply line.
December 6, 1942. First Battalion patrols killed seven Japs. Second Battalion patrol spotted
30 Japs and directed MG and mortar fire on them. 27 Japs were killed. Third Battalion scored hits on
Jap MG emplacements located by their patrol. A Jap diary reveals enemy is not getting reinforcements or supplies. First Lt. Flo appointed Regimental S-2. Out ineffectuals from dysentery and war
neuroses in the rear area are reduced to a minimum. The following men were killed in action today:
Corporal Willard P. Dowsett, Company "E" and Pfc Dale Utrecht, Company "G".
December 7, 1942. Our artillery kept up a steady barrage from 0800, until 1800 because of
the anniversary of Pearl Harbor. Talk about sweet music to our ears.
Understand we used ten battalions of artillery and it included 75s - 105s and 155s. Col.
Demath, Executive Officer of the Field Artillery told me that 14,000 rounds of all types were fired.
This is one day that the old Nips are cringing in their holes and dugouts. One could hear Japs
screaming somewhere along the line all day.

First Marine Division
Fleet Marine Force
C/0 Postmaster, San Francisco, California

7 December 1942
DIVISION CIRCULAR
NUMBER 37A-42

)
)
)

Letter of Appreciation for Loyal Service.

In relinquishing command in the Cactus Area I hope that in some small measure I can convey to you my feeling of pride
in your magnificent accomplishments and my thanks for the unbounded loyalty, limitless self sacrifice and high courage
which have made those accomplishments possible. To the soldiers and marines who have faced the enemy in the
fierceness of night combat; to the Cactus Pilots, Army, Navy and Marine, whose unbelievable achievements have made
the name "Guadalcanal" a synonym for death and disaster in the language of our enemy; to those who have labored and
sweated within the lines at all manner of prodigious and vital tasks; to the men of the torpedo boat command slashing at
the enemy in night sorties; to our small band of devoted allies who have contributed so vastly in proportion to their numbers; to the surface forces of the Navy associated with us in signal triumphs of their own, I say that at all times you have
faced without flinching the worst that the enemy could do to us and have thrown back the best that he could send
against us. It may well be that this modest operation, begun four months ago today has, through your efforts, been successful in thwarting the larger aims of our enemy in the Pacific. The fight for the Solomons is not yet won but '1ide what
may," I know that you, as brave men and men of good will, will hold your heads high and prevail in the future as you
have in the past.
A. A. VANDEGRIFT, Major General, U.S. Marine Corps
December 8, 1942. We had large patrol acti 1ities in all battalion sectors and cleaned out three
Jap MG nests. S/Sgt George H. Fritz, Company "B" was killed in action today. I was in the line when
they brought him through. He was leading a patrol. It's tough to lose good men.
December 9, 1942. Five Jap 77 MM artillery shells dropped into our CP. One man, Pfc Matt J.
Doworshak, was killed. He was attached to Headquarters Company.
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Major General Patch of our America! Division assumed command of the Cactus Ringbolt Area.
Major General Vandegrift, First Marine Division Commander is leaving. He is truly a wonderful leader
and I will always see his calm smiling countenance ready to give you a pat on the back, a word of encouragement when the chips were down. He told me that he wished he could take the 164th Infantry
with him when he left the Island with his division.
December 1O, 1942. Very quiet. We are using artillery well placed on all forms of Jap activity
including known Jap bivouac area, supply routes and spotted artillery emplacements. Our men are
getting pretty pooped out. Patrols are only good for about three hours at a time and they come back
all in. Our best hours against the Nips are from 0600 until 1000. They are pretty loggy during those
hours as they work like beavers all night.
December 11, 1942. I went over to Col. Arthur, CO Second Marine Regiment to arrange for
the relief of our 164th. Brig. Gen. Rupertis, who is in command of the perimeter defense had charge
of the meeting. tt was decided that the relief would be accomplished in six days commencing December 12. Col. Moore did not like the set up as it would take too long; however, there were not
enough troops at either place to handle the relief in one set up. Sergeant Paul 8. Rockstad of Company "E" was killed in action today.
December 12, 1942. Third Battalion relieved of its J>Ositions west of the Matanikau by the First
Battalion, Eight Marines. The Third Battalion of the 164t moved into a staging area. First and Second Battalions of the 164th confined their activities to patrols. The following men were killed in action
today: Pfc William F. Courtney of Company "8" and Pfc Lawrence D. Thieling of Company "A".
December 13, 1942. Third Battalion, 164th moved into perimeter defense west of the Lunga ,
and relieved the Second Battalion, Eight Marines under Lt. Col. Cook.
First and Second Battalions, 164th maintained contact with the enemy with patrols. Jap planes
dropped 15 bombs in the vicinity of Henderson Field.
December 14, 1942. First Battalion, ·154th was relieved by the Second Battalion, Eight Marines
on the line west of the Matanikau. Our First Battalion moved into staging area.
Second Battalion, 154th sent out one patrol and worked over Jap positions. Third Battalion,
164th, confined their activities to strengthening the perimeter line and sent out two small patrols. I
took over the Eight Marines CP at the Lunga River bridge and worked out details with Lt. Col. Reisler,
Executive Officer of the Eight Marines. Colonel Moore took command of the sector at 1300.
December 15, 1942. First Battalion, 154th, relieved the Third Battalion, Eight Marines on the
perimeter line. This gave us the First Battalion, Seventh Marines on our left across the Lunga River
and the Second Battalion, 182nd Infantry on our right. Third Battalion went out on two patrols. Our
regimental CP is located on the Lunga - good swimming.
December 16, 1942. Second Battalion, 154th, relieved by the Third Battalion, Eight Marines.
Our Second Battalion went into perimeter reserve in the palms known as the Fifth Marine area.
This completes our activity in the Fourth Battle of the Matanikau. We suffered quite a few casualties
and were in action 28 days without relief. The health of the men is not good as they are run down
from lack of good wholesome food and the strain of 28 days in action has taken something out of
them. They need a damn good rest. First Battalion and Third Battalion had usual patrol activities.
December 27, 1942. No word from the "G" Company patrol. Other patrols negative. Radio
must be out.
December 28, 1942. Captain Meline returned just before dark. He managed to get through
with one of the tractors. The patrol located the Jap trail. Meline was assigned to take over the Third
Battalion because Captain Crook was sent to the hospital with arthritis.
December 29, 1942. Major Ordahl took a group of officers out to check the Matanikau positions. Meline came down with malaria. Captain Gossett assumed command of the Third Battalion.
Company "G" patrol returned. They had invaluable information - they had located the Jap trail and
destroyed one Jap field piece. The mystery of the route used by the Japs in their attack on Henderson Field October 25, 26 and 27 was finally solved. No wonder Marine patrols could not discover the
Japs at that time.
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December 30, 1942. Lt. Col. Hall returned from the hospital at Suva. He is quite well again
from his wounds. Had a meeting with Company "B"; they are to go up the Lunga with the next patrol.
Plenty of rain the past week has made the roads terrible.
December 31, 1942. Line up for the end of the year: First and Third Battalions on the perimeter defense west of the Lunga; Second Battalion in perimeter reserve; Service Company located near
the Marine cemetery. Here is the box score on casualties and miscellaneous information since our
landing on October 13, 1942. 63 air raids. These are raids where bombs actually fell in our areas.
This total does not include all the alerts. 137 men and officers killed in action. 308 men and officers
wounded in action. 393 men and officers evacuated. 13 men and officers missing in action.
January 1, 1943. Colonel Moore, our regimental commander, was made A.D.C. of the
America! Division. Lt. Col. Paul Daly from Southport, Conn. Was given command of our regiment.
January 2, 1943. Two air raids during the night. Daly was made a full Colonel. Decoration
ceremony at the First Battalion today. Colonel Moore made the awards. There were five silver stars
given out.
January 3, 1943. Third Battalion decoration ceremony today and Colonel Moore pinned one
Silver Star; one Soldiers Medal and three Purple Hearts. I bid goodbye to Brig. Gen. Rupertis and Lt.
Col. Frisbee of the Seventh Marines today. Our gang will sure miss the First Marine Division. They
are grand guys and great fighters.
January 4, 1943. The rear echelon under Captain Erickson came in by ship from New Caledonia. They are glad to get back with the regiment and I do hope the bombings will not be too hard
on them. Our patrols have only run across a few scattered Japs in the Jungle.
January 5, 1943. Second Battalion decoration ceremony and three Silver Stars and two Purple Hearts were awarded. Usual patrol activities.
January 6, 7, 8, 9, 1943. Usual routine with patrols and positions unchanged. First and Third
Battalions on the line with the Second Battalion stationed in the coconuts as perimeter reserve. Brig.
Gen. Sebree is the perimeter commander now.
January 10, 1943. Company "C", 154th Infantry under Captain Mjogdalen returned from patrol
back of Grassy Knoll (Mt. Austin). The Mataniku battle started in full swing again with the Second
Marine Division along the costal plane and the 25th Division under Major General Collins on the left
striking along the ridges. These ridges curve toward the ocean near Kokumbona. This is the first
time we have had enough troops together for a real push. They are using 200 natives from Malaita to
hand carry for the 25th Division. It looks like it will be curtains for the Nips on Guadalcanal.
January 11, 1943. One air raid today. No casualties. Third Battalion relieved by our Second
Battalion. The Third Battalion is suffering from malaria and will move down to the beach at Kokum,
where they will constitute the perimeter reserve. Rains are heavy and roads are poor.
January 12, 1943. Company "I", 154th Infantry, under First Lt. Steckler left on the regular five
day patrol up the Lunga River. The Jap east-west trail back to Mt. Austin must be continually
watched to prevent the Japs from coming wide during the offensive west of the Matanikau. We furnished 650 men for unloading ships at the beach.
January 13, 1943. One air raid; no casualties.
rains and our labor details are heavy.

Usual routine patrol activities. Continuous

January 14, 1943. Captain Meline and myself visited the front and conferred with Colonel
Jeske, Lt. Colonel Reisler and Lt. Colonel Frikke of the Eighth Marines. Eight men, including two officers were killed during an air raid tonight. Two men were also wounded. Those killed are as follows: S/Sgt Robert J. Turner of Company "K"; Second Lt. Clarence L Bonderud of Campany "K"; Pfc
Troy T. Gustafson of Company "K"; Corporal Arthur 0. Johnson of Company "K"; Pfc Fred J. Reed of
Company "K"; Private Manuel D. Cuen of Company "K"; Second Lt. Raymond W. Baesler of Company "A" and Pfc Coral D. Hoagenson of Company "E".
January 15, 1943. Two air raids during the night. The Nips came in without warning. The
"dirty cows" as Colonel Matheson of the Australian Army used to call them. Received an order placing me on the Division Promotion Board.
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January 16, 1943. Four air raids. The Nips are trying to relieve the pressure of the Matanikau
offensive. Usual routine patrol activities. Malaria is hitting us heavy.
January 17, 1943. One air raid. No casualties. Major Ordahl, Smith and myself went up to
Kali Point with the view of taking over that sector from the 14?1h Infantry under Colonel Tuttle. This
unit is going into combat for the first time and of course we came in for a lot of questions about battle .
January 18, 1943. Went over our list of officers to be sent back to the United States on the rotation of officers letter from the War Department. Don't know what will come of this directive.
January 19, 1943. "Cactus Express" tried to get in again. This express consists of four or
more Japanese destroyers that generally try to get in during the dark of the moon, and land Jap reinforcements and supplies. Visited the Matanikau front again. Boy, what a tough nut to crack. The
Japs are well dug in, but the old softening up process the 154th Infantry and the Eight Marines gave
them is starting to show results. Latest scuttlebutt, "the 154th Infantry is to be relieved off Guadalcanal after the Second and Eight Marines leave."
January 20, 1943. We moved off the perimeter defense west of the Lunga River and went into
XIV Corps defense. Our new location is on the beach in which is called Tenerau Block Number Four.
This is the location where the Marines made their initial landing and drove southwest to capture Henderson Field. It rained all day and HOW! One air raid today.
January 21, 1943. We got our command post set up today. Colonel Daly decorated 21 soldiers at a ceremony held in the Third Battalion area. Secretary of Navy, Knox; Admirals Nimitz and
Halsey are here today. Our regiment furnished a protective force for them when they visited the front.
The Japs sure must know they are here today as we had five air raids. One of them lasted 7 Yi hrs.
January 22, 1943. Received a flock of mail today. Lots of ships in and we are furnishing unloading details of five to six hundred men daily. The Nips are on the run and it sure looks like
Kokumbona will be taken.
The 1·54th Infantry and the Eighth Marines certainly softened the Nips up for the drive along the
coast. Plenty of naval stuff around and it looks like something doing. We had three air raids during
the night.
January 23, 1943. We are making plans for our regiment to make a landing in rear of the Jap
lines. We had four air raids during the night & the enemy dropped a considerable number of bombs.
January 24, .1943. Colonel Daly, Lt. Colonels Hall, Richards, Northridge and myself boarded
the Navy destroyer Long in order to make a coast reconnaissance behind the Jap lines for a possible
landing for the regiment. We followed along the coast at
MEMORANDUM
pistol range (2500 yards) and lambasted the shore line on
26 January 1943
anything that looked. like Jap positions or activity. We went
all the way up to Cape Esperance and back, used up 400
1. The magnificent, aggressive, and susshells. It was a lot of fun and the skipper gave us a good
tained
efforts of our ground forces, with the
meal. Made tentative plans for a landing at Tasafronga.
able
assistance
of accurate supporting fires
One air raid during the night.
January 25, 1943. 78 Jap airplanes (40 Zeros and
38 Bombers) · tried to get in between Savo Island and
Lunga Point. They were driven back and our air force
knocked down 5 Zeros. Still toying with the landing area.
January 26, 1943. Four air raids between 0300 and
0500. 46 bombs were dropped. Company "C" under Captain Mjogdalen .was alerted today to get ready to take over
Savo Island.
Savo is about eight miles off Cape Esperance and
has been the scene of many a bloody naval battle. We are
still planning for our landing against the Nips.
28

from the air and sea, have completely demoralized, disorganized and scattered our
enemy. Sickness and a lack of food variety
have added to his distress.

2. The time has arrived, and I therefore call
upon all members of this command to effect
the kill through aggressive and untiring offensive action.

A. M. PATCH
Major General, U. S. Army
Commanding
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January 27, 1943. Japs put in a daylight raid and the score was nine Jap planes against five
of ours. Company "C" is all set for their jaunt. Our old regimental commander, Colonel Moore, left for
the states today. He was made a Brigadier General and will be Assistant Division Commander of the
104th Division at Camp Adair, Oregon.
January 28, 1943. Company "C" left at 1000 on a tank lighter for Savo Island. Hope they don't
run into too much opposition. They had ten day's rations and five units of fire along. Colonel Jeske
of the Eight Marines called today to wish me goodbye. It sure makes me feel bad to see some of the
old Marine friends leave. We had three air raids during the night; one Jap bomber was shot down at
Savo and four Zeros were reported down at Beaufort Bay.
January 29, 1943. Company "C" reported by radio from Savo. Everything was all right and so
far no enemy encountered. Colonel Daly and Major Meline went to the front west of Kokumbona. I
spent a quiet day reading. We had two air and one submarine raids today. Tonight we had chicken
for supper and did it taste good.
January 30, 1943. Company "B", 154th Infantry, relieved the Second Battalion of the 132nd Infantry on the defensive line east of the Lunga River. Colonel Butler of the Engineers called to say
goodbye. His home is in Duluth and he is to report in to San Francisco. Our forces are still advancing west of Kukumbona.
January 31, 1943. Lt. General Harmon was here today. Our forces are advancing rapidly
along the coast. Almost looks like it's about over. We had three raids early this morning.
February 1, 1943. We had three air raids between 2130 last night and 0400 this morning. Report this morning a Jap force consisting of four aircraft carriers, 8 battleships, 15 cruisers, 24 destroyers and 60 transports are on their way down. Let them come, we're here to stay. The regiment received orders to set up the beach defense in the Koli Point area. We struggled all night getting into
position.
February 2, 1943. Two air raids during the night. I sure prayed on one raid as the road to Koli
Point was jammed with artillery vehicles mired down with part of the 25th Division Artillery which was
moving up to reinforce our position. Major Smith and I got.caught in the traffic snarl looking for part of
Regimental Headquarters Company. Luckily the bombs hit about half a mile away.
The Third Battalion is in position from the lllu to the Malimbau River. The Second Battalion is
being held in reserve with the First Battalion held temporarily inside the perimeter. Yesterday we received our first replacements from the States consisting of 6 officers and 41 enlisted men. The sad
part of the replacements was the fact that we evacuated 41 men. Our score to date: 150 killed in
action or died of wounds; 360 wounded in action; and 853 evacuated since October 13, 1942.
February 3, 1943. We had two air raids during the early morning hours before. dawn. It was
fun watching our ack-ack fire at them. Five searchlight batteries played the sky. One Zero must have
been held in one set of beams for twenty minutes while the ack-ack pasted the plane. He was up so
high they could not reach him, but several times the concussion from the bursting fire turned his plane
completely around. The Third Battalion is wiring the beach up. The men are working like Trojans
getting set for the probable Jap invasion force.
February 4, 1943. Routine defense work. Went over to the Ninth Marine Defense Battalion to
go over plans on the placing of our Second Battalion in that area. They are located on the east side
of the Malimbau River and have part beach defense and also airport defense in that area. Met Lt.
Colonel Scheyer, Battalion Commander and his Executive Officer, Lt. Colonel Thompson. Thompson
went to school with our Captain Newgard.
February 5, 1943. Routine beach defense, continually improving the set up with double apron
wire. No further news on the Jap force. Some seem to think that the Japs are evacuating the island.
February 6, 1943. We are now attached to the 25th Infantry Division under Major General Collins. The 35th Infantry will occupy an area along the beach from the east branch of the Lunga River to
the lllu River and tie up with our Third Battalion. This gives us a good beach defense from the Lunga
to the Malimbau River.
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February 7, 1943. We moved our Second Battalion across the Malimbau River to occupy the
beach from Tagoma Point to the Metapona River. We are now in good position for any Jap attack on
the north beach of Guadalcanal. It is good to get the men on the beaches as I notice that after a
week in the sea breeze our malaria rate is cut doyvn considerably. Received a letter from Captain
McGurran, our adjutant. He is in the hospital at the Fiji Islands.
February 8, 1943. Today I'm busy moving the Regimental Command Post across the
Malimbau and will occupy the old CP that the America! Division Peep Reconnaissance Battalion had.
It sure doesn't take much to move as all we carry is what we have on our backs, plus communications. I'm getting to think that a war can be run from your hip pocket.
February 9, 1943. Our First Battalion moved up and were placed in reserve in the Koli Point
area. The roads are terrible. The 132nd Infantry is coming up from the other side of the island . Met
elements from the 161st Infantry at Cape Esperance. That looks like the windup of the battle of Guadalcanal. Everybody hopes that the news is true.
February 10, 1943. The news last night was terrific. General Patch officially confirmed it this
morning. How happy us poor devils are. We have lived through 120 days of Hell.
February 11, 1943. Won 25 dollars playing poker. It was our first poker on Guadalcanal during the evening as lights have been taboo since we landed on the island.

GENERAL ORDERS NUMBER 33

12 February 1943

1. In order that all members of this command may know that higher headquarters understand and appreciate
your accomplishments on GUADALCANAL the substance of the following radiograms is published:
From General Harmon (COMGENSOPAC): "All forces, Army, Marines, and Navy have given us all pride in
splendid and rapid advance against Jap forces and then final elimination from GUADALCANAL. No one doubts the capacity of our forces to consistently whip the Jap in offensive action. We look forward with confidence."
From Admiral Halsey (COMSOPAC): "Thanks and congratulations."
From General Marshall (Chief of Staff, United States Army): "Other messages of congratulations have emphasized the excellence of your achievement. My personal thanks. Please pass to American Forces on CACTUS, congratulations on splendid successes. They fill us with confidence in the future."
2. To all members of our forces, I therefore express my gratitude for the efforts and sacrifices made which have
achieved the victory and merited these expressions from the high command.

A. M. PATCH, Major General, U. S. Army Commanding
February 12, _1943. One man from Company "M" was wounded by a mortar shell fragment.
They were testing our various ranges.
February 13, 1943. Had our first meeting of a Board of Officers to conduct examinations for
Second Lieutenants. Colonel Demuth of the Artillery is president, Major Sheldon of the 132nd Infantry
is secretary, and Major Dolbeare, 182nd Infantry,. Major Collins of the Medical Corps and myself made
up the rest of the board. We have 150 candidates to examine.
February 14, 1943. We moved the regiment today and have a bivouac area on top of the hills
overlooking the Matanikau River. This place is called Skyline Drive and will help the boys get rid of
their malaria bugs, as there is always a good breeze up there. Our board met again today.
February 15, 1943. The battalions are well settled on Skyline Drive. We have a beautiful
ocean view and can see Point Cruz and much of our old Matanikau battle ground. Rumor has it that
Lt. Colonels Ha_ll, Richards and I are going back to the States.
February 16, 1943. Our Candidate Board met this afternoon and examined 16 officer candidates. The scuttlebutt is running strong, some say the regiment is going back to New Caledonia; others the Fijis and as for the regiment itself, I would like to go to New Zealand. They deserve to get
back to civilization, as it's been almost a year since they were in Australia.
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February 17, 1943. Major Schatz, Captain Yancy and Lt. Flo went over to Suva to visit Company "C". A couple of the men over there are sick. Mail came in today.
February 18, 19 and 20, 1943. Usual routine - board meetings. The Sixth Marines have left
the Island. Mail arrived during this period and everybody is happy. We also drew our pay. It was the
first pay in four months. All the money in the world and nothing to spend it on. What crap games!!
February 21, 22 and 23, 1943.
Upon return from church on the Skyline, orders were waiting for Lt. ColoThe President of the United States
nels Hall, Richards and myself to return
home.
The news provoked
THE FIRST MARINE DNISION, REINFORCED
strong emotions - though mixed.
Was Providence intervening or had
Under command of
our job been done? Leaving the old
Regiment after 23 years was a hard
Major General Alexander A. Vandegrift, U.S.M.C.
task. But from a tropical Hell to an
American home was a most happy
transition
- outweighing all other facCITATION:
tors.
"The officers and enlisted men of the First Marine
Preparations to depart by air
Division, Reinforced, on August 7 to 9, 1942, demonstrated outwere hurriedly, yet thoughtfully, made.
standing gallantry and determination in successfully executing
What articles should go and what
f creed landing assaults against a number of strongly defended
ones should remain? My first thought
Japanese positions on Tulagi, Gavutu, Tanambogo, Florida and
was the old Jap rifle, taken from a
Guadalcanal, British Solomon Islands, completely routing all
dead Nip's fist and stained by his own
the enemy forces and seizing a most valuable base and airfield
within the enemy zone of operations in the South Pacific Ocean.
blood. Other items, all suggestive of
From the above period until 9 December, 1942, this Reinforced
the strife or battle, found a place.
Division not only held their important strategic positions despite
Packing completed, the two
determined and repeated Japanese naval, air and land attacks,
Colonels
and I called to pay final rebut by a series of offensive operations against strong enemy
spects to Brig. General Sebree, who
resistance dr ·.)ve the Japanese from the proximity of Ll-ie airfield
and inflicted great losses on them by land and air attacks. The ,
pleasingly told us that our services
courage and determination displayed in these operations were
would be rewarded. Needless to say,
that eased the strain of departure of an inspir',ng
and tomorrow was the day.
Sleepless from anticipation, I
arose early and started to Henderson
ecretary of the Navy.
Field, being driven by faithful old
Slats, who for two years had never
failed in the careful performance of his duty. Telling Slats "goodbye" and leaving him behind hurt me
acutely. His heart was very human.
Boarding the DC3 was all that remained to be done, and with characteristic Army dispatch that
was accomplished. We took to the air and as if by spiritual control our plane droned low over the First
Marine Cemetery before pursuing its course. Casting my tear-moist eyes below, there was present in
my mind the picture of the old Regiment in open box formation about the cemetery, the Chaplain at
the altar, and each man, upon the playing of taps, solemnly eager to break among the crosses in
search of the final resting place of his pal and hero, there to kneel in manly reverence. My heart
could stand no greater strain. My soul, linked with the souls of the dead below, resolved anew that
"there shall be no rest until every Jap is obliterated from the Pacific." Then, as over her deep blue
waters we flew away, a merciful fog enshrouded our brave dead.
Cited in the Name of

order."J:.....c.... . . . __.. ~ -~~-

Lieutenant Colonel Samuel Baglien
Executive Officer, 164th Infantry Regiment
Guadalcanal Campaign
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ounded during the operation blt drove the v hiele, 1nto which the
ound Marines were placed, through heav.y fir back to s tety behind
t.he ines.

Private Virgil t. Johnson, Company tto . 164th Infantry. GO

38, USAFISPA

• JOHNSO p (57034487) ~ Pri at , Infantey, 1Jn1&ed St· t s
Iii action on October 25. 1942. Pr.ivate JobnsQn was
&bead or his lines at Gu dalosnal, Solomon Islands, 1n dena jungle,
surrounaed by tb.e enein7 and pinned down by machine gun :fire. one of
his eompanio,n s we badl.y wounded. in both fe .t and 1n danger of' 1o&1ng
hie 11fe. :D1sregard'1ng his own safety, Private Johnson dm!nistered
1"irst-a1d to the wound d man snd then cal'.'ried him through 200 yal'ds
of thick jungl to . afetyJI
VIRGIL

AMr, ~ f'or gallantry

Private Lester

w. K6rbaugh,
w. XERBAUG11

Ocmpan7

11

E

164th In!'antry~ 001/39, USAFISPA

L'ESTER
(2071J.060), Private. lnfan r'7, Uh1ted States
Arm-,, fol! giillantry· iii ·a c-t on during tba Battle of the L\lllga at Guad.&1csne.1, Solomon Isla.n.de., on October 25, 1942. The rifle squ.ad ot hleb
Prlve.te Kerbaugh
s a member as cut o£f bom it organization by
heavy enemy fire. T ,
,m y was et aoking 1n att at number and the
squad -. s urrounded and a .. being subJocted to heavy r .i fl end ·machiru,

sun fire which had pinned it d<nm. Private Ke:rba.u.gh then del beratel1

exposed himself to the enemy in ord r to drew th ir

n,_.e.

As a resu.lt

ot this aet1on the enemy ere located and overeom end Private Kerbaugh's
equed was able to rejoin the organization. without oa.aualtiee.

Pirst .S rgeant Jack T. S1mntons ,. Service Oompany:1 164th Infentcy,. GO #115

USAFISPA

· JACK T. S IMMOB8, (20710526) ., First Sergeant~ Inf'antry ~ United
States Army, t~ glltantry 1n otion on October 16, 1942• at Guadalcanal~
While b~ing subjected to intensive bombardment by en my nav~1 guns, at
great Pisk ot lif, shelter was voluntarily left 1n order to rush to
the aiid of a seriously ounded .att1ce1t. A.fter the SW!lin1 tretion of
first a1d, the wounded of'f1ceJ". was remo"fed on a tre,t eher wh1eh as
procured at additional risk to a p ce ot arety for tu.rther medical

treatment.

Staff S Pgeant, RUSSEtL J. OPAT,. BERNARD A. DE"'RING, SeJ'igeant and Teebnic 1an 'F ifth Grad

ARVIN T. HANSON,

for above gallantry in action.

sergeant Kermet E .. Shoen, Coapeny

ere al1sO awsrded tho Sil ve:r Star

"K"

164th Infantry. Pfo. Horman H.

Thol!lPson, Company np" 164th Inf antry ;J and Ila jol" Ohe.r1ea R. Yancey• 1·6 4th
Infantry, were awarded the Silver 5tar for ge.l..lant;r:r in action on October 16 1 1_9 42, at ouadalcs.nal.
1'

VY' Cross:

Lt. Col. Robert X. Hell 1 164th Infantry, C,om. opac.
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Lt Col. Samuel Baglien
Regiment Executive Officer
Author of the Documents on the Preceding 26 Pages
It seems that Lt Col Samuel Baglien was born to be in the
military. He ran away from home at age 16 and tried to join the Army.
From the North Dakota records, it appears that he was allowed to join
a year later at age 17, and was separated shortly after WWI in 1919.
His writings in 1943 state that he spent 23 years in the 164th Infantry
Regiment, so he must have joined the ND National Guard shortly after
separation from active duty.
During his time with the Regiment at
Guadalcanal, he logged his experiences
in at least two accurate and insightful
documents. "The Account of the 164th
Infantry Regiment on Guadalcanal" is
also known as "Baglien's Diary". He also
wrote "Battle of the Lunga or the
Second Battle of Henderson Field",
most of which was published as "The
Lt. Col. Samuel Baglien Second Battle of Henderson Field" in the
May 1944 issue of the Infantry Journal.
From the "Red Book", He also wrote a few letters that were
(Register of North Dakota published in his hometown newspaper,
Veterans, World War II & the Hillsboro Banner.
Samuel at age 16 right after
Korean Conflict, 1968):
After Sam Baglien passed away in he ran away from home and
MILITARY: SN O 237 518; born San Bernadina, CA, in 1989, Major (ret) joined the Army.
Hillsboro, ND 25 Sep 1901;
resident Traill County, ND; Herman Wildermuth, a retired military From "Soldiers, Sailors, &
Marines" in WWI published
entered AUS Fargo, ND 10 friend, had the 'Diary' printed and spiral
by the State of North Dakota:
Feb 1941; served Asiatic bound for presentation to libraries in each MILITARY: Army # 464,828;
Pacific Theater; separated of the ND cities that was home to a 154th not a registrant, under age;
Camp Blanding, FL 3Jan45; unit at the time of mobilization for WWI I. born Hillsboro, N. Oak., Sept.
rank: Lieutenant Colonel
These were distributed with assistance of 25, 1901 of Norwegian-Ameriparents;
occupation
the 164th Association. Your Editor located can
barber enlisted at East Grand
a copy in the "rare books" section of the Bismarck Library, complete with Forks, Minn., on April 12,
the letter from Maj. Wildermuth.
1918;
sent to
Jefferson
Before his passing in 2009, Rev. Samuel Richard Baglien gave Barracks, Mo.; served in
the 154th permission to print and post his father's writings: they're printed Company I, 48th Infantry to
discharge. Private 1st Class,
in their entirety on the following pages!
Aug. 1, 1918. Discharged at
Camp Dodge, Iowa, on June
18, 1919, as Private 1st Class.

Hilt hor

H il horo
Hill horn

Above: Lt Col Baglien congratulates his
son, Samuel Richard, upon completion of
Ar_my Basiqh Traini,:,g, 1~44. A surgical tech Above: Gen Patch (r) and
with the 87 Inf Div, Dick was wounded
Baglien's brother Jerome
during the Battle of the Bulge.
Co L cook, on G~adalcan~I.
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"The Baglien documents are
an extremely interesting and
concise history about the
154th at Guadalcanal.
--Editor
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The Fighting 164
By Ira Keeney

164th Infantry Regiment
We were shifted around in the army.
Wondered what we'd do in this war...
But then fighting men were needed,
So they called on the 164.

We donned our gear and our leggin's,
And shouldered our mortars and gun.
And started the march to the front lines
To meet the men of the Rising ~un.

We worked like Hell in Caledoni
It was Hell, that march to the front lines
We supplied it with food and wit ~ ~ ~ ~\Aver that slick muddy road.
Then a call came down ro
· 3;
We s ated and cursed but
galla
straightened up
They needed help on Gu
y load.
1

We loaded our ships ·
Headed out for the r_Y"l'F:lft-5.F
Destination: a Hell o
Where many of our

mes in the darkness-re sticky as gum.
asked God for courage
· e knew was to come.

We slid into the bay at th
The island lay pretty and ca
But before the day was ne~;,1fflgt~
We would all know the so~11~

hey hit our lines in the darkness;
r guns roared steady and clear.
d as the dead piled up before us,
hose Japs knew the Army was here.
')

. For three nights they pounded that
front line.
We took every shell, every shot.
"You'd better give up General Tojo,
If that's the best that you've got."
The 3rd was weary and sleeples~.
For it was a hot, rainy night.
Then the orders came from
Batt
I
That we must be ready o fi ...·.._..,

·
"/
r: ':,,

The Marines got all the credit;
Of the glory we got none.
But we don't give a good dog-gone
As long as the battle was won.

j'/

! I , -~·
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Honor Roll - 164m Infantry Casualties on Guadalcanal
From Baglien's Diary, which listed KIA by date.
Blake Kerbaugh (LM*) extracted those names by Company

Company A:

Company E:

1) Second Lieutenant George H. Cummings 10/27/42
2) Private George H. Dohn 11 /5/42
3) Sergeant Jack E. Geiger 11 /21 /42
4) Private Harold Zerface 11/21/42
5) Staff Sergeant Robert J. Burckhardt 11 /21 /42
6) Private Louis E. Kmiecik 11 /21 /42
7) Second Lieutenant George R. Derham 11 /21 /42
8) Sergeant Llewellyn M. Hamery 11/21/42
9) Private Bernard L. Barholz 11 /21 /42
10) Private First Class Robert D. Jenkins 11 /21 /42
11) Private Tony A. Simuneci 11 /22/42
12) Private First Class Gould E. Gray 11 /22/42
13) Staff Sergeant Pat G. Reilly 11 /22/42
14) Corporal Richard C. Myers 11 /22/42
15) Private First Class John R.. Weigel 11 /22/42
16) Private Emery F. Gess 11 /22/42
17) Private First Class Alfred J. Bottke 11 /25/42
18) Private John F. Sloss 11 /25/42
19) Sergeant Reuben Herr 11 /30/42
20) Private First Class Lawrence D. Thieling 12/12/42
21) Second Lieutenant Raymond W. Baesler 1/14/43

1) Private Steven Zakopayko 10/15/42
2) Private John J. Flynn 10/25/42
3) Private Harvey E. Hubbard 10/26/42
4) Private First Class Harvey Yokum 11 /6/42
5) Private First Class Paul A. Roy 11 /6/42
6) Private Joseph A. Miller 11/10/42
7) Corporal Willard P. Dowsett 11 /25/42
8) Private First Class Leslie C. Huffstusler 11 /26/42
9) Corporal Willard P. Dowsett 12/6/42
10) Sergeant Paul B. Rockstad 12/11 /42
11) Private First Class Coral L. Haagensen 1/14/43
12) Sergeant James Roseland

Company B:

Company G:

1) Private Amanda Del Fava 10/15/42
2) First Lieutenant Frank G. Welch 10/20/42
3) Technician Fourth Grade John T. Flowers 10/20/42
. 4) Private First Class Marvin P. Quamme 10/20/42
5) Private Sherman R. Olson 11 /5/42
6) Private Gerhard P. Mokros 11 /5/42
7) Private First Class Stanley J. Ziska 11 /5/42
8) Sergeant Herbert W. Langord 11 /5/42
9) Staff Sergeant Robert C. Cross 11 /5/42
10) Sergeant Raymo~d W. Johnson 11 /5/42
11) Second Lieutenant James L. McCreary 11 /5/42
12) Staff Sergeant Arthur W. Jones 11 /5/42
13) Private First Class Renes F. Hitchcock 11 /21 /42
14) Second Lieutenant Carl E. Vettel 11/21/42
15) Private Willard J. Coulter 11 /25/42
16) Staff Sergeant George H. Fritz 12/8/42
17) Private First Class William F. Courtney 12/12/42

Company F:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Private Clifford R. Bird 11 /6/42
Sergeant Clyde G. Morgan 11/10/42
Private Gerald Hall 11/10/42
Private Harold W. Childers 11/26/42
Private First Class Hans M. Odegard 11/26/42
Private Bernhart W. Boe 11 /28/42
First Lieutenant John A. Crawford 11 /28/42

Corporal Louis Lochner 10/26/42
Second Lieutenant Ralph M. Kamman 10/26/42
Private John B. Muir 10/26/42
Corporal Melvin Busche 10/26/42
Private Robert D. Newman 10/26/42
Private Alois N. Georges 11/10/42
Corporal William M. Carney 12/3/42
Private First Class Dale Utrecht 12/6/42

Company C:
1) Private Glen Midgarden 10/15/42
2) Private William T. Goracke 11 /29/42

Company D:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
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Private Park E. Jagears 10/13/42
Private Richard H. Czapiewski 11 /21 /42
Private Wenzel A. Picha 11 /22/42
Private First Class Olard W. Boucher 11 /23/42
Corporal Joseph W. Armstrong 11/25/42
Private Francis E. Black 11 /30/42
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Honor Roll 164tn Infantry Casualties on Guadalcanal

(cont)

M:

Company H:

Company

1) Sergeant Raymond G. Holzworth 11 /5/42

1) Corporal Kenneth S. Faubert 10/13/42
2) Private Ira A. Woodell 10/25/42
3) Private First Class Gerald E. Coffey 10/26/42
4) Private First Class Dale N. Coppens 10/26/42
5) Corporal Raymond J. O'Connell 11 /20/42
6) Private Mardel D. Vernholt 11 /20/42
7) Private First Class Alfred H. Mahlstedt 11 /21 /42
8) Private Lewis E. Knight 11/21/42
9) Second Lieutenant W.J. Hall 11 /23/42
10) Private Murray Velkoff 12/2/42
11) Private First Class Omar A. Young 12/2/42
12) Private First Class Gerald W. Roberts 12/4/42

Company I:
1) Private Howard 0 . Noland 10/27/42
2) Private First Class Wendell A. Paulson 11 /21 /42
3) Private 1st Class Christian E. Montgomery 11 /21 /42
4) Second Lieutenant Kermit C. Sloulin 11 /21 /42
5) Private First Class Walter B. Montgomery 11 /21 /42
6) Private 1st Class Wenceslaus J. Novotny 11/21/42
7) Private First Class Joseph F. Kelly 11 /21 /42
8) Corporal Lewis D. Dibbert 11 /21 /42
9) Private Frank L. Arnold 11 /22/42
10) Second Lieutenant Albert F. Whitney 11/23/42
11) Corporal Wilbur E. Kohnke 11 /23/42
12) Second Lieutenant Charles E. Grytness 11 /23/42
13) Private First Class Adrian M. Ness 11 /23/42
14) Private First Class Steve Lopez 11 /23/42
15) Private First Class Arnold G. Rahja 11 /23/42
16) Private Joseph Shuster 11 /23/42
17) Private First Class William J. Clewitt 11 /23/42
18) Private First Class Harold M. Poppen 11 /23/42
19) Corporal Lewis D. Dibbert 12/4/42

Anti Tank Co:
1) First Lieutenant William Grayson 11 /30/42

Company K:
1) Private First Class George E. Kudrna 10/26/42
2) Private Weldon D. Spease 10/26/42
3) Corporal Jack F. Leithold 10/26/42
4) Private First Class Harvey R. Brewster 10/26/42
5) Second Lieutenant Sidney S. Linscott 10/27/42
6) Private Elton L. Pederson 11 /22/42
7) Private Marion Vanderwerff 11 /22/42
8) Private First Class Raymond E. Moore 11 /22/42
9) Corporal Hermann C. Diede 11 /23/42
10) Second Lieutenant Rilie R. Morgan Jr. 11 /23/42
11) First Lieutenant William K. Pflugrath 11 /23/42
12) ? Winifred B. Fischer 11 /23/42
13) Private John J. Brucker 11 /23/42
14) Private First Class Melvin C. Feiring 11/30/42
15) Staff Sergeant Lester A. Ashbacher 11 /30/42
16) Staff Sergeant Robert J. Turner 1/14/43
17) Second Lieutenant Clarence L. Bonderud 1/14/43
18) Private First Class Troy T. Gustafson 1/14/43
19) Corporal Arthur 0. Johnson 1/14/43
20) Private First Class Fred J. Reid 1/14/43
21) Private Manuel D. Cuen 1/14/43

Company L:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Second Lieutenant Arvid Grasvik 10/26/42
Private Joseph Sperl 10/26/42
Private Carl W. Edwards 10/26/42
Private First Class Arnold B. Nelson 10/26/42
Private First Class Palmer G. Foss 10/26/42
Private Lonnie L. Sistrunk 10/26/42
Sergeant Albert J. Osman 11 /6/42
First Sergeant Virgil A. Lane 11 /21 /42
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Service Co:
1) Captain George R. Newgard 10/16/42

Head Quarters:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Corporal Rollie Andrick 2nd Battalion 10/14/42
First Lt. Hallard D. Albertson 3rd Battalion 11 /23/42
Private Charles H. Stimmel 11/23/42
Private Kalervo Hallila 1st Battalion 11/26/42

Medical Detachment:
1)
2)
3)
3)
4)

Private Alfred C. Halverson 10/15/42
Private First Class John W. McClure 10/26/42
Private First Class Carl L. Hjelm 11 /5/42
Private First Class Selmara Garness 11 /22/42
Captain Andrew H. Panttiere 11/23/42

Unassigned:
First Lieutenant Granville E. Clark 11 /14/42
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FIGHTING ON GUADALCANAL
(Excerpt of 50-69) http://www.ww2gyrene.org/fighting_on_guadalcanal_index.htm

The US Army published an instructional pamphlet-Fighting on
Guadalcanal -early in 1943. Lt Col Russel P. Reeder, USA, travelled to the
island in the autumn of 1942 and interviewed numerous Marines and
Soldiers who were key to the early American victories on Guadalcanal. After
returning stateside, Lt Cor Reeder transcribed his work to this pamphlet,
which was distributed to units all over the Pacific Oceans Area.
This 69 page pamphlet contains lessons learned by many important
Marines. Among them are Col Lewis Puller, Jr., Col Merrit A. Edson, Lt Col
Herman Hanneken, and Major Lew Walt. "World War II Gyrene" website has
transcribed this document and it is posted in its entirety at
www.ww2gyrene.org/fighting on guadalcanal index.htm
In 1942, Americans commonly referred to the enemy as "Japs." This
is the case in Fighting on Guadalcanal. No attempt has been made to
change this usage.
MAJOR HENRY W. BUSE, JR., Assistant G-3 on General Vandegrift's Staff "We have had to
multiply our unit of fire in hand grenades by five. The yellow color on hand grenades is poor. Why
can't they be painted black, as the yellow color enables the Japs to throw them back. When we have
taken a defensive position, as we have now to protect the airfield, due to the dense jungle we do not
take up a formation which we would use on more open terrain, like terrain in the States. That is, here
we generally do not establish strong points. We have a shoulder-to-shoulder defense with mobile
reserves in the rear.
"I am being sent back for a rest. We have been in action continually here from August 7, 1942 until
this date-November 26, 1942. What we all marvel at is how much General Vandegrift can stand it so
much better than we do. It must be his character."
GENERAL ED SEBREE, Assistant Division Commander, America! Division "We have found it
· profitable to bring successful patrol leaders back to the OP's of the mortars and artillery and let them
direct the fire. We get these patrol leaders back to these points as soon as possible. The basis of this
type of work is scouting and patrolling.
"You asked about individual cooking. Yes, in my opinion the troops should know this, but it is not
practical for units who are not close to water to cook that way, as they cannot clean their mess gear
properly and dysentery is the result. These units put the 'C' ration-stew or bean-can to their mouth
and eat that way.
"You will notice as you go to the 164th Infantry that the Regimental Commander is relieving units who
have been making it hot and heavy for the enemy, and also units who are on that ridge up there
where there is no water and where the sun is beating down in that heavy thick tropical grass."

MAJOR BEN NORTHRIDGE, Commanding Officer, 2nd Battalion, 164th Infantry "We like this M1
rifle, but we don't like the way its front end shines.
"If I could train my men over again, I would put officers and men in slit trenches and drop bombs
nearby to overcome fear. We were all scared to death at first. Let's overcome this fear. How about
firing some captured 25 caliber ammunition out of some captured rifles to let officers and men know
the sound; also captured Jap machine gun ammunition out of captured machine guns.
"We are learning to get shoes off men at night if the tactical situation permits. If I could train my
Battalion again I would have some maneuvers in which things were made to go wrongcommunications upset, etc., and I would observe which leaders are no good and replace them on the
spot-not later.
"I understand that in the U.S., troops in training for this type of warfare are practicing firing at short
ranges. That is fine.
·
"The Japanese powder is more smokeless than ours. We need smokeless powder." (Note: The
reason the Japanese bullet, when it is fired, does not make as much smoke is probably because not
as much powder is needed to send a 25 caliber bullet as is needed to send a 30 caliber bullet on its
way.)
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Excerpt of FIGHTING ON GUADALCANAL (continued)
LIEUTENANT COLONEL FRANK RICHARDS, Commanding Officer, 1st Battalion, 164th Infantry
"We don't have enough ammunition carrying bags. We should have this for the mortars. We need
these bags for other types of ammunition too. I do not know how many as we have not experimented.
All I know is we need them. We need grenade carriers too. How to carry water and rations around in
this jungle to the troops on the line is a big problem.
"Train patrol in stalking certain positions. I consider this very important. If I were training my Battalion
again, I would have training in patience. I would have patrols wait for the enemy to expose himself.
They move around too. They have to relieve themselves and have to get food. I would have the men
in this patience training be made to stay still for hours at a time.
"We are not carrying mess kits-too bulky."
CAPTAIN H. L. CROOK, Commanding Officer, 3rd Battalion, 164th Infantry "We need better trained
scouts. The poorly trained scouts lose their lives." "When we first got here the Japanese fooled us as
they like to place their machine guns on the reverse slope of the ridge, shooting upwards" "Our rifle
grenades have been effective against hidden machine gun positions. You have to KILL these Japs
before they will leave. Just turning a large volume of fire in his direction will not make him leave.
"The time to have air observation is when we attack. At other times when our planes go over, the
Japanese keep down and keep still."
CAPTAIN JOHN A. GOSSETT, Commanding Officer, Company H, 164th Infantry "Teach the men
capacities of the hand grenades; and handling men! I thought I knew how to handle men, but since I
have been here I have revised my ideas as I have learned a great deal. I have learned the primitive,
rough and tumble way. You can't pat all men on the back. You have to be rough with some men in
order to get results. It is not my nature to be rough, but I am forcing myself, and I have learned which
of my men I can pat on the back and which I have to deal with in the hardest manner."
CAPTAIN JOHN A. DAWSON, Commanding Officer, Company B, 164th Infantry "If I could train my
company again, I would have some maneuvers on which the men were deprived of food, water and
comforts in order to find out which NCO's and men can't take it. I would relieve these people. This
type of maneuvers would teach men to know and expect hardships. It will lessen the shock when they
come up against the real thing in the presence of the enemy.
"It is important that the entire squad know the BAR. Not just 2 men. Reason, think of the BAR men
who are wounded, get killed, and become sick and have to be evacuated.
"They don't appreciate the principle of reconnaissance here, or give us time for this very important
thing. We must have time to do this as it saves lives and puts us in the proper position.
"Our Battalion Pioneer Section must have better and more complete training in carrying food, water
and ammunition and in cutting trails."
SERGEANT L. R. LANG, Platoon Sergeant, Company E, 164th Infantry "Are we getting more small
hand radios? Man, they're sure needed, for communications within the Company and within the
Battalion is tough.
"Si r, are our men in the U.S. receiving individual training? I notice here that when I have to put 2 men
out for say 48 hours, most of the men are upset unless they have an NCO along.
For Pete's sake, sir, teach the men not to be 'trigger happy'. (Note: An expression used on
Guadalcanal for men who are very nervous and who fire without seeing the enemy. This type of man
is dangerous and has caused a lot of trouble. He has also given the position away.)
"Are we getting a glass sight for the M1 for sniper work?"
SERGEANT D. L. GOLDEN, Company F, 164th Infantry (Note by Col D. E. Moore, CO, 164th
Infantry: Sergeant Golden is an outstanding NCO in this Regiment.) "The biggest thing I have learned
since I hit Guadalcanal is that the Japanese camouflage is miles ahead of ours. Their individual can
ca mouflage himself a lot better than ours. We must practice and train in this.
"Every man should be equipped with a compass, and must know how to use the compass. The dumb
bells who don't know how to use one have to be helped instead of being able to help themselves.
Those who don't know how to use a compass can't help you or their NCO's.
"I have been on 20 patrols in the last 40 days, and in most all of these patrols we went out from 2 to 5
miles. Getting communications back to the gun positions is an awful problem. Can you help us?"
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Excerpt of FIGHTING ON GUADALCANAL (continued)
LIEUTENANT JOHN S. GRAVES, Platoon Leader, Company C, 164th Infantry "The biggest thing I
have learned since I hit this island is that leadership and initiative is so important here. The Platoon
Leader can only be in one spot at a time, and men must be trained to act correctly on their own. I
have never seen this type of traini.ng."
SERGEANT W. V. DEMOSS, Squad Leader, Company C, 164th Infantry "Sir, I would like to say
there is no place for recruits here. We need trained' Soldiers who have initiative and know what is the
right thing to do. The jungle here is so thick that the Squad Leaders cannot get around all of the time
to see men and tell them what to do."
STAFF SERGEANT A. L. CHAPMAN, Platoon Sergeant, Company G, 164th Infantry "We want
better field glasses. Can't we get a glass for spotting men in foliage? And along this line how about
some shooting at vague targets, at close ranges, in dense woods. And, sir, I would suggest some
training in throwing hand grenades in woods."
SERGEANT C. W. ARROWOOD, Company F, 164th Infantry "My message for you to take back,
Colonel, is to stress real scouting and patrolling and to teach them to go the hard way.
I have been on 15 patrols, and each time a patrol war fired on, the man with a net on his helmet drew
the fire. I have seen .25 caliber bullets go through our new helmet; so, as for me, I use a fatigue field
hat. (Note: I talked to a man who showed me his steel helmet with a .25 caliber bullet hole in it. The
man received a slight head wound. He was convinced, and so am I, that if he had not had on his steel
helmet when the bullet was fired at him, he would have been killed.)
"The Jap knee mortar gives us hell. They come in fast, thick and accurate. Can't we have one?"
COLONEL B. E. MOORE, Commanding Officer, 164th Infantry (Note: When I saw Colonel Moore, he
was interviewing a patrol and patrol leader who had just come back. They had been on a
reconnaissance for 15 hours. The patrol leader had been met at an advance position, and, as he had
valuable information, he was conducted by jeep to the observation post of the artillery, where he
directed artillery fire; then returned to the Colonel where he made his report.
· The patrol and its leader were nearly exhausted. Colonel Moore had on hand small sample bottles of
brandy which he issued one small sample bottle to each two men. He made them dilute the brandy
with water in their canteen .cups. It was noticeable that this helped them.
The following interview took place after the patrol had been dismissed. One could not be with Colonel
Moore for long without realizing that he is a leader and regimental Commander, in every sense of the
word.)
"The M1 rifle is a fine rifle. It is doing fine work here.
"The greatest problem is leaders, and you have to find some way to weed out the weak ones. The
platoon leaders who cannot command, who cannot foresee things, and who cannot act on the spur of
the moment in an emergency are a distinct detriment.
"It is hot here, as you can see. Men struggle; they get heat exhaustion. They come out vomiting, and
throwing away equipment. The leaders must be leaders and they must be alert to establish straggler
lines and STOP this thing.
"The men have been taught to take salt tablets, but the _leaders don't see to this. Result, heat
exhaustion.
"Most of the junior leaders have not used their heads at times. In their training, I recommend you out
them up against situations where they MUST use their heads. For example, C. 0. Company L reports
he has only 35 men; that the rest have heat exhaustion. He did not have sense enough to rest his
men, make then take salt, etc.
"The good leaders seem to get killed; the poor leaders get the men killed. The big problem is
leadership and getting the straps on the right people.
"Not one man in 50 can lead a patrol in this jungle. If you can find out who the good patrol leaders are
before you hit the combat zone, you have found out somethrng.
"I have had to get rid of about 25 officers because they just weren't leaders! I had to MAKE the
Battalion Commanders weed out the poor junior leaders. This process is continuous. Our junior
leaders are finding out that they must know more about their men.
"The good leaders know their men."
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Excerpt of FIGHTING ON GUADALCANAL {continued) .

Digest of Lessons Learned in Tactics of Jungle Warfare
as a result of the interviews.
1. Troops must receive a high degree of individual training to prepare for jungle warfare. The
individual in combat will be required to act on his own a large part of the time. This is due to the
dense foliage. However, individuals must feel the very presence of their squad leaders and other
leaders, and know that they are important members of a team which can lick the enemy.
The leaders must take pains to carefully explain to the privates what their responsibilities are, and
what is expected of them in each situation. Furthermore, weak individuals who can·not be trusted to
act correctly without supervision must be weeded out. preferably before they arrive in the Combat
Zone.
Individuals must have thorough practice in throwing hand grenades in woods. They must reach a
much higher degree of proficiency in the art of camouflage. This will require constant' application in
the training period.
By realistic training a large amount of fear can be overcome in the individual. he should know before
he reaches the Combat Zone what it feels like to have bombs explode near him, what a sniper's bullet
sounds like, and what overhead machine guns and artillery fire sound like.
The prowess of the enemy must NOT be overemphasized. American Soldiers and marines can whip
the Japs and they are doing so every day. Many men stated that they had been talked to so much
about the Japanese snipers that at first they were afraid.
Individual riflemen must know the tactical relationship between the machine gun and their rifle in.
order to be able to act intelligently. Training in observing and firing at vague targets must be
emphasized.
2. In training, scouting and patrolling must be emphasized. Major General Vandegrift, Commanding
the 1st Marine Division, states that jungle warfare against the Japanese is a question of going back to
the tactics of the French and Indian days, with these tactics adjusted to fit in with our modern
weapons.
Men should receive training in patience. Our national character is foreign to this idea. We are an
impetuous people. Training in patience is needed as sometimes the men will be required to remain
motionless and quiet for hours at a time.
.
3. Not every man can lead a patrol successfully in the jungle.
The good patrol leaders should be discovered in the training
period. In training, patrols should be sent out for 10 to 15
hours at a time. Due to the slow way in which a patrol moves,
it is necessary to keep patrols out for long periods of time.
The problem of getting communication back fror:n the patrol to
friendly territory in the jungle is a hard one. It must be made
easier by training. Patrols should be confronted with unusual
situations.
4. The Japanese knee mortar is needed. An all-purpose hand
grenade, which, in addition to being used as a hand grenade,
can be used in the knee mortar and as a rifle grenade, should
be adopted. Mortar squads must learn to set up quickly and
be able to operate in wooded terrain.
5. All units must receive practice in the problem of
maintaining contact in the advance in the jungle.
6. In the following interviews there are many remarks on
leadership. The leadership shown by the 5th and 7th
Regiments of the U.S. Marines stands out because of their
great wealth in experienced officers and NCO's. On the other
hand, the remarks of Colonel B. E. Moore, Commanding
Officer of the 164th Infantry, emphasizes the great problems
in the leadership which confronted a partially trained regiment
which had been rushed to the Combat Zone.
The 1641h Infantry News, October 2012
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by Charles R. Anderson

A US Army Center of Military History Publication
On 13 October, the 164th Infantry [Regiment], the first Army unit on
Guadalcanal, came ashore to reinforce the Marines and took a 6,600-yard
sector at the east end of the American perimeter. Commanded by Col. Bryant
E. Moore, the 164th had come through the South Pacific ferry route in January
to New Caledonia. There, the 154th [North Dakota Army National Guard] joined
the 182d Infantry [Massachusetts Army National Guard] and 132d Infantry [Illinois
Army · National Guard] Regiments, in addition to artillery, engineer, and other
support units, to form a new division called the "America!," a name derived from the
words America and New Caledonia. Until the Americal commander, Maj. Gen.
Alexander M. Patch, and other units of the division arrived [on 18 Nov 42 and
after], the 164th would fight with the Marines.
The newest American unit on Guadalcanal, the 164th moved into the
southeast corner of the perimeter. On the night of 23 October, Moore and his troops heard the
Japanese begin their attempt to retake the Lunga Point airfield, renamed Henderson Field by the
marines. Two nights later the Japanese hit the 164th, running out of the dark jungles yelling "Banzai,"
throwing grenades, and firing every weapon they could carry. Despite armor, artillery, air, and naval
support, the Japanese could achieve no more than temporary breakthroughs at isolated points. The
men of the 164th put up a much stiffer defense than the Japanese expected of a green unit, and with
the Marines repulsed the enemy with heavy losses while losing 26 killed, 52 wounded, and 4 missing.
Once the enemy attack failed , Vandegrift had four experienced regiments manning a secure line.
General Vandegrift
now moved into the second
JAPANESE OFFENSIVE
phase of his operations on
Actions of October 25 and 26, 1942
Guadalcanal: pushing out
his perimeter far enough so
500 1000 1500 :woo
that Japanese artillery could
YARDS
not reach Henderson Field,
and overrunning the 17th
. [enemy] Army headquarters
at Kokumbona, nine miles
west of the airfield. On the
morning of 1 November,·
following naval, air, and field
artillery fire, Marine units
began the attack both east
and west.
·
On [November] 4th,
the Army's 1st Battalion,
164th Infantry, joined the -.....ai....__..____.._...___.._..____......_._lliiiiil_..""'------------western attack, while the 2d and 3d Battalions, 164th, moved to the eastern front. The Army battalions
assisted in a major victory during 9-12 November when they trapped against the sea 1,500 enemy
troops who had just landed at Koli Point. Soldiers and Marines killed half the enemy force in a two day
fight; the rest escaped into the jungle toward Mount Austen, six miles southwest of Henderson Field.
Vandegrift suddenly stopped his attacks in mid-November when he learned the Japanese would soon
attempt a major reinforcement via the "Tokyo Express," the almost nightly run of supply-laden destroyers to the
island. As expected, the enemy transports came, bearing the 38th Division for General Hyakutake. In the fourday naval Battle of Guadalcanal, the U.S. Navy so seriously damaged the task force that the enemy never
again tried a large-unit reinforcement. Only 4,000 troops, of 10,000, reached land, and the 38th Division had to
function as a large but underequipped regiment. The attack toward Kokumbona resumed on 18 November
with the 164th Infantry, two battalions of the newly arrived 182d Infantry, and a Marine regiment. After
advancing only one mile against strong opposition, the attack stalled on the 25th. The 164th Infantry alone
lost 117 killed and 625 wounded or sick. Rather than continue the costly push into the jungle, American
commanders decided to await reinforcements.
But rather than receiving reinforcements, the Americans lost effective combat units in December.
Vandegrift's battle-hardened but disease-wracked 1st Marine Division boarded ships for a much-deserved
reconstitution, leaving General Patch in command of all American units on the island. Despite this temporary
reduction, Patch wanted to mount a limited offensive before the enemy strengthened positions any further.
0
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The 132d thrashed through the jungle for five more days before locating the main enemy strongpoint,
called the Gifu position after a Japanese prefecture. Inside the Gifu, five hundred troops manned over forty logreinforced bunkers arranged in a horseshoe on the west side of Mount Austen. During the last ten days of
1942, the132d hammered Gifu repeatedly, making little progress at a cost of 34 killed and 279 other casualties,
mostly sick. Finally, on 1-2 January 1943, the 1st and 3d Battalions attacked from the north while the 2d
Battalion swung around and attacked from the south to overrun most of the Gifu strongpoint and secure the
west slopes of Mount Austen. Now the Americans could move against Kokumbona without fear of enemy
observation or fire from the rear. In the 22-day battle for Mount Austen the 132d Infantry had killed between
400 and 500 Japanese but in the process lost 112 killed and 268 wounded.
During the last weeks of 1942 and the first weeks of 1943 the Americans strengthened their toehold on
Guadalcanal by reorganizing and bringing in fresh troops. On 2 January General Harmon activated a new
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headquart!3rs, XIV Corps, and assigned G!3~E:ral
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and the rest of the 2d Marine Division joined the
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division corps in preparation for a January offensive.
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November, but then fell to about 25,000 in
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December. With supplies from the Tokyo Express·
steadily falling and malaria casualties rising, General
Hyakutake had no choice but to scale down his
'~~!§., objectives.
1
~
Victory on Guadalcanal brought important
strategic gains to the Americans and their Pacific allies but at high cost. Combined with the AmericanAustralian victory at Buna on New Guinea, success in the Solomons turned back the Japanese drive toward
Australia and staked out a strong base from which to continue attacks against Japanese forces, especially
those at Rabaul, the enemy's main base in the South Pacific. Most important for future operations in the
Pacific, the Americans had stopped reacting to Japanese thrusts and taken the initiative themselves. These
gains cost the Americans 1,592 killed in action and 4,183 wounded, with thousands more disabled for varying
periods by disease. Entering the campaign after the amphibious phase, the two Army divisions lost 550 killed
and 1,289 wounded. For the Japanese, losses were even more traumatic: 14,800 killed in battle, another 9,000
dead from disease, and about 1,000 taken prisoner. On Guadalcanal General Hyakutake's troops gave
American fighting men a chilling introduction to the character of the Japanese soldier: willing to fight to the
death rather than surrender. Both navies lost twenty-four ships during the campaign but with a smaller
industrial base to replace them, Japanese losses were more significant. Even more costly to Japan was the
loss of over six hundred aircraft and pilots.
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FROM: http://www.army.mil/cmh~g/brochures/72-8/72-8.htm (maps are from other sources)
This brochure was prepared in the U.S. Army Center of Military History by Charles R. Anderson, who said , "I hope this absorbing account of that period
will enhance your appreciation of American achievements during World War II". For sale by the U.S. Government Printing Office , Superintendent of
Documents, Mail Stop: SSOP, Washington, DC 20402-9328 ISBN 0-16-038104-5
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The Significance of Guadalcanal

Guadalcanal Glossary

[Lt. Gen. Sinishi] Tanaka, [Chief of Military Operations],
wrote: "There is no question that Japan's doom was sealed
with the closing of the struggle for Guadalcanal."
Admiral Mitsumasa Yanai, Navy Minister, stated that: "When
we had to retreat [from Guadalcanal] taking the whole
situation, I felt that there was no further chance of success."
And, when after the Japanese surrender, an interrogator
asked Admiral Kurita: "At what stage in the war did you feel
that the balance had swung against you?" Kurita answered
simply, "Guadalcanal."

He~ders~n Fie.Id: Lunga Point airfield was r_enamed .for
Manne pilot MaJ Lofton Henderson, who was killed leading
an air attack against Yamamoto at Midway.
Edson's "Bloody" Ridge: S of Hender-son Fld, was named
for Marine LtCol Merritt Edson after the. battle 12-14Sep42

From: The Campaign for Guadalcanal by Jack Coggins, 1972
Battle Sketch on previous page from same source
Note: Adm Takao Kurita directed the bombardment of Henderson Field on
Guadalcanal during October 1942
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ete was t e name given to t e 1mta mg ong
range guns that would pound rounds to the beach from the
higher jungle areas.
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"Washing Machine Charlie" & "Louie
the· Louse:: nicknames of the chugging
floatplanes that would drop nuisance
bombs and flares
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Reprinted with Permission from INFANTRY Magazine on this 70th Anniversary of Guadalcanal
The author sends his best regards to the magnificent men of the 164th Infantry Regiment

The 164th Infantry Regiment
On Guadalcanal, 1942
COLONEL EUGENE H. GRAYSON, JR., U.S. Army, Retired
Fifty-six years ago, an untested and untried National
Guard Infantry regiment from North Dakota played a major
role during the most decisive battle involving American
ground troops in the early stages of World War II. That battle-the second battle for Henderson Field--ended Japanese
offensive action on Guadalcanal. Yet the role of that regiment-the 164th Infantry-during the darkest days of the
Guadalcanal Campaign has been largely overlooked by
military historians. Some of the soldiers in the regiment-in
diaries at the time and in memoirs later---help tell the story.

In cooperation with military forces of the United Nations,

hold New Caledonia against attack. These orders from the
task force commander heading into the newly designated
South Pacific Theater of Operations would ultimately set the
stage for the first commitment of an Army regiment into
combat during the early days of World War II. (Prior to that,
only in the Philippines had U.S. Army units met and engaged
the enemy, during the disastrous withdrawal in the face of
the Japanese onslaught.)
It was clear that the understrength I st Marine Division,
which had gone ashore on Guadalcanal (code named Cactus)
in August 1942, was in serious danger of losing this vital
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outpost and could not have held it without the timely
arrival and commitment into combat of this superb
Anny regiment. If one examines "combat at its
best," then the role of the 164th Infantry Regiment
and the results it achieved during the Guadalcanal
campaign offer a classic example. Three elements
made it stand out: its previous extensive training
program in the United States and on New Caledonia,
its outstanding leadership at all levels, and the M 1
Garand rifle, which it carried into combat for the first
time.
Major General Millard Hannon, Commanding
General, Army Forces in the South Pacific, recognized very early the importance of Guadalcanal and
its airfield in controlling the air and sea routes into
Australia and New Zealand, and in supporting follow-on offensive operations up through New Guinea. After
butting heads with Rear Admiral Kelly Turner, who was
vigorously promoting the dispersal of forces throughout the
area of operations, General Harmon made a decision. His
communique to Admiral Robert Ghormley, Commander of
South Pacific Area, on 6 October 1942, clearly illustrates his
strategic perspective of the Southern Theater:
If we do not succeed in holding Cactus-Ringbolt [the code
name for the Guadalcanal area], our effort in the Santa Cruz
will be a total waste-and loss. The Solomons has to be our
main effort. The loss of Cactus-Ringbolt would be a four
way victory for the [Japanese]-provide a vanguard for his
strong Bismarck position, ... give [them] a jumping off place
against the New Hebrides, [and] effectively cover [their] operations against New Guinea.
It is my personal conviction that the [Japanese are] capable of retaking Cactus-Ringbolt and will do so in the near
future unless it is materially strengthened I further believe
that appropriate increase in garrison, rapid improvement of
conditions for air operations, and increased surface action,
if accomplished in time, will make the operation so costly
that [they] will not attempt it.
Two specific areas in Hannon' s letter indicate his theater
perspective: First, the inclusion of a suitable all-weather
B-17 staging field on Cactus, in order to extend reconnaissance and provide a heavy strike force, and second, the immediate reinforcement of Cactus by not less than the
equivalent of one infantry regiment. The message was also a
clear example of his understanding of the actions necessary
at the operational level to gain and maintain the initiative
until additional forces of all services could be deployed to
the Pacific.
A platoon guide sergeant in Company E, 2d Battalion,
14th Regiment, later wrote: It was important that the best
regiment available be selected to reinforce the Marines. The
situation on Guadalcanal was critical and only a limited
number of men could be logistically supported on the Island.
It was necessary that the Americans get the greatest fight per
pound of logistics support delivered. The reinforcing regi.;.
ment represented the U.S. Army in its first land combat since
the fall of the Philippines. The eyes of the world, of countrymen, offriends, and offoes were on the island of Guadal-

Map 1. (From Atlas for the Second World War: Asia and
the Pacific, West Point Military History Series, 1985.)

canal. It was important to the Americans to win. They
needed to send their very best. (From The Battle of Coffin
Corner, by Brigadier General John Stannard. Gallatin, Tennessee, 1992.)

Setting the Stage
On 25 June 1942 Admiral Ernest J. King directed Admiral
Chester W. Nimitz to prepare for offensive operations in the
Lower Solomons. Once the Army-Navy command squabble
was resolved by a boundary shift to include the area of operations in the South Pacific Theater, the 1st Marine Division
(minus), enroute to New Zealand, was selected as the primary ground combat force. The area selected for the first offensive of the war included Guadalcanal, Tulagi, and the Gavutu-Tanambogo Islands, with Guadalcanal being the main
effort (Map 1).
Not much was known about Guadalcanal at the time. The
island was 90 miles long, 25 miles wide, with extremely
heavy rainfall, numerous rivers and streams, and a nearly
impassable jungle. Malaria and dengue fever, along with
many other tropical diseases, were rampant throughout the
area. No updated maps of any of the three islands were
available. The operation would be conducted on a shoestring
by an understrength division deep in "enemy country," with
insufficient tactical air and with naval support far inferior to
what the Japanese could bring to the fight. For Tulagi, Gavutu, and Tanambogo, the Raider and parachute battalions,
supported by the 2d Battalion, 5th Marines, would conduct
the operation. The main effort would be directed on Guadalcanal with the 1st and 5th Regiments (minus) and major support units including the 11th Artillery Regiment. Securing
the Tulagi-Gavutu islands proved to be a much tougher job
than expected, with more than 20 percent casualties before
the islands were cleared. On 7 August the Marines went
ashore in the vicinity of Lunga point (Map 2). The landings
were unopposed, and this was fortunate since the off-loading
from ship to shore did not go well. Because of a major
shortage in amphibious shipping, much of the equipment required for the operation had been left behind, including
prime movers. (The decision to leave the 155mm howitzers,
especially, would come back to haunt the division during
subsequent operations.)
May-August 1998 INFANTRY 25
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Major General (later General) Alexander A. Vandegrift,
commander of the first Marine Division, was faced with a
nearly impossible situation--and mission. He did not have
enough troops to begin with and had to hold a line around
the airfield. His only course of action was to establish a defensive line along the Lunga River---about 9,600 yards,
which included the village of Kukum, to Lunga Point and to
the Lunga River (Map 3). Early, tough fights along the
Tenaru and superb fighting by the Marines from well-dug-in
positions took a high toll on the attacking Japanese. Air
support, which at times was extremely limited as a result of
the daily damage to Henderson Field, was provided by the
few F4Fs and SDBs, augmented by old Anny P-39s, P-40s,
and P-400s, which---although incapable of high-altitude dogfights-were magnificent in a ·close-support role for the
frontline Marines. The bitter fight on Bloody Ridge that
turned back the first major Japanese attack also came close
to being a disaster; the force between the ridge and the airfield would not have been enough if the Japanese had broken
through. Other fights later took place along the Matanikau
River and in the Point Cruz area, and even with the arrival of
the 7th Marine Regiment, the combat strength available
could do little more than hold a narrow line with too many
gaps in it.

Combat
Without immediate reinforcement, the struggle to hold the
perimeter around Henderson Field was in jeopardy. In early
October, the 164th Infantry Regiment was alerted for deployment to Guadalcanal.
On 9 October the USS Zeilin and USS McCauley were
loaded and, by late afternoon, pulled out of Nomuea Harbor
bound for Guadalcanal. Lieutenant Colonel Samuel Baglien,
the regimental executive officer, wrote that the trip was uneventful, with the soldiers pulling routine duties, including
fire and embarkation drills. As dawn broke on the 13th, the
two troop transports arrived at Kukum Beach and immediately began unloading troops and equipment. Within hours,
while the regiment was still moving equipment from the

Map 3. (From Atlas.... )

beach, came the first of what seemed to be daily Japanese air
attacks. By mid-afternoon, the second air attack hit, and
around 1800, Japanese artillery struck the beach area. Japanese bombers, escorted by Zeros, were a constant problem
for the undennanned and underequipped Cactus Air Force;
and it was difficult to mount a coordinated counter-air campaign because of the daily damage to the airfield's runway.
The artillery shelling by Japanese 150mm guns posed a
particular problem: Since the Marine 105mm and 75mm
guns were outranged, no effective counterbattery fire was
possible. As bad as the bombing was, however, nothing
compared to the nightly shelling by battleships, cruisers, and
destroyers, which owned the hours of darkness in t4e southern Solomons. The regiment's baptism by fire on the receiving end of a devastating naval gunfire attack came
shortly after midnight on the 14th, when the beach area was
pounded for more than three hours. Suitable cover was hard
to find, and there was no time to dig in. The infantrymen
and marines took whatever cover they could find. Colonel
Baglien later wrote, "A new Zealand colonel who was attached to the 1st Division commented that the naval shelling
on the 14th was much worse than anything he had experienced on Crete from German naval gunfire." (From An Account ofthe 164th Infantry Regiment on Gudalcanalfrom
7 October 1942 through February 23, 1943.)
On 15 October the 164th, under the command of Colonel
Bryant E. Moore, was officially attached to the 1st Marine
Division and moved into defensive positions, replacing the
1st Marine Regiment.
Once the 164th Infantry moved into the lines, General
Vandegrift totally reorganized the perimeter and established
five separate regimental sectors, with the 164th assigned the
longest, which was some 6,000 yards. The Kukum area was
assigned to the 3d Defense Battalion with the reinforced 1st
Special Weapons Battalion. The Anny regiment tied into
this line along the beach and the Ilu River, to a position near
Bloody Ridge. The 7th(-), 1st(-), and 5th(-) Marine Regiments completed the defensive perimeter. The 164th began
active patrolling immediately after tying in positions with
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Marine units on both flanks and, for the next several days, at

extended distances, although the terrain made any sightings
impossible. After one week on the line, Colonel Baglien recorded in his diary:
This is a peculiar war. We have an airfield on our regimental reserve line-the [Japanese] navy hits us in the rear,
we fight them to our front, they bomb the Hell out from the
air, and we are holding a little piece of ground roughly six
miles wide and three miles deep.... It looks like we are infor
a rough time.
Baglien's monograph, which provides a particularly vivid
account of the regiment's early days on Guadalcanal, also
listed the following activity:
15 Oct
Bombed and strafed
1130 to 1430
Bombed and strafed
1930 to 2030
16 Oct
Terrific naval shelling
1201 to 1230
17 Oct
20 bombers hit
I 3I 5
I 8 Oct
Enemy bombers hit
I 414
Enemy bombers back
I 800
Pistol Pete [Japanese artillery] was working overtime between the bombers and naval gunfire on a daily basis.

Japanese Plans to Secure Henderson Field
The critical importance of regaining complete control of
Guadalcanal was not lost on senior Japanese planners. During mid-October, thousands of replacement infantrymen and
additional artillery and support troops were funneled onto the
island. Lieutenant General Harukichi Hyakutake, commanding general of the 17th Japanese Anny, had developed
an attack plan that he was convinced would result in the destruction of the American forces on the island. The plan included a comprehensive deception, using forces along the
Matanikau to pin U.S. Marine infantry battalions in place,
while nine infantry battalions under command of the
2d Japanese Infantry Division (supported by an ample
amount of artillery and engineer support) would conduct the
main attack against the Allied flank and drive through
Henderson Field. By capturing the airfield, the Japanese
would drive any remaining Allied forces toward the Matani-

kau, where they would be trapped between two
major Japanese units.
Movement began on 16 October, and nine
Japanese battalions headed through the deep jungle for the Allied flank, while five battalions,
supported by a tank platoon and artillery, moved
toward the Matanikau. From General Hyakutake's perspective, his plan should have ensured a
complete victory. The Japanese 150s outranged
Marine 105s and 75s. Every night, warships
sailed into Sealark Channel and shelled U.S. Marine and Anny positions, including the air-field.
With 20,000 fresh troops, and banking on the
element of surprise, Hyakutake's plan was logical
and had an excellent chance of succeeding.
On 20 October the first clash occurred along
the Matanikau when patrols from both sides began running into each other in front of the main
Marine defensive positions. The first Japanese
attack supported by two tanks was quickly broken up by Marine artillery and 37mm guns. Three days later, a more serious attack struck the Marines, this time supported by nine
tanks and a massive artillery preparation. Once again, the
Marine positions held, and the 37s destroyed eight of the
tanks, while the ninth one was hit by a halftrack 75mm.
At the division command post, this appeared to be the anticipated main attack for several reasons, one of which was
that the Matanikau was the only suitable terrain for an attack.
The decision was therefore made on 24 October to pull the
2d Battalion, 7th Regiment, off line where it tied into the
164th Infantry's 2d Battalion, and move it toward the west
and to occupy another sector in the perimeter (Map 4). This
resulted in a 2,800-yard line, which was fiJled by Lieutenant
Colonel Lewis Puller's 1st Battalion. Meanwhile, stragglers
returning through friendly lines were reporting major Japanese forces moving through the jungle toward the Bloody
Ridge area, and this created major concern in the command
post (CP). Since it was too late to respond, however, the 1st
and 2d Battalions in the 164th, along with Marines 1st Battalion, 7th Regiment, remained vigilant and prepared to receive the expected attack.
Stannard wrote:
American intelligence had failed to develop even a suspicion that a large enemy force was positioned near the
southwest portion of the perimeter. Even though Japanese
radio messages were intercepted, daily aerial reconnaissance flights were conducted, numerous foot patrols by native scouts, Marine snipers, and Marine and Army squads
were out daily, none of these intelligence resources had discovered any sign of the Sendai Divisiotz moving to the east,
around the perimeter, into attack positions.
Both General Vandegrift and Brigadier General Roy S.
Geiger, who was in temporary command for a time, were
convinced that the main Japanese attack would come from
the west and not against the south or east sides of the perimeter. The 2d Battalion, 7th Regiment, was moved to the
Matanikau salient, and Puller's battalion tied into Company E, 2d Battalion, 164th Infantry.
May-August 1998 INFANTRY 27
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Hall, commanding the 3d Battalion (which was in reserve),
while getting the battalion on the road, sent two lieutenants
(accompanied by Wiens) to the division (CP) for instructions:
We entered the CP and the lieutenants reported. There
was an older, somewhat broad shouldered gray-haired officer in the right side of the tent. The first question he asked
was "where are they?" One lieutenant answered, "The
troops are just leaving the coconut grove. " General Geiger
turned and just above a whisper, in what seemed like a low
intense prayer, murmured "why don't they hurry?" The
General then stopped in front of the lieutenants and most
calmly instructed ihem, pointing to a map, to take the troops
onto "that ridge."
At dusk on the 23d the attack against Marine positions
along the Matanikau began with a massive artillery preparation (Map 5). Two Japanese battalions hit the 3d Battalion,
1st Regiment, and 3d Battalion, 7th Regiment, supported by
a tank company while three more battalions struck from the
south against the 2d Battalion, 7th Regiment, lines. This was
the long-expected main attack, thus diverting attention from
the eastern positions and achieving exactly the reaction General Hyakutake had counted on. Stannard writes that the de28 INFANTRY May-August 1998
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they arrived; they were totally interspersed with Marines.
Colonel Baglien writes that "upon arrival, desperate hand
to hand fighting was in progress--and in some cases, hand to
hand combat for the possession of foxholes and emplacements." Lieutenant Colonel Frank 0. Hough writes:
... with characteristic resolution, the Japanese struck at the
Marines again and again throughout the night. The Bushido
spirit was unswerving, but the flesh could not endure the
concentratedfirefrom the combined U.S. infantry battalions,
the artj//ery, and 37mm 's from the neighboring 2d Battalion,
164th Infantry. By dawn, [the commander of the 2d Japanese Division] called back his men to regroup for later attacks, and Puller and Hall began to reorganize their intermingled battalions. (From Pearl Harbor to Guadalcanal,
Volume I, History of the U.S. Marine Operations in WW II,
Center of Military History, 1989.)
Once the reorganization was complete, the entire 164th
Regiment was on line, with its 3d Battalion tied in with
1st Battalion, 7th Marines, on the southern slopes of Bloody
Ridge, supported by four 37mm guns at the juncture, and
connected with 2d Battalion on the left flank and tied into 1st
Battalion. It was obvious another attack was coming. This
time it would be better planned, and the main attack would
hit the 164th lines. (Wiens writes that one excited Marine
guide returned to the CP with a firm pronouncement that he
was going to get himself an M-1, even if he had to steal it
[Many marines had been armed with the 1903 Springfield.]
He had been guiding one of our sergeants, with his men following, to a line position, when they met five [Japanese].
The Marine said he'd shot one, and the sergeant, armed with
an M-1, dispatched the other four before he could retract his
bolt and chamber another round.)
During the daylight hours on the 25th, hasty preparations
were being made all along the 164th line. In the Army's official history, The War in the Pacific: Guadalcanal: The
First Offensive, John Miller writes that the 60mm mortars
were emplaced behind the lines to put fire directly on the
barbed wire; 81 mm mortars behind the light mortars to hit
the edge of the jungle; and four 3 7mm guns covered the
juncture of the 2d and 3d Battalions. The regimental reserve was constituted from the service and antitank companies, which moved into positions previously occupied by the
3d Battalion, while the 3d Battalion, 2d Marines, constituted
the division reserve.
Adding to the already intense pressure from the previous
night, Japanese destroyers sailed into the channel and shelled
the airfield and beach area, while enemy aircraft bombed and
strafed U.S. positions in seven separate attacks. Even Pistol
Pete was active, firing artillery rounds into the Marine and
Army sectors from 0800 to 1100. Because of the heavy
mud-added to damage caused by enemy fires--planes were
unable to take off. By mid-afternoon, however, they took to
the air and destroyed 22 Japanese planes.
Shortly after 2000 hours, Japanese artillery began hitting
the lines, and as darkness arrived, the major attack hit with
full fury. This time, the main effort was straight at the
2d and 3d Battalions of the 164th, with the fight spilling over
into the 1st Battalion, 7th Marine Regiment lines. From

midnight until sunrise, the Japanese hit hard with elements of
two reinforced regiments, but never made a major penetration, even though hand-to-hand combat was occurring up and
down the lines. Company E, 2d Battalion, 164th Infantry,
located at the "Comer," took the brunt of the attack by
groups of 30 to 200 enemy assaulting the perimeter. Colonel
Baglien's account published in the May 1944 Infantry Journal ('The Second Battle for Henderson Field,'' page 23) indicates that the Japanese 29th and 16th Regiments-both experienced and well-seasoned from China, the Philippines,
Burma, and Java--spearheaded the strong attack.
Stannard writes that Japanese tactics were the same as
they had been on the previous night. Assaults were made by
groups supported by machinegun and mortar fires, and were
met by heavy fires from all available American weapons.
The [Japanese] could not penetrate or force back the line of
the 164th Infantry.
During the bitter fight, Marine artillery played a critical
role and was brought in extremely close to the lines. (One
FO telephoned back to the FDC with the message, Bring the
rounds in another ten yards and we'll scratch our names on
them as they go by.) The attack by the Sendai Division at
dark on 25 October was the final Japanese offensive action
on Guadalcanal. It was much stronger and better planned
than the attack the previous night and held within it the
promise of victory. But American defensive positions were
also stronger and the perimeter much better organized. By
morning the bodies of more than 1,700 enemy soldiers were
counted in front of the Regiment's positions, probably many
more back in the dense jungle.
The performance of this fonner National Guard regiment
was superlative in every respect. Stannard writes:

The fighting spirit and dedication to duty of both the
Americans and the Japanese, who fought at Coffin Corner,
were proven on that battlefield Both sides were brave and
disciplined enough to win. The Japanese were determined to
win or die. The Americans were determined to win and survive. In the end, superior tactics and firepower gave victory
to the Americans.
General Vandegrift wrote: "The 1st Division is proud to
have serving with it another unit which has stood the test of
battle and demonstrated an overwhelming superiority over
the enemy."
The 164th Infantry Regiment would fight subsequent battles on Guadalcanal as an integral part of offensive actions,
and by early February the island would be secured by Major
General Alexander Patch's XIV Corps, consisting of the 25th
Infantry Division, the 2d Marine Division, and the 164th
Regiment's parent Americal Division. Other campaigns
would see the 164th committed on Bougainville, Leyte,
Cebu, Southeast Negros, and ultimately to Tokyo, where the
regiment remained until sent home in November 1945.
Colonel Eugene H. Grayson, Jr., U.S. Army, Retired, is a faculty
member at the Marine Corps Command and Staff College and was
previously on the faculty of the Army War College. He retired in 1986
after 28 years of service.
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•. ·· ~ STORY ·oF :IOP'lE DlillOT.4.t S 154TH IMF.r\1-iTaY~ :7.A.UOl~.AL GUAlID R::.::G!N][a' l·THIOH LE~T l'.:ORrH
DJJtOTA :m JlJJ3°:F".:JARY, 1941, &m THE Pilrrr !T t'!JJ,.t .i~~i 11~ i:'.Ei.1:r:TH:(} CO!~ROL 01 GUAD.6JJC.!u!A'L PROt.r
TH:i;J· J_(!JJS IS TOLD IH ~!.'HJ~ :i!"{JL!->C·;~!tG· DELAYED DI&.ATCii :BY tT.uL!.tU-: HIPPLE OF ~rm ASSOCIATrJ.1
PRES.S. T!-~ STOEcr DEJllS Prt!F!ClFJLLY ~'lITR THE l64TE !Ii.F.:\liTRi, THE PIRST AEiY UlHT TO BE I,Al~
BD ON GU~lic.Ar:Ja.L TO J~ID THE UABnnts. lJ{O STO~!ED TRE ISLA.ED OH AUG. 7. IT ALSO G·!VES AN
INSIGHT I!::'fO THE PRTIC.ARICUS DAYS OF LAST OCT013ER ·am.: THE FATE OP TEE !SLPJID H01JG :BY A
TFREAD.
--9'----:SY l1ILLI.J\M HIPPLE------.
GUAD.ALOA1:At, FEB. lS-(.AP)--(Dela:red)--It was fott: months ago today that the first
army tropps arrived on Gu.aclalca~.al, and the work of those tropps--,,hieh c11~e~1 high. praise
from the marines-~and the hez~..rc.mis clays iwnediately following their arrival const,itute a

stor.r in themselves.
The last vestige of orge.nizod enemy reshta.n.ce ,1as 1'i J.Ji1i?lated four days--ago-but last
Oct. 13 the fate of the American toe-hold hung by a thre&de
J~anese boml)ers were coming over in large numbers, e.nd at one time our air force
could put only two :plw.e.s in the air to combat them. Al.so at one time, only ~ hours flying time of gasoli~e ~as aveilnble.
.
·
The first army tr oo-gs consisted of a nt\tional guaro. regin:ent made up mostly of Ifo1-tt
Dakota men, and these vete~ans of subjequ.eant bitter fighting are still there.
They came f:s.•om liew Oalendonia, under the Command of Col. Bryant E. Mooi~e of Elltt•iorth,
Me. • and went 1.u1.der the over-all commc::nt.l of marine 1-!aj. Gen •. A.A.. Vand.egrift whc la.t<.~T
praised. particularly the work of the Third battalion unde1· Lieut s Col. Robert K. Ha.11 of
Jamesto,m, N.D.. , who was wounded. Admi1'al. Chester W. ~Timih, comr~dere-in-chte:f of tbe
Pacific fleet, also sent a radio disptitch which sa.id the marines and soldiers •to1,ned a
team \\hlch will be more· than a match of the enexny. n
f.{ARDTE SALUTED lf, D. MEN
And from Col. C.ll. Oates conune.ndi.ng officer of a marine unit, came a message sayir.g
"The officers ond H!en o'f the· m&:ci?ies salute you.. • -• We-·ere. ·honroed. .to serve. with. a unit
sti.ch e.s yours,n The landing_ was carried out at dawn Oct. 13, under oo'frer of a mari.ne ·div~·
is ion, after ColoneJ. !foore, Maj. Eaymond Zlevol" of Fargo, and Maj. Staffo1•d N. Ordahl of
Devils Lake. fle,r here to ley planse Lieut. Col. Se.ronel :Saglier:.. Hillsboro~ l'f'.n., was in
Command of the regiment teopora.1·ily on its voyage from New Caledonfa to Gl!D.dtu.cana. Within five days the r~iment had undergone eight pl·olonged bombing attacks, se:vera.J. strafings,
and shelling f1•om l&nd and :from enemy warships. Units also had relieved a me.r1.ne ba.ttal:lon,
and petrols under Capt. William Considine of Cando, N.D,. had penetrated beyond tbs fr.ont .
lines. The1·r: were some ca.su.a.l ties, and se7eral dead wei·e buried side by side with marines.
Their graves bore green woden crosses, which made no distinction bett1een officers and men, :~
and chaplains laid palm b·ranches on ther.11f' The soldier• s Second battalion, uncle1· Lieut.
Col. Arthur 0.. Timboe of Devils Lalce, N.D., ~s the first unit of the regiment to eome to
dh·ect grips with the e?lell'.y-. i·he Japanese thmsts were I"epelleo.e
Mm WITH OOLD STlEL
On one gha.stlyt hor1·ible night late in October, both the Second and Third battalions
fought in e. pouring rain, and the North ~ota men otten met attacking Japanese with the
cold steel of bayonets, and at ngitbfall of Oct. 26 the enemy began another determine[ land
thru.st at ma1.•ine positions and at those of the two batti\lions. !IJhe next night ca.me the big
thl'11st--and Henderson field was savede Diring this time, the regimentfs First battalion
under Lieut. Col. Frank Richards of Dicksinson, No111Wc., had joined the marines in the vie=
inity of Ma.t31likau river to desto17 Japanese arti1J.e17--and the job was carried ou.t. In/

the final decisive battle for Henaerson field, the Second and Third battalions buried 941
Jap bodies, the marines a bout the same mober. Later, the regiment of three troop batt,alion
was reformed as a unit, rested briefly end again took up positions on the Matanikau river
front, and after 29 mores days ·of fighting-against malaria., hes.t, dysentery, mosquitoes

and ~ain. a$ well as Japs~-t~e men were relieved and took up an inner de.fenae position.
:· . .
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Regimental CoIDI!lander now is Col. Paul Daly of Sot\tL!)Ol't • Com • • u.vid.~!r t.·:.~r. ~~::.::~ -;:"
the lhkota men ~i.d served in Fl,.ance in the ffrst ,,or'lc. wa::·. ColcnGl ~i::1:0r·... ..........
~- .,.• .......
, .,. ,.
..., __ ·-~61
the Second batta11or1, we.a moved up to higher staff 1;ork when fa.j. Gen•.Al.e::ez:a ..... 1:. Fat ch
of the army took over from Genere.l Vandegrift in Dacember and. L1er'1t, Ccl. Eenj:-::·. :.:: ::o:·tt•
ricJ.ge of Valley City, M. D., took over the Second. Re.giment sta:f'f offl~ers alee, !.r.~-·-· ..:c.~.
Oapt, Patrick v. UcGun-an of Cavalier, r.n•• Maj. Williao Suith of BisPu.rc'·. ace ::f.l'.!~.
Frederick i. Flo of Los Angeles, who wa.G the first nan to take a patrol to the e~t :.:.cE of
Guadal caial.
MANY 1·1 D QOl;l,1fflD1-])

Regimental orders coron1en<led many men for meritorious ervice, incl·!.!.ding Pir~t .3~~.
Jack T. S1uunons of Jo.mesto,·m; Staff stt lil.s~ell J. Opat of Minne~spolis; Sgt.• l:~:~~: ~
Deering and Technicim Marvin !. Hanson. both of Devils Leke; Sta.ff Sgt. ;;11119:: s.
Bachell.or of G1 and Fo1 ks; Pu.t. James Sullivan of King City, California; P-0.t. Stt.!:l~y ~;.
and.a of Hilleboro, an.l Pli.t. Francis H. Lw.der of Sleeper, !,lor,
1

11

MMION THIS RXGIMa.qT TO .Al~YOME DT TEE SOUU PACIFIC Alm Y<XPLL G!'.n: R:.$J!T ~:~ ·::·-::
OF BESPECT A1ID ADMIPJTION. N0Rl:ID'1EST ME!l OlTCE OliLY F.AI;IL!AR ::ITH TEE P?AlPl!S z.:: ~?.r:
FIELDS RAVE PROVED THE~~SELVES MORE THAli A l!ASTm. or THE J~.tJTESE---Ol7C:B Cl.LL;.; 11 ~'PE:'1·'. £:"
0]' DD!SE JUli?GLE WARF.a E.

t

t

Guadal.c&nal., S. 1.

22 FebruarY 1943•
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5A LT. COL. B.&N J. NORT~~IDGE 0275042, 164th Inf. is relieved of aesignaent and duty as Bn. Co.mm.n.nder, 2nd Bn. 1 64th Inf~ and assigned to duty as
Regimental Executive Officer Vice Lt. r.

• Baglien transfe:!." 'rcd •

6 MAJOR STAFFORD r.I. ORDAHL 0-273~ .J~ 4 t h Inf. ~ reiievea of assignamt and duty as Regimental S-.3:" 164th ·1.nf ~ and assigne d to duty as Bn •
Canmander., Jrd Bn. 164th Inf .. Vice Lt. Col. Hal.l t.ransf0rrvc.i.

7. MAJOR WILLIAM J. SMITH 0264377, 164th Inf' is reli0ved of assignment
and duty as Regimental S-4, 164th Inf. and assir
·i:,o duty as Regimental S-3
164th Inf.

C

(lJ

~

<(

L'l:. COL. SAlfilEL BAGLIEN 0-237518
LT. OOL. ROBERT IL HALL 0-241961
LT. COL. FRANK RICHARDS 0-329568

(lJ

(]J

"'C

4. Pursuant to Par. 4, SO //!./), Hq. USAF'ISPA, the following named
o.fficers a~ relieved from further assignment and duty with the 164th Inf".
and will proceed to t!le Continental U.. S. reporting to CG, Si'Pt.

(lJ

8. MAJOR WILLIAM H. CONSIDINE 0414721, 164th : f. is relieved of assigna,nt and duty as Bn. 3xecutive Off .. , 1st Bn. 164th ·..-:1· 1.nd &ssigned to duty
as Bn. Col:lcir,; 1st 'a.1. 164:tb.lht lJSce Lt. Col. Richards tr......oferred.
9, MAJOR WIU..IAf.f C. MELINE 0378099, 164th Inf. is relieved· of assignamt and duty as Special. Services Officer, 164th Inf. and assigned to duty
as Bn. Canma.nder, -,2nd Bn. 164th Inf.
·
· ·
·
~

10. CJ\PT. WIIJ.,IAM MJOGDALEN 0280535, 164.th Inf. is relieved of assignment and duty as Compaey Commander, Co. C, 164th Inf. and assigned to duty
as Executive Officer, 3rd Bn. 164th Inf.

~

'+-

0

11. CAPT. DONALD V. STALEY 0325007, 164th Inf. is relieved of assign. ment and duty as Regimental Munitions Officer . and. assigned to duty as
Special Services Officer, 164th Inf.
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Chapter VIII: Advances Toward Kokumbona
In November, General Vandegrift had been able to resume the attempt to extend the western line
beyond Kokumbona. The 17th Army had been decisively defeated in October, and was unable to
mount another counteroffensive until it could receive strong reinforcements. More American troops
and planes were soon to be sent to Guadalcanal, and the offensive could be resumed with good
prospects of ultimate success.
Operations 1-11 November
Kokumbona Offensive, 1-4 November
The first offensive move was begun before the mid-November naval battle. The objectives were about
the same as those of the Marine offensive which opened on 7 October--first, the trail junction and
landing beaches at Kokumbona, over 8,000 yards west of the Matanikau , and second, the Poha
River, about 2,600 yards beyond Kokumbona. Once the Paha River line had been gained, the Lunga
airfields would be safe from enemy artillery fire.
The infantry forces selected for the attack were the 5th Marines, the 2d Marines (less the 3d
Battalion), and the Whaling Group, which now consisted of the Scout-Sniper Detachment and the 3d
Battalion , 7th Marines. Supporting the offensive were to be the 11th Marines and attached Army
artillery battalions, aircraft, engineers, and a boat detachment from the Kukum naval base.
The infantry forces were to attack west in column of regiments on a 1,500-yard front from the
Matanikau River, the line of departure. The 5th Marines, closely followed by the 2d Marines in
reserve, would make the assault. The Whaling Group would move out along the high grassy ridges
.on the left (south) of the assault forces to protect the left flank. Colonel Edson was to command the
attacking force. The time for the attack was set for 0630, 1 November.
Full use was to be n:,ade of supporting artillery and mortar fire. The 11th Marines and attached
battalions were to mass fire first in front of the 5th Marines. Artillery and mortar fire were to be placed
on each objective and on each ravine and stream approached by the infantry. At least two battalions
of artillery were to fire at targets as far west as the Paha, displacing their howitzers forward as the
need arose. Aircraft were to strike enemy troop concentrations and artillery positions. Spotting planes
for the division artillery would be furnished by the 1st Marine Air Wing.
On the night before the assault, the 1st Engineer Battalion was to construct footbridges across
the Matanikau, and an additional bridge suitable for vehicles on the day of the attack. The naval boat
detachment was to provide boats for amphibious supply and evacuation as the troops advanced up
the coast. 1
In preparation for the attack, the 1st and 2d Battalions of the 2d Marines were brought to
Guadalcanal from Tulagi. The 3d Battalion, which had served as division mobile reserve for six
weeks, was sent to Tulagi to rest. The 5th Marines moved to the forward Matanikau position to relieve
the 2d Battalion, 7th Marines, and the 3d Battalion, 1st Marines; responsibility for the 5th Marines' old
sector in the perimeter defense was assigned to the 2d Battalion of the 7th Marines. Detachments
from the heavy weapons companies of the 3d Battalion, 1st Marines, and from the 2d Battalion, 7th
Marines, remained in position along the Matanikau to cover the attacking forces as they made the
crossing on 1 November. The 2d Marines (less the 3d Battalion) meanwhile moved into bivouac east
of the Matanikau River.
The engineers salvaged and prepared material for the bridges between 25 and 31 October. On
the afternoon of 31 October they hauled the material to the east bank of the river. Early on the
morning of 1 November E Company of the 5th Marines crossed the river to outpost the west bank in
order to cover the troops constructing the bridges. Between 0100 and 0600, 1 November, A, C, and D
Companies of the 1st Engineer Battalion laid three footbridges over the river. Each bridge had a 40inch-wide treadway which was supported by 2-by-4-inch stringers lashed to a light framework which
in turn was lashed to floating fuel drums.
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At daybreak on 1 November the 11th Marines, assisted by the 3d Defense Battalion's 5-inch
guns, fired the preliminary bombardment. The cruisers San Francisco and Helena and the destroyer
Sterrett had been sent up by Admiral Halsey, and they shelled the areas west of Point Cruz.i P-39's
and SBD's from Henderson Field struck Japanese artillery positions, while nineteen B-17's from
Espiritu Santo dropped 335 100-pound bombs on Kokumbona.

Map 9: Push Toward Kokumbona, 1-4 Nov 1942
When the artillery fire lifted, the three battalions of
the 5th Marines started across the Matanikau
bridges. (Map 9) By 0700 the move had been
completed successfully, and the 1st and 2d
Battalions, on the right and left respectively,
deployed to the attack. Their left was covered by
the Whaling Group, which had crossed the river
farther upstream. The 1st Battalion of the 5th,
advancing over the flat ground along the beach,
met the heaviest opposition as the Japanese,
yielding ground slowly and reluctantly, fought a
delaying action. The 2d Battalion, moving over higher ground, pushed ahead rapidly and lost contact
with the 1st shortly after 1230. The advancing forces halted for the night short of Point Cruz, having
gained slightly more than 1,000 yards in the day's action.
During the day the engineers, using a 10-ton temporary pier, had put a vehicular bridge across the
Matanikau about 500 yards from the mouth. Although completed that day the bridge could not be ·
used until the following afternoon, when a new road from the coast road to the bridge was completed.
THE POINT CRUZ TRAP into which the Japanese were pushed
by the advance of 1-4 November, is shown at the top of this
vertical aerial photograph. Bridging the Matanikau in the vicinity
of the sharp river bend, the 5th Marines moved along the flat
coast/and north of Hills 78 and 79 while the Whaling Group
crossed near Hill 67 and fought westward over the terrain of Hills
73-75
The next morning Colonel Edson committed the reserve 3d
Battalion to assist the 1st Battalion on the right, while the 2d
Battalion, having advanced beyond Point Cruz, turned to the right
to envelop the enemy by attacking northward. By · 1042 the 2d
Battalion had reached the beach west of the Point and trapped
the Japanese who were still opposing the 1st and 3d Battalions.
During the afternoon of 2 November the two battalions of
the 2d Marines passed by on the left of the 5th Marines to
continue the westward push the next day. On 3 November the
1st Battalion, 2d Marines, and the Whaling Group, which had continued its advance inland, led the
assault. The 2d Battalion, 2d Marines, and, the 1st Battalion, 164th Infantry (Lt. Col. Frank C.
Richards commanding), which had been ordered forward from its positions on the llu River, were in
reserve. Meanwhile the 5th Marines successfully reduced the pocket at Point Cruz; the regiment
killed about 350 Japanese and captured twelve 37-mm. guns, one field piece, and thJrty-four machine
guns. In the final phases of the mop-up the 5th Marines delivered three successful bayonet assaults,
and drove the surviving Japanese into the sea. After the reduction of the pocket the 5th Marines and
the Whaling Group were ordered back to the Lunga area, and Colonel Arthur, commanding the 2d
Marines, took over tactical direction of the offensive from Colonel Edson.
The next day the 1st Battalion of the 164th Infantry and the 2d Marines (less the 3d Battalion)
resumed the advance. By afternoon they had moved forward against the retreating Japanese to a
point about 2,000 yards west of Point Cruz, or about 4,000 yards short of Kokumbona. At that point
division headquarters halted the advance.
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Enemy troops had landed east of the perimeter defense, and there co~ld be no further
westward movement until the threat had been removed. At 1500 the three battalions dug in at Point
Cruz to hold part of the ground they had gained.
Kofi Point
Division headquarters had been expecting a Japanese landing in early November at Koli Point
east of the Lunga perimeter. To forestall the attempt, the 2d Battalion of the 7th Marines, Lt. Col. H.
H. Hanneken commanding, had been ordered out of the Lunga perimeter to make a forced march to
the Metapona River, about thirteen miles east of the Lunga. By nightfall of 2 November, when the 5th
Marines had reduced the Point Cruz pocket, the battalion had established defensive positions east of
the Metapona's mouth near the village of Tetere. (Map 10) About 2200 on 2 November the silhouettes
of one Japanese cruiser, one transport, and three destroyers appeared offshore in the rainy darkness
to land supplies and about 1,500 soldiers from the 230th Infantry at Gavaga Creek, about one mile
east of Colonel Hanneken's position. Hyakutake had ordered these troops, with ammunition and
provisions for 2,000 men, to land, join Shoji's force in the vicinity of Kali Point, and build an airfield.
Map No. 10: Kofi Point, 2-3 November 1942
By the time the Japanese were landing, Colonel
Hanneken's radio communication had failed, and he was unable
to inform division headquarters of his situation. The next
morning the Japanese force moved west. The Marine battalion
engaged the enemy, and was hit by artillery and mortar fire.
When one Japanese unit pushed southwest to outflank the
marines, the battalion, fighting as it went, withdrew slowly
westward along the coast, crossed the Nalimbiu, and took a stronger position on the west bank.
Colonel Hanneken, whose troops were running short of food, attempted to radio information about his
situation to division headquarters but was not able to get his message through until 1445.
When headquarters received Hanneken's message, arrangements for support and
reinforcement were quickly completed. Aircraft from the Lunga airfields bombed and strafed enemy
positions, but as no targets were visible from the air results were probably insignificant. The cruisers
San Francisco and Helena and the destroyers Sterrett and Lansdowne, which had been supporting
the Kokumbona attack, sailed eastward to shell Kali Point. The 1st Battalion, 7th Marines, with the
regimental commander Col. Amor L. Sims, immediately embarked on landing craft to reinforce the 2d
Battalion at Koli Point. (Map VIII.) The 164th Infantry (less the 1st Battalion) was ordered out of its
positions along the llu to march east to a point about 4,000 yards south of the 7th Marines at Koli
Point to be in position to envelop the Japanese left (south) flank.
General Rupertus, assistant commander of the 1st Marine Division, took command of the Koli
Point operation, his first tactical experience on Guadalcanal. On 4 November, the day on which the
Kokumbona attack was halted, the Lunga perimeter command was reorganized. General Rupertus
was transferred from the relative quiet of Tulagi to Guadalcanal. The Lunga area was divided into two
separate sectors, one east of the Lunga and one west of the river. General Rupertus took the east
sector. Brig. Gen. Edmund B. Sebree, assistant commander of the America! Division, who had just
landed on the island to prepare for the arrival of the remainder of his division, took the west sector.
Both generals reported directly to division headquarters, which thus operated as a small corps
headquarters.
On 4 November General Rupertus, and regimental headquarters and the 1st Battalion of the
7th Marines reached Kali Point. The 164th Infantry (less the 1st Battalion) and B Company of the 8th
Marines left the llu River line at 0600 to march to their objective about seven miles to the east.
General Sebree accompanied the 164th to gain close experience with jungle warfare. At the same
time, 1st Marine Division headquarters issued orders to the 2d Raider Battalion, which had just
landed at Aola Bay with the 147th Infantry, to advance overland toward Koli Point to intercept any
Japanese detachments moving eastward.
The 164th Infantry progressed slowly on its inland march through swampy jungles and hot
stretches of high kunai grass. As there were no inland roads, trucks carried some supplies along the
coast to Koli Point, but inland the soldiers of the 164th Infantry, wearing full combat equipment, had
to hand-carry all their weapons and ammunition. It was noon before the regiment reached the first
assembly area on the west bank of the Nalimbiu River.
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While regimental headquarters and the 3d Battalion bivouacked for the night, the 2d Battalion.
advanced northward in column of companies along the west bank of the Nalimbiu. After advancing
about 2,000 yards, the 2d Battalion bivouacked. It had not established contact with the 7th Marines.
Patrols had met only a few small Japanese units.
On the following morning, 5 November, General Rupertus ordered the 164th Infantry (less the
1st Battalion) to cross to the east bank of the Nalimbiu, and then to advance north to Koli Point to
destroy the Japanese facing the 7th Marines at Koli Point. The 3d Battalion crossed the flooded
Nalimbiu about 3,500 yards south of Koli Point, then swung north to advance along the east bank.
Again no large organized enemy force appeared. The battalion advanced against occasional rifle and
machine-gun fire. Machine-gun fire halted two platoons of G Company for a time until American
artillery and mortar fire silenced the enemy guns. The 2d Battalion of the 164th Infantry, which had
withdrawn to the south from its bivouac positions, followed on the right and rear of the 3d Battalion.
Action on 6 November was indecisive. The 7th Marines crossed the flooded Nalimbiu with
difficulty, while the 164th Infantry's battalions moved slowly through the jungle. The 3d Battalion
found an abandoned Japanese bivouac about 1,000 yards south of Kali Point, but the enemy had
escaped to the east. The 3d Battalion reached Koli Point at night on 6 November and was followed by
the 2d Battalion the next morning. During the night of 5-6 November the 2d and 3d Battalions,
mistaking each other for the enemy, exchanged shots. Regimental headquarters and the Antitank
and E Companies of the 164th Infantry, together with B Company of the 8th Marines, followed a
more circuitous route, and reached Koli Point later in the morning.
The combined force then advanced eastward to a point about one mile west of the wide mouth
of the Metapona River. Again there was no enemy resistance, possibly because the Japanese were
preparing defenses east of the Metapona to permit the main body to escape. The Americans dug in
to defend the beach west of the Metapona against an expected landing on the night of 7-8 November, ·
but it failed to materialize.
On 8 November the 2d Battalion of the 164th Infantry was attached to the 7th Marines and
placed in reserve. To surround the Japanese, who had dug in along Gavaga Creek at Tetere about
one mile east of the Metapona, the three battalions left their positions west of the wide, swampy
mouth of the Metapona and advanced to the east and west of Gavaga Creek. The 1st Battalion, 7th
Marines, occupied the west bank and took positions running inland from the beach. The 2d Battalion,
7th Marines, was posted on the east to hold a shorter line between the east bank of Gavaga Creek
and the beach. When dengue fever put General Rupertus out of action on 8 November, General
Sebree took command on orders from Vandegrift.
The Japanese force located and surrounded, the size of the American force at Koli Point could
be safely reduced. Since General Vandegrift desired to commit a large part of the 164th Infantry to
the attack against Kokumbona, regimental headquarters, the Antitank Company, and the 3d Battalion
of the 164th Infantry and B Company of the 8th Marines were brought back to the Lunga perimeter
by boat and truck on 9 November.
On that day, at Kali Point, the 2d Battalion (less E Company) of the 164th Infantry took
positions on the right of the 1st Battalion, 7th Marines. During the night E Company was committed to
the left flank of the 2d Battalion of the 7th Marines. The Americans now held a curved line from the
beach around a horseshoe bend in Gavaga Creek. The Japanese, blocked on the east and west,
repeatedly attempted to break out of the trap. They used machine guns, mortars, and hand grenades
in their attempts to drive the Americans back. One gap in the American lines remained open in the
south, for F and E Companies of the 164th, which were separated by the swampy creek, had failed to
make contact. Although wounded seven times by mortar shell fragments, Colonel Puller remained in
command of the 1st Battalion of the 7th Marines.
The marines and soldiers, supported by 155-mm. gun batteries, two 75-mm. pack howitzer
batteries, and aircraft, began to reduce the pocket. The Japanese resisted vigorously with grenades,
mortars, automatic weapons, and small arms. On 10 November F Company of the 164th Infantry
attempted to close the gap and join flanks with E Company. The attempt failed, and the commander
of the 2d Battalion of the 164th was relieved**. On the next day G Company drove east to close the
gap. As the Marine battalions closed in from the east and west, the 2d Battalion of the 164th Infantry
pushed north to reach the beaches in the late afternoon of 11 November. By 12 November the pocket
had been entirely cleared. About forty Americans had been killed, 120 wounded; 450 Japanese had
been killed. The captured materiel included, besides stores of rations and fifty collapsible landing
boats, General Kawaguchi's personal effects.
**See "The Rest of the Story" on page 67.
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Hyakutake apparently abandoned the idea of building an airfield near Kali Point, for he ordered
Shoji's troops to return via the inland route to Kokumbona. Some of the Japanese had escaped
through the gap between the two companies, and some others had apparently withdrawn inland
about 7 November.
These forces, retreating south and west toward Mount Austen, were harried by Lt. Col. Evans
F. Carlson's 2d Raider Battalion which had marched west from Aola Bay. The raiders, in a remarkable
30-day march outside the American lines, covered 150 miles, fought 12 separate actions, and killed
over 400 enemy soldiers at a cost of only 17 raiders killed before they finally entered the Lunga
perimeter on 4 December.- Of the estimated 1,500 Japanese soldiers who may have landed at Kali
Point, probably less than half survived to rejoin the main forces at Mount Austen and the hills to the
west.
Resumption of the Kokumbona Offensive
On 10 November, with the trapping of the Japanese at Kali Point, it became possible to renew
the westward offensive toward Kokumbona. Under Colonel Arthur's command, the 1st Battalion of the
164th Infantry, the newly arrived 8th Marines, and the 2d Marines (less the 3d Battalion) moved west
from Point Cruz on 10 November. Supported by fire from the 1st, A and 5th Battalions of the 11th
Marines, the composite force executed a frontal attack on a three-battalion front. The 1st Battalion,
164th Infantry, advanced on the right along the beach; the 2d Battalion, 2d Marines, advanced in the
center, and the 1st Battalion, 2d Marines, was echeloned to the left and rear in the attack. On 11
November the advance was resumed against rifle, machine-gun, and mortar fire. By noon the troops
had fought their way to a point slightly beyond that which they had reached on 4 November.
The Japanese were grimly determined to prevent the Americans from taking Kokumbona. This
village was the site of the 17th Army command post, and also the terminus of the main supply trail to
the positions which the Japanese were secretly preparing on Mount Austen. Accordingly Hyakutake
assigned the mission of halting the American attack to a new general, Maj. Gen. Takeo Ito, Infantry
Group commander of the 38th Division and a veteran of the fighting in China. Ito had landed at
Tassafaronga from a destroyer on 5 November to take command of a reserve force of 5,000 men.
Believing that the American front west of Point Cruz was so narrow that he could easily outflank it, he
moved his force to a concealed position in the jungled hills on the left flank of the Americans, about
5,000 yards south of the beach. From this point he planned to strike the American left flank and rear.
Before Ito could attack, and before the Americans were even aware that their left was in
danger, Vandegrift was once more forced to halt the offensive when he received word that the
Japanese were preparing to bring large troop convoys to Guadalcanal in mid-November. To meet the
threat of another counteroffensive, all troops were needed within the Lunga perimeter.
The battalions disengaged; the 2d and 8th Marines retired toward the Matanikau, covered by
the 1st Battalion of the 164th Infantry. The marines recrossed the Matanikau on ii November,
followed next day by the Army battalion. The entire 164th Infantry, having returned from its
operations across the Matanikau and Metapona Rivers, went into division reserve. Once safely
across the Matanikau, the Americans destroyed the bridges and held their lines while the air and
naval forces fought desperately to keep the Japanese away.
Push Toward the Poha
As a result of the naval victory in mid-November and the arrival of the 182d Infantry,
commanded by Col. Daniel W. Hogan, the offensive toward Kokumbona and the Paha Rivers was
resumed. The 1st Marine Division headquarters, which ordered the attack, placed General Sebree,
commander of the western sector, in tactical command. Available troops in the west sector included
the 164th Infantry, the 8th Marines, and the two battalions of the 182d Infantry. To support
operations in any direction, all artillery battalions remained grouped within the perimeter under del
Valle's command.
General Sebree planned first to gain a line of departure far enough west of the Matanikau and
far enough south of the beach to provide sufficient room for the regiments to maneuver. Once the line
of departure had been gained, a full-scale offensive could be opened. The line which General Sebree
planned to capture first ran about 2,500 yards inland from Point Cruz to the southernmost point (Hill
66) of a 1, 700-yard-long ridge (Hills 66-81-80).
It was thought that the west bank of the Matanikau was not occupied by the Japanese during
the second week of November. This belief was confirmed by infantry and aerial reconnaissance
patrols, and General Sebree and Colonel Whaling of the Marines personally patrolled the ground as
far west as Point Cruz without meeting any Japanese.
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Once the line of departure had been gained, the assault units were to move west, followed by
the 1st Marines on the inland flank. The latter regiment was to turn northward to envelop any
Japanese pockets as the 5th Marines had done so successfully earlier in the month, while the assault
units continued to advance westward. This part of the plan was canceled when the 1st Marine
Division was alerted for departure from Guadalcanal.
The 2d Battalion of the 182d Infantry was to cross the Matanikau on 18 November to seize Hill
66, the highest ground north of the northwest Matanikau fork, and the 1st Battalion of the 182d
Infantry would advance across the river and west to Point Cruz the next day. As the American forces
which had withdrawn on 11-12 November had destroyed all the Matanikau. bridges, engineers were
to bridge the river, improve the coast road, and build a trail over the ridges to Hill 66.
The terrain west of the Matanikau differs from the deep jungles of the inland areas. The coast
is flat and sandy. South of the beach rocky ridges, covered with brush and coarse grass, thrust
upward to heights of several hundred feet. These ridges, running from north to south, rise near the
beach and increase in height toward the south. Between these steep ridges are deep, jungled ravines
which the Japanese could exploit to good advantage. The ridge line formed by Hills 80, 81, and 66
faces northwest and turns sharply eastward at Hill 66 toward the Matanikau River's main stream. It is
separated from the high hills on the south by the valley cut by the northwest Matanikau fork.
Unknown to the Americans, the 17th Army had also been planning for local offensive action.
While the shattered 2d Division assembled near Kokumbona, the 38th Division had been ordered to
advance east from Kokumbona, cross the Matanikau, and seize the high ground on the east bank for
artillery positions and as a line of departure for another assault against the Lunga airfields. At the
same time troops under Ito's command had been ordered to occupy Mount Austen.
On 18 November the 2d Battalion of the 182d Infantry (Lt. Col. Bernard B. Twombley .
commanding), covered by the 8th Marines on the east bank of the Matanikau, crossed a footbridge
about 700 yards from the Matanikau's mouth to seize Hill 66. (Map IX) The battalion climbed to the
top of the first ridge on the west bank (Hill 75) and advanced southwest behind the ridge crest toward
Hill 66, about 2,000 yards from Hill 75. There were no Japanese on the ridges, but the inexperienced
battalion made slow progress. The men, having landed only six days before, were not yet
accustomed to the moist heat. Since landing, most of them had been unloading ships and moving
their supplies. They carried full loads of ammunition, water, and food. Many who had not swallowed
salt tablets collapsed, exhausted from the hard climb. The 2d Battalion did not reach Hill 66 until
noon. Having taken the objective, the men dug foxholes and gun emplacements on the west and
south military crests of Hill 66. On the left was G Company, and F on the right. Battalion reserve
consisted of E Company, and H Company put its mortars in a gully behind the battalion command
post.
In the afternoon a detail of two officers and thirty enlisted men from G Company went into the
valley on the south to fill canteens at a water hole. They reached the spring safely, but failed to post
sentries as they filled the clanking canteens. As one man in the group glanced up, he saw a
Japanese officer and about twenty soldiers deploying in the jungle near by. The Japanese promptly
opened fire. The water detail scattered, each man taking cover as best he could. When a rescue
party from the 2d Battalion later made its way to the spring, the enemy patrol withdrew and the water
party straggled back to the crest of Hill 66. One officer and one enlisted man had been killed. There
were no more encounters with the Japanese that day.
The 1st Battalion of the 182d Infantry, commanded by Lt. Col. Francis F. MacGowan, crossed
the Matanikau the next morning (19 November). The battalion advanced along the flat ground
between the northernmost hills and the beach, while B Company of the 8th Marines, acting on
Sebree's orders, advanced over the most northerly hill (Hill 78) to cover the battalion's left flank.
About 400 yards west of the river the battalion met fire from small enemy groups, but there was no
heavy fighting. The battalion moved slowly and cautiously, fighting a series of skirmishes as it moved
toward Point Cruz.
B Company of the 8th Marines also met enemy fire west of Point Cruz and withdrew to the
vicinity of Hill 78 to take cover. The company again attempted to advance, but could not gain ground.
About noon Colonel MacGowan's battalion halted just east of Point Cruz; it dug in along a 700-yard
line from the beach east of the point to the west tip of Hill 78, refusing the left flank eastward a short
distance along the south slopes of the hill. The Marine company then withdrew across the Matanikau
to rejoin its regiment. The 1st and 2d Battalions of the 182d Infantry were then separated by a gap of
over 1,000 yards.
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Japanese troops had been secretly moving east from Kokumbona. These forces took
positions west of the 1st Battalion during the night of 19-20 November, while artillery and mortars
fired on the American lines. About dawn on 20 November part of this force struck suddenly at the 1st
Battalion's left flank. The troops holding high ground on the battalion's left held their line, but as the
attack developed along the 1st Battalion's line the troops on the low ground fell back about 400 yards.
General Sebree, Lt. Col. Paul A. Gavan, the operations officer, and Lt. Col. Paul Daly, the
assistant intelligence officer, of the America! Division, came forward and found the battalion
"somewhat shaken." They halted the withdrawal and reorganized the companies.
Planes and artillery then struck at the Japanese, who had not exploited their advantage by
advancing east of Point Cruz, and the 1st Battalion again moved west and by 0900 had regained its
position.
C and A Companies of the 182d attacked west after the recapture of the initial line and
advanced to the beach just west of Point Cruz. There the attack stalled after the companies had been
hit hard by Japanese artillery and mortar fire. There was "considerable confusion and some
straggling" in the 182d Infantry, and it was only after order had been restored that the 1st Battalion
organized a disciplined firing line. The Japanese retained Point Cruz itself.
By afternoon on 20 November it had become obvious that more American troops were needed
west of the Matanikau. The Japanese were known to be moving more troops forward into the
engagement. General Sebree therefore ordered the more experienced 164th Infantry out of reserve
to fill the gap between the two battalions of the 182d Infantry. The 164th Infantry was to enter the
line under cover of darkness and attack the next morning. The 1st Battalion of the 164th Infantry
entered the line on the left of the 1st Battalion of the 182d Infantry, and the 3d Battalion of the 164th
moved in between the 2d Battalion, 182d Infantry, and the 1st Battalion, 164th. Each battalion of the
164th took over about 500 yards of the line, and the 182d Infantry battalions, on either side of the
164th Infantry, extended their flanks to join with those of the 164th.
During the first three days of the operation supplies for the
units west of the Matanikau had been carried forward by hand from
the river line. The engineers finally succeeded in building a
footbridge over the flooded Matanikau, but the bridge for heavy
vehicles was not completed until 21 November.
The 1st Battalion of the 182d attacked west from the Point
Cruz area on 21 November. It met heavy artillery and mortar fire, as
well as small-arms fire from some Japanese entrenched on Point
Cruz itself, the beach on the west, and the near-by hills and ravines.
The battalion reduced Point Cruz, but failed to advance west.
The battalions of the 164th Infantry also attacked to the west
on 21 November from the Hill 80-81 ridge line. A ravine about 200
feet deep, varying in width from 150 to 300 feet, lay directly in front
of Hills 80 and 81. A series of steep ridges (Hills 83 and 82) lay west
THE RA VINE IN FRONT OF
of the ravine. To get through the ravine and gain the ridges on the
HILLS 80-81, where the 164th
west, it would be necessary for the 164th Infantry to cross about
Infantry attacks stalled on 23
fifty yards of open ground on the ridge. Between 11 and 18
November, was well defended by
November the Japanese had built strong positions, containing a
Japanese dug into defiladed
large
number of automatic weapons, in the hills and ravines and on
positions in Hills 83 and 82.
the
flat
ground west of Point Cruz.
American troops were halted on
The
hill positions, well dug in on the reverse slopes, were
the line ofHills 66, 81, 80.
defiladed from American artillery and mortar fire. Machine guns sited
at the head of each ravine could put flanking fire into advancing troops. The ravine in front of Hills 8180 was especially well defended. On the flat ground in places where a thin layer of earth covered a
coral shelf, the Japanese had dug shallow pits with overhead cover, as well as foxholes under logs
and behind trees. These positions, organized in depth, were mutually supporting. Small arms
supported the automatic weapons, and artillery and mortars could cover the entire American front.
Japanese fire quickly halted the 164th Infantry after it had made an average gain of less than
forty yards. The 182d and 164th Regiments attacked again on 22 November but failed to make
progress. In the afternoon the 8th Marines was notified that it was to pass through the 164th Infantry
the next day to attack toward Hill 83.
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After the infantry had withdrawn 300 yards behind the front lines early on 23 November, the
245th Field Artillery Battalion and L Battery and the 1st and 2d Battalions of the 11th Marines fired a
30-minute concentration on the Japanese lines. The 8th Marines then passed through the 164th
Infantry and delivered successive attacks against the Japanese throughout the day. The regiment
was supported by the artillery which fired 2,628 rounds of all calibers. During the bombardment,
Hyakutake and the 17th Army chief of staff were slightly injured at their command post near
Kokumbona.
The American forces failed to gain . The Japanese, defending vigorously, put fire all along the
entire American lines. The 3d Battalion of the 164th Infantry was hit by accurate fire. In the afternoon
of 23 November mortar fire struck the command posts of L, 1, and K Companies, and killed the
battalion surgeon, four lieutenants, and one 1st sergeant.
American headquarters concluded that "further advance would not be possible without
accepting casualties in numbers to preclude the advisability of [continuing] this action." The troops
were ordered to dig in to hold the Hill 66-80-81-Point Cruz line. The attack had ended in a stalemate.
Operations up to 23 November had demonstrated that frontal assault would be costly. By 25
November less than 2,000 men of the 164th Infantry were fit for combat. Between 19 and 25
November 117 of the 164th had been killed , and 208 had been wounded. Three hundred and twentyfive had been evacuated from the island because of wounds or illness, and 300 more men, rendered
ineffective by wounds, malaria , dysentery, or neuroses, were kept in the rear areas. The 1st Marine
Division was soon to be relieved , and its impending departure would reduce American troop strength
too greatly to permit the execution of any flanking movements over the hills south of Hill 66. Until
reinforcements could be brought in , the westward offensive had to be suspended.
The attacks on 18-23 November had , however, achieved some success. Hyakutake's plan to .
recapture the Matanikau's east bank had been thwarted , although in November he secretly began to
increase his strength on Mount Austen. American troops had finally established permanent positions
west of the Matanikau . The Americans and the Japanese now faced one another at close ranges, the
Americans on high ground , the Japanese on reverse slopes and in ravines. Each side could cover the
opponent's lines with rifle, automatic, mortar, and artillery fire , and put mortar and artillery fire on the
trails and rear areas. Americans and Japanese were to hold these static but dangerous lines until the
beginning of the XIV Corps' general offensive in January.

** "The Rest of the Story" - Arthur C. Timboe: A Profile in Courage
By Major General Bruce Jacobs
As written for National Guard magazine Dec 1996
We listened with quiet astonishment as
General David A. Bramlett, then FORSCOM
commander, described an extraordinary "profile
in courage" during breakfast at a gathering on
the day he said was the anniversary of the first
offensive action by a US Army infantry regiment
in World War II.
The events had begun on October 13th,
1942 - on Guadalcanal. The unit was the 154tn
Infantry Regiment, mobilized from the North
Dakota National Guard. The 154th was the first
Army regiment to reinforce the Marines who had
been fighting the battle for Guadalcanal for 3
months. The soldiers had arrived in time to play
a vital role for the 2nd battle for Henderson Field.
Then, in the first week of November, the
154th was turned in a different direction and , with
the yth Marines, would enter the fight for Kali
Point and control of the beaches where the
Japanese were expected to land reinforcements.
We were struck by the intimacy with which
General Bramlett examined the historical record
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of the campaign in which the 154th Infantry found
itself - just about 20 months after having been
called into federal service [and less than a month
in combat].
To set the background, it should be noted
that National Guard officers still commanded the
three battalions of the 164th. A regular officer,
Colonel Bryant E. Moore had replaced a
Guardsman as regimental commander a few
weeks earlier. The regiment, although attached
to the 1st Marine Division, was fighting in a sector
under the command of Army Brigadier General
Edmund B. Sebree assistant division commander
who had been dispatched to Guadalcanal to
prepare for the arrival of the [remainder of the~
America! Division to which he and the 164t
belonged.
Sebree, new to combat, unexpectedly
found himself in command of the sector bad
been junior to Colonel Moore who had graduated
from West Point two years ahead of him in
August 1917.
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Moore had risen to captain in 1918 when
Sepree was still a cadet at the Military Academy.
(our observation, not General Bamlett's.)
During the night of November 2-3, the
Japanese landed several thousand infantry
troops and sorely needed supplies on the beach
at the mouth of the Gavaga Creek.
Their
intention was to slip to the west to reinforce their
comrades at Koli Point to construct an airstrip.
The 154th Infantry and the ih Marines were
ordered to prevent this.
By November 4, the 154th (less the 1st
Battalion) was pushing through swamps and
waist-high kunai grass in an area where there
were no roads and few trails. The 3rd Battalion,
followed by the 2nd, made a wide loop across the
Nalimbiu River and headed up the east bank
toward Koli Point. During 6-} November, the two
battalions reached a line where they would
confront the enemy.
By the 9th, a critical situation confronted
the soldiers and marines. Although a curving line
was held along the trace of the Gavaga Creek, a
pocket containing strong Japanese forces held
fast and represented a threat to the US positions.
At this time, the key 154th
commanders at the front were
Major Arthur C. Timboe, 2nd
Battalion, and Lt Colonel Robert
K. Hall, commanding the 3rd
Battalion. There was a good
deal of cqncern at a gap in the
US lines which came about
when Companies F and E, separated by the
width of a creek, failed to make contact. Another
day passed - the · Japanese pocket still was
intact ant the gap in the US lines was not closed.
The glare of attention from the Marine division
commander fell on Timboe.
Art Timboe, then 36 years old, was a
classic pre-WWI I Guardsman with 15 years of
service before the mobilization of the 154th. He
had enlisted as a private in 1925 and had risen
rapidly through the ranks.
Advancement in
commissioned status was somewhat slower but,
by 1917, he was a captain in command of the
anti-tank company at Devils Lake. After the
mobilization, he was quickly recognized as one
of the best leadership prospects in the regiment.
He had taken command of the 2nd
Battalion the previous May (1942) in New
Caledonia and although he did not know it at the
time of the battle along the Gavaga Creek, he
had been a lieutenant colonel since October 8,
but the promotion orders were among papers
back-logged in an admin tent back in New
Caledonia.
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Now, for nearly a month, he had been
leading his battalion in combat.
His men had made the grinding transition
from training to actual battle. They were learning
what the Marines had been enduring since
August. They threw themselves at the Japanese
in the pocket and the repeated their efforts to
close the gap in their own lines. To no avail.
The official Army history related, tersely,
that "Co F, 164th Infantry, tried to close the gap
and join flanks with E Co. The attempt failed and
the commander of the 2nd Battalion, 164th
Infantry, was relieved. The next day, G Co drove
east to close the gap." On the surface, not very
complicated a matter. But as General Bramlett
pointed out, there was more than appears in the
official record.
Understandably, General Vandergrift, of
the 1st Marine Division was demanding action.
This was echoed by General Sebree who, one
can only suspect, was extremely conscious of his
own relative inexperience and his anxiety to
show the Marines what the Army could do. He
instructed Moore to put the heat on Timboe, and
Moore did this in a very traditional way. He
relayed Sebree's impatience and ordered
Timboe to fire the company commanders and
appoint officers who would succeed. Timboe
refused. Hs company commanders were good
men, he insisted. He stood by them. Moore,
infuriated, relieved Timboe. Timboe's defiance of
his superior's order also defied the conventional
wisdom of the day. His service in the 154th came
to an end after nearly 18 years.
But the measure of this man's courage
was yet to be seen, as pointed out by General
Bramlett. Timboe quietly and seriously took on
the duties of the task to which the Army then
assigned him - and he did well enough to be
asked to remain on active duty. He served
through the Korean War period and was
promoted to colonel on active duty in 1950.
From all accounts, he was a man his
associates esteemed - but he deserved far
more. His difficult moments on Guadalcanal
were the kind of nightmare experience which
might have shattered a lesser man,. Some,
perhaps most, would have saluted and said,
"yes, sir", when ordered to take the actions
demanded by his superiors.
But here was an officer who understood
that one of the aspects of leadership has to do
with loyalty. And that is why the story of Arthur
C. Timboe, in the jungles of Guadalcanal, during
9-10 November 1942, deserves to be described
as, indeed, a "profile in courage".
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Behind the Picture:
Skull on a Tank,
Guadalcanal, 1942
Photo by Ralph Morse
http://life.time.com/history/guadalcanalworld-war-ii-1942-rare-photos/# 1
(permission requested)

In February 1943, LIFE magazine
published a series of photographs from
Guadalcanal the largest of the
Solomon Islands and the site of the
Allies' first, pivotal offensive in the
Pacific during World War II.
One of those pictures, made by a
25-year-old LIFE photographer named
Ralph Morse, instantly struck' a nerve
with the magazine's millions of readers.
Seven decades later, it remains one of
the most unsettling images to emerge
from any war. Morse's picture (the first
in this gallery) of a severed Japanese
soldier's head impaled on a tank
captures
more
graphically
and
immediately than volumes of words ever
could the relentless and often casual
barbarity of war.
Here, on the 70th anniversary of the
August 1942 start of that critical campaign,
LIFE.com presents not only Morse's memories of
how he made that photograph but also other
pictures from Guadalcanal, photos that ran in
LIFE and many mo·re (by Morse and two other
staffers, the brothers Joe and Frank Scherschel)
that were never published in the magazine.
The caption that accompanied Morse's
disquieting photo in the Feb. 1, 1943, issue of
LIFE read, "A Japanese soldier's skull is propped
up on a burned-out Jap [sic] tank by U.S. troops.
Fire destroyed the rest of the corpse."
Morse, however - still remarkably spry at
95 - remembers it a bit differently. As anyone
with even a passing knowledge of World War 11
knows, U.S. troops (and troops of every other
country who fought in the long, brutal conflict)
sometimes engaged in the sort of grisly behavior
evinced in Morse's photograph. But in the
photographer's recollections of that day, it
seemed just as likely that the Japanese were the
ones who placed the torched skull on that ruined
tank as a gruesome trap for curious Americans.
"The Army had taken over from the
Marines," Morse tells LIFE.com, setting the
scene on Guadalcanal in late 1942, "and I was
70

traveling with a group of soldiers on patrol. In the
forests on those islands, you had to walk in a
single line. The brush was so damn thick that if
you didn't keep your eye on the shoes of the guy
in front of you, you were lost. I think it was three
or four days of solid walking, but we were fine." A
pause . Then , "We were all young ," he says ,
almost wonderingly.
For its part, LIFE described Guadalcanal's
terrain this way: "The jungle is a solid wall of
vegetable growth, a hundred feet tall. There are
huge palm leaves, elephant-ear leaves of the
taro, ferns and jagged leaves of the banana trees
all tangled together in a fantastic web. Near the
ground are thousands of kinds of insects, praying
mantises, ants and spiders ... In such hot, damp
weather mosquitoes live luxuriantly. Sometimes
they imbed themselves so deeply in the soldiers'
flesh, they have to be cut out."
"We came to a big opening on the beach ,"
Morse says, "and there was a tank with a skull on
it, right near the turret. The sergeant leading the
patrol looks at it and says, 'Guys, that skull has
been put there for a reason, and the Japanese
have probably got mortar shells aimed right at
this spot.'
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LIFE: Skull on a Tank, Guadalcanal, 1942 (Continued)
A disgusting scene like that will always
draw people in, and the idea, of course , was that
any American troops who came along would
obviously want to stop and take a look.
" 'Everybody stay away from there,' the
sergeant says, then he turns to me. 'You,' he
says, 'go take your picture if you have to, then
get out, quick.' So I went over, got my pictures
and ran like hell back to where the patrol had
stopped."
Asked when he was able to see the
photos he made on Guadalcanal, or in any of the
other places he shot during the war, in the Pacific
and across Europe, Morse laughs and says, "Not
until a copy of the magazine arrived - months
later, sometimes - or you went back to the
States."
Unbidden, he offers a revealing glimpse
into the logistics of photographing in a war zone
in the early 1940s and the creative measures
photographers took in order to get the job done.
"Before flying to the Solomons, where the fighting
was, you went to the PX in Honolulu," Morse
explains - the PX (or post exchange) being the
retail store that operates on military bases all
over the globe - "and you bought a gross of
condoms. When you were out shooting in the
jungle or on the beaches, you wrote your
captions and dropped them into a condom with
your undeveloped film, tied it in a knot ~nd
stuffed it in an envelope - and hoped everything
would stay as waterproof and as humidity-proof
as possible.
"Then, when you got to a place where
there was a ship or a plane heading out, you'd
send the film back to the States. It would always
go straight to the censors in Washington first, of
course, and then the stuff that was okayed would
be sent on to the magazine or newspaper or
wherever. But because we didn't see the
developed film for weeks or months, we didn't
even know if our cameras were working! They
could be broken, and we wouldn't have any idea.
We just kept shooting. I think I first saw that
picture of the skull, for example, after I got
malaria and the Army shipped me back home. I
finally saw the photo at the LIFE offices in New
York."
One last point worth stressing: Ralph
Morse was lucky even to be alive in late 1942, let
alone make that photograph. A few months
before, he had been aboard the heavy cruiser ·
U.S.S. Vincennes when it was sunk by Japanese
torpedoes during the Battle of Savo Island, not
far from Guadalcanal.
The 1641h Infantry News, October 2012

In John Loengard's great 1998 book LIFE
Photographers:
What
They Saw,
Morse
describes the action on the Vincennes:
OFF GUADALCANAL IN 1942, AT ONE O'CLOCK IN THE
MORNING ... THEY SOUND GENERAL QUARTERS. I ROLL
OUT OF BED AND THROW ON MY CLOTHES, RUN OUT AND
GET UP ON DECK BECAUSE WE'RE BEING POUNDED. Ir's
JET BLACK, BUT WE'RE THROWING FLARES UP, AND
BOATS ARE BLOWING UP. IT WAS LIKE A MOVIE SET.
PEOPLE ARE TAKING OVER OTHER PEOPLE'S
JOBS, RUNNING LIKE MAD, AND SUDDENLY YOU FIND
THAT YOU'RE NOT WORKING. You'RE HELPING PEOPLE,
IN BETWEEN TRYING TO TAKE A PICTURE. PIECES OF THE
BOAT KEPT GETIING BLOWN AWAY, AND YOU DON'T GET
SCRATCHED, BUT THE PEOPLE YOU'RE WITH ARE NO
LONGER THERE. WE STARTED TO LIST OVER, THE DECK
WAS SO SLIPPERY WITH BLOOD THAT IT WAS LIKE AN ICE
SKATING RINK. THE CAPTAIN GAVE ORDERS TO GET THE
WOUNDED INTO THE WATER. WELL, AT THAT POINT
YOU'RE NOT TAKING PICTURES. You'RE THROWING
WOUNDED. You'RE COVERED WITH BLOOD. GUYS ARE
SCREAMING, "GET ME OFFA HERE! GET ME OFFA HERE!" ·
AND YOU JUST DO IT. Bur IT ENDS, AND THE BATILE'S
OVER, THE LIGHT WENT DOWN.
ORDERS CAME TO ABANDON SHIP. I WENT OVER
THE SIDE WITH ONE OF THE SHIP'S PHOTOGRAPHERS,
AND WE WERE SHORT ONE LIFE PRESERVER. WE HAD
FIVE PEOPLE AND FOUR LIFE PRESERVERS. So WE KEPT
PASSING ONE AROUND. You COULD FLOAT ON YOUR
BACK FOR A WHILE, AND THEN, AS WE FLOATED AROUND,
WE MET MORE AND MORE GROUPS.
WE USED TO PLAY BRIDGE, AND TWO OF MY
BRIDGE PARTNERS FLOATED BY, SO WE SPENT THE REST
OF THE NIGHT FLOATING BY PEOPLE ASKING IF THEY
PLAYED BRIDGE TO KEEP FROM WORRYING ABOUT
SHARKS . WE WERE VERY LUCKY THAT NIGHT BECAUSE
THERE WAS ALL THAT BLOOD IN THE WATER, BUT WITH
ALL THE DEPTH CHARGES BEING THROWN I GUESS EVERY
SHARK IN HIS RIGHT MIND HAD GOT OUT OF THERE. WE
WERE PICKED UP AROUND SIX HOURS LATER BY
DESTROYERS.

Ralph Morse worked for
LIFE Magazine for over
30 years, covering WWI I
from Guadalcanal to the
signing of the surrender
by the Germans; then
everything from the
NASA space program to
Einstein's brain, and
beyond ...
He is now 95.
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l 64th Infantry Engaged In Fon~ Major Battles
.Before Jap~ Ceased Resistance On Guadalcanal
a

Fourth in
series of articles
a.way as the loads became loo heE
0
on the 164th North Dakota in- to move to the Matanikau vicinity gagement, which lasted throuo-h
on Nov. 18 and it en~ed Dec. 16. Oct. 27.
for the men through the jungle 8
fantry on Guadalcanal, based on During
those 29 days,· the 164th
Several days were .required to through grass six feet tall.
, information received from Lieut.
maintained con.tact witr, the enemy bury enemy. In many cases holes
On Nov. 5 the Malimbe.u ri•
Col. Samuel Baglien of Hills- ~or ~6 con~ecutive day~ on the most were dynarruted and bulldozers was forded wjth difficulty and tl
boro, executive regiment.
olfficult kmd of terrain.
were used to cover the bodies.
night the two battalions bivouac}
Colo~el Baglien's oiary told
" • "
in the woods about two miles sot
By GIFFORD HERRON
som.e~mg about.these battles. In
THIRD BATTLE OF THE of KoJJ point with orders to foll
From tile time the 164th NorthJ8:ddition to the wary, Colonel Bag- ~IATANIKAU:
through to Koll the nt>.xt day.
Dakota infantry landed on Guad- hen k~pt a more _detailed account,
The First battalion, commanded
Colonel Hall's Third battal i
alcanal the morning o! Oct 13 un- material from Which follows:
by Lieut. Col. Fnmk Richaros of pushed throuo-h to the point at 4
1
ti! the Japanese ceased re~iBtance
• • •
Dickinson, wa.s the only unit of the p.· m. Nov. 6bbut experienced co1
on Feb. 10--lacking thr~e days of
BATTLE OF THE LU}';GA 164th infantry enga~ in the Third munlcations difficulties as Ja
being four months-the period was . OR
SECOND BATTLE OF Battle of the Matanik;RU. 1~ mov- continually cut _wires and ra,
virtually one gigantic batUe.
HENDERSON FIELD:
ed west of the Matanikau river on usage was restricted.. .
But within that time, the forThe day after the 164th landed Nov. 3 and the next day wu at· :r
mer North Dakota National Guard on Guadalcanal the First and Sec-1 tache~ to the Second marines. The GET 400 m TRAP
regiment, as a whole, or individual ond battalions were assigned to b_attalio~ mar~hed th~ough Ja.p_ arMost of the .Taps escaped the tr
battalions therefrom were engaged sectors, while the Th.lrd battalion tlllery fire while ~rossrng the br1dge pl8:nned between the ~econd a
in four major battles:
was placed in regimental reserve over the Matamkau but suffered Third,_ battalions, but m anoti:
and also First Marine division re- no casualt1es.
trap set later some 400 enemy Wf.
Battle of, the Lungs. or the serve--to be used somewha.,t as
On Nov. 5, Company B of Fargo destroyed. Casualties to the t •
Second Battle or Hender8on "trouble shooters" to a°reas Where ancl one platoon from Company C 16{th battalions were compa.rativ
Field.
the flghting got the toughest.
of Grafton were taken out. Com- ly light.
Third Battle of the Ma.tanl.ka.u. ·
From Oct. H to Oct. 23, Colonel pany B moved back to the
The battalions returned to th,
Battle of .Koll point.
Hall's Third battalion men were Ma.tanikau for defense ot the bridge bivouac area on Nov, 12 and t
Fourth Battle ot the Matanl- useo on work details and patrols.
and Lieutenant Hanr:iel's Company following day word was receive<l
kau.
C platoon moved to fill a g{lp in the an 'impending battle, as large J
REIJl,.TOROE MARINES
position between the First and Sec- concentrations had been lOCAt{
In all the battles, the 164th inLate the night of Oct. 23 the Japs ond battalions of the Second ma- which leads to the Fourth Batt
fantr_y was attached to marine hit marine lines and at 1..a. m. Nov. rines, a maneuver which the ma- of the Matanikau.
units. The ground on which some 24 the Third battalion y,,as ordere.d rines hac) teen attempting unsuc• • •
of these battles were fought al- to reinforce the marine area.
cessfully to do for two days.
FOURTH BA'.ITLE OF THE
ready had been splotched with
Colonel Hall issued instructions
.
l\IATANIKAU
·
American blood as the marines to his battaUon and immediately PATROL ~~'\!BUSHED
'The regiment. meeting some a.
pre\.iously had clashed with the \Vent forvvard on reconnaissance.
lt wS.:,:; on Nov. 5 that a combat Ullery fire, moved into positio:
Japs.
The night was dark, the roads reconnaissance patrol from Com- on high ground about 1,500 yar,
Other articles based on the diary muddy and jt was raining. Maj. pany B suffered heavy casualties west of the 1\1.atanikau river <
kept by Lieut. Col. Samuel Bag- Ha1:TY 'Ten?org of Carrin~on, exe- "'.'hen ambus~ed, a_n action pre- Nov. 20, an all day task ,beca.u
lien of Hillsboro, executive offi- cuhve officer of the Tlurd bat- v1ously descnbed 1n The Fargo of the diffi-::ult terrain.
,
cer c,f the 164th infantry, brought talion, ll recent Fargo .\tisitor, led Forum.
·
. Again communications with tJ
out that during short periods of the battalion toward th~ front.
At first action · was limited to Third battalion were dl.ffi9ult b<
time ,when the regiment was not
At 3 a. m. the column. wa3 met patrol and reconnaissance work cause of Jap mortar shells '· breal
.engaged in pitched battle with the b.y Colonel Hall and Lieut. Col. and casualties were comparatively ing the wire.
.
. ~nemy there were numerous Jap L~wis Puller, commander ?£ the light 1 despite the fact there W';'-S
_
•
•
· ~ir raids, na.val vessels plopped Firs~ b~ttalfon, Sevent~ marines.
constant exchange of small .arms, l\l~Y KILLED
huge shells into bivouac areas,
W1thm 15 or 20 ·minutes af~er mortar and artillery fire.
Early on Nov. 21 an attack w,
Pistol Pete (hidden artillery pieces) they were met, Third batta~ton
On Nov. 10 orders were received order€d and after a short artille 1
kept _ hammering -away and well- n:iem~rs were .in the f~ont .lme, for. the marines and the Fh;st bat- preparation, ttn attempLwas mac
concealed sn.ipers kept the men al- fighting for ·1.heir, :"el'y 1~ves. The ta~~on of ~e 164th _to attack.
but the drive was stopped by J 2
ways on the alert.
Japs were checkeo m their tracks. . The E1gh~ mannes were mov- rifle, machine gun and mortar fir
.
FORKS l\IAN 'WINS CROSS
mg up to remforce us and arrived The regiment suffered 23 men kill t
T\\O l\IOST ·v1c1ous
During th·
tta k th
on Nov. 11," says Colonel Baglien. and a number wounded
The first. and fourth m~.in bat- from Compa:y aM 'h;and re~o~~ "We (First 164th battalion) startAnother attack the ~ext morr
tles in which the 164th infantry left the lines to 'bring back tw~ ~d our attack and were progress- ing wa.s also stopped cold and U:
played subst3nbal_ role.s, were. by machine guns that wer~ left
wh n t_he
cond battalion, regunen su erect 12 men kill e
far the most vicious. The first front. Two of them were killed but ~econ~ ~ar1nes, on our left ran and many wounded and a.gain VI
one, the battle of the Lunga or the other chap
named Clark mto d1ff1culty. We were then or- wore ordered to attack the follo~
~~e se-ccnd battle o! Henderson brought the gun's back and mad~ dered to hold up so as not to ad- ing morning.
field, open~d for the 164th .eleven one good gun out of the two This vance ahead of them.
We had
The attack of. Nov. 23 was likt
, days after it ha_d land·ed on Gua_dal- feat won a Distinguished Service a_dvanced. about 400 yards at that wise stepped and the 164th ir
canal. It was m that battle Lieut. Cross for him
.
tune.
'
fantry suffered 19 men and offr.
Col. Robert K. Hall, commander
c ompany M; s mo rt ar section
.
.
1
k"
d
.
ad ~
of the Third battalion, won the
fir- l\fARINES 'TRIGGER HAPPY'
cers ·11~ed an 11:any woun e . .
2
Navy Cross for extraordinary hero- ed J, oo rounds of ~l MM shells
." As the Eighth marines came in . ~u~ceedmg marine attack alE
fam and leadership
dunng thi.s Jap attack. About 91they were slio-htly
trigger happyltailed.
0
.
·
a. m. on Oct. 24 the Japs attemptThe last mam battle , the fourth ed to crack the line a ain and about and started _to dust ?ut all of the USE HEAVY :t"'IRE
battle of the Matanikau resulted
g
trees for smpcrs. \~ e had e.>q>er.
.
in extra 1 h
' lti .
400 to 500 Japs were pocketed bylienced very little sniper work by
Air, artillery, mortar and m a
' ~!Tie Y eav:y casua ea for the marines and the 164th-the th
ft
th
f'
chine gun fire, in addition to com
the regiment as it and marines First and Second battalions also· ; enemy. a er
e
ll'St day bat patrols were finally used 1
atte~pted t? _rout Japs from wel1- were engaged-and a large num- ,lw e:i we killed thr~e. Af~r the weaken and drive the Ja s frDJ
:lug-m pos1t1ons-a feat which ber destroyeo.
"
marines were acquainted Wlth the
t
d
.
~t·
..._,erll~ eventually acco~plished. Bayonets were flourishelin the :situation they calmed down and ex ;:ime1 ;;ell11 ug-m ~ ~o~~
._...._..a..-.....a.ca-ttftnin-a- · -n int of vf • .
-.;.. d t ·· h. ...,,.. , t-·:.. .. .Th . when they moved up to replace the
one
a was woun e
·
··e..-~? .... _ _ ,..,. ,,, .•
:u~n
ana f1g1:t mg. . ~ battalion on our left they were 1~ ing this battle and the Third bat
· amf.fere.d come_a.r~1!ely ltght good shape."
talion strength was cut to 22
......_....1..7
... ~he marines had· brought too· men because of the number kUle,
rnucn equipn1ent and tmrne or it was wounded -and kst through heE
. left strewn along the road, but fol- exhaustion and sickness.
lowing the order for withdrawal , The number of Ja~s est~ate
that maneuver was accomplished in killed by the 164th d1:1r:mg this ba (
such a manner that considerable tle was 560. In a.dd1hon the reg1
. of the equipment was recovered as ment captured and destroyed nu
~ the enemy did not know until at n1erous machine guns and sever:
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WWII veterans on the Membership Roles as of this 70th anniversary issue

164t Infantry Association of the United States of America
ALDRICH (WWII)
BABBE (LM)(WWII)
BARTZ (LM~(WWII~
BATES (LM (WWI I
BATTAFARANO (WWII)
BAUMANN (WWII)
BEATINI (LM)(WWII)
BEATON (LM) (WWII)
BELISLE (WWII)
BELL (LM)(WWI I)
BOGNER (LM)(WWII)
BOISEN (LM)(WWII)
BOKELMANN (LM)(WWII)
BORK (LM)(WWII)
BORRECA (LM)(WWII)
BORSHEIM (WWII)
BRINKMAN (WWII)
BRISTOW (WWII)
BRODIE (LM)(WWII)
BROUDY (WWII)
BROWN (LM)(WWII)
BURNETI (WWII)
BURTELL (LM) (WWII)
CASCIO (WWII)
CASHION (LM) (WWII)
CASTAGNETO (LM)(WWII)
CASTRO (LM)(WWII)
CHAUVIN, SR (WWII)
CHEMISTRUCK (WWII)
COLLINS (LM)(WWII)
CRUZ (LM)(WWII)
CZARNECKI, Sr (WWII)
DAILEY (WWII)
DE LAP (LM)(WWII)
DIAZ (WWII)
DIETRICH (LM)(WWII)
DINGLEDY (WWII)
DOCKTOR (LM)(WWII)
DREW (LM)(WWII)
EBERLE (WWII)
EDWARDSON (WWII)
EICHELBERGER (LM) (WWII)
EILERS (LM) (WWII)
ELLIS (WWII)
EMRAH (WWII)
ENSMINGER (WWII)
EVANS (WWI I)
EVERETT (WWII) (K)
FENELON (LM) (WWII)
FERK (LM) (WWII)
FORD (LM)(WWII)
GARBE (LM) (WWII)
GESELLCHEN (LM)(WWII)
GIBSON (LM)(WWII)
GODDARD (WWII)
GOODMAN (WWII)
GOUDY (LM)(WWII)
GRANT (LM) (WWII) (K)
GREGORY (LM)(WWII)
GRIFFIN (LM)(WWII)
GROVE (WWII)
GUMMERINGER (LM)(WWII)
HAMER (COL)(WWII)
HANSEN (WWII)
HANSON (LM)(WWII)
HEATH (WWll)(LM)
HICKEY (LM) (WWII)
HIEBERT (LM)(WWII)
HINTON (WWII)
HIPP (WWII)

Lesley R
Col
CoH
HOFFMAN (LM)(WWII)
DON L
WILLIAM F.
?
Co H
HOPKINS (LM)(WWII)
GEORGE
EDWARD F
CoM
HUMIG (WWII)
JOHN
CoG
ELDRIDGE L.
CoM
Co E
JACOBS (WWII)
ZANE E
JAMES
RegtHqs
HUGH WALTER CoB
JONES (WWII)
LEWIS F.
AntiT
WILLIAM G
Co E
KIKER (LM)(WWII)
MICHAEL C
Co E?
Svc Co
KIRCHOFFNER, SR (LM)(WWII) JOHN
JAMES R
CoB
KLEIN (WWll)(LM)
FRED H
CoC
NORMAND 0.
Co E
KLEINHUIZEN (LM)(WWII) SGM ALBERT C H1 ·
CHARLES T
Band
HAROLD
Co A
KRAUSE (LM)(WWII)
VERNONW
H3
GEORGE
RHqCo
KUCZKO (WWII)
LAWRENCE E
Co K
CLIFFORD R RegtHqs
KURTZ (LM)(WWII)
MERWIN E
Co A
LONGABERGER (WWII)
Sgt Maj PAUL H H2
MELVIN P
CoD
H3
ROBERT F.
LOVE (LM)(WWII)
FRANK
CoM
KENNETH 0
Med
LYSTAD (LM)(WWll)(K)
EARLJ
RHqCo
Co L
MAIER (LM) (WWII)
FRED R
EUGENE
?
Co A
MARSHALL (LM)(WWII)
DR DAVIDS
H1/Co C
CHARLES C
Co A
MARVIN
MAUCH (LM)(WWII)
WARREN 0
VERDINAL T
?
Co H
MC KEAN (LM)(WWII)
Co B
MARTIN
Wm WAYNE
S2CoK
MCDOWELL (WWII)
Co A
ROBERT E
LILLARD K
Co F
MELVILLE (LM)(WWII)
AntiT
VERNON
MILTENBERGER (LM)(WWII) ADAMJ
?
Co K/Svc
MARION
DOUGLAS P RegtHqs
MINKS (WWII)
CoD
DONALD L
NICK
CoH
MONGER (LM)(WWII)
CoD
JAM
Band
MORRISON (LM)(W
ERNEST L
Co A
Aloysius
JOSEPH A
Co A
MOSZER (LM)(WWll{,y
Co B
HORACE F
Co F
NEARHOOD (LM)(W II)
STAN B
AntiT
RALPH H
OEHLKE (LM)(WWII)
WILLARD
Co E
VERNON
CoG
AntiT
STEPHEN A
OLSON ~LM)(WWI I)
WALTON S.
RegtHqs
OLSON WWII)
EDWARD F
Co E
STANLEY
Co B c?
OSHABEN (LM)(WWII)
Co F
CRESENCIO R
1Sgt NICHOLAS Co B
OSTAPCHUK (LM)(WWII)
CoK
ANTHONY S.
Co L
JOE
OTMAR (WWII)
Co A
WMH
SvcCo
CLIFF
OTTINGER (WWII)
OREIN G
MedDet
Co H
CLAUDE
PARISH (WWII)
Svc
PETER
CoB
MITCHELLE
PILLARICK (LM)(WWII)
Coe
HENRY
CoD
JOE
POLESCHOOK (WWII)
Co F
GEORGE H
Col
DENNIS
PRINDIVILLE (WWII)
Co H
DONALD
?
RALPH
PUCHALSKI (WWII)
Med2Bn
DR. FRED F.
ERVIN H
CoC
REMMERS (WWII)
?
HAROLD J.
WALTER
Co F
RIVINIUS (WWII)
Co F
RUDOLPH
BEN J.
Coe
RgtHqs
DONALD
ROSALEZ (LMlWWII)
CHARLES
Co E
Co B
ELMER F
ROSS ~WWII) K)
CoG
AUSTIN JAY
ROTH WWII)
Co F
LOREN W
Medic
GERALD
SANDERSON (LM)(WWII)
CoG
JOHN R.
ANGELO
?
SCICOLONE ( WWII)
H3
WALTER E
GENE
Co A
SCOLAVINO (LM)(WWII)
?
THOMAS R
JULIUS
AT
SENGER (WWII)
CoD
GORDON C
KENNETH B
Svc
SHAVER(LM) (WWII)
Svc
JAMES M
HOWARDO
Co L
SHELDON (LM)(WWII)
Co A
DENNIS R
FREDRICK P
Co L
SIEMS (WWII)
Co A/H?
ROBERT L
JOHNT
Co H
SIMMONS (WWII)
Med
CARLW
WALLACE J
RegtHqs
STARKENBERG (LM)(WWII)
CoG
RICHARD J
TED N
Co K
STECKLER (LM)(WWII)
Co F
C. SHERMAN
RICHARD R
CoM
STEVENS (LM)(WWII) (K)
Co H?
HOWARD
Svc Co
LEON
TIMBOE (WWII)
CoB
LEWIS
ANDREW
Co E
TRAGESER (WWII)
CoH
WILLIAM G
HARRY R
Co A
VADNIE (LM)(WWII)
CoG&E
PETER H
HENRY A
coo
VIOLETT (LM)(WWII)
Co H
JOHNW
FRANKS
CoC
VOTAVA (LM)(WWII)
CoG
WARREN C
Co F,G
WAGNER (LM) (WWII) (K) . BERNARDA
Co E
ELWOODG
HOWARD
CoG
WANDER (LM)(WWII)
CoD
JOE
WILLIAM P.
H3
WELANDER (LM)(WWII)
CoH
GEORGE R
JACKJ
CoG
WESTON )WWII) .
CoB
HARVEY L.
CoH,M
WIEST (LM) COL (WWII) (K) ALBERT F
H2,CoE
LOUIS J.
Co L
LEIGHTON
WINKLE (WWII)
Co F,A
OTTOE
Co H
THEODORE B
WINTERS WWII)
Co A
WALTER A
ETO
REGINALD G
URNESS (LM) (K)
CoC
ANDY
ETO POW
RHEINHOLD L
WEBER"
?
JACK
ETO
RENSCHLER (LM)(K) HARRY
Col
JEROME P
Please let your Editor know of any errors or omissions in this list
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ENDURING LEGACY
THE 164TH INFANTRY ASSOCIATION
Of THE UNITED STATES Of AMERICA
..•HAS HELD ANNUAL REUNIONS SINCE 1945...
...PUBLISHED THE BOOK "THEY WERE READY" IN 2010 ...
9
•.•PRINTS THE 164 INFANTRY NEWS 3 TIMES A YEAR.•.
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ENDURING LEGACY
THE

164T"

REGIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTE

(RTI), AT CAMP GRAFTON, TRAINS MILITARY ENGINEERS FROM
ACROSS THE NATION

THE SHOULDER SLEEVE INSIGNIA
FOR THE NORTH DAKOTA NATIONAL GUARD, CREATED IN
1951, IS A SHIELD Of INFANTRY BLUE. THE ARROWS
SIGNIFY THE 3 NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBES Of NORTH
DAKOTA AND THE OTHER COLORS HONOR ENGINEER,
CAVALRY, AND QUARTERMASTER UNITS
THE SHOULDER SLEEVE INSIGNIA FOR
THE 141sT MANEUVER ENHANCEMENT
BRIGADE (WHICH CARRIES THE LINEAGE Of THE
lsT DAKOTA INFANTRY/164rn INFANTRY) DISPLAYS THE
"SOUTHERN CROSS" SIGNIFYING WWII SERVICE IN THE
SOUTH PACIFIC, ON A FIELD Of INFANTRY BLUE.

LINEAGE~
THE LINEAGE Of THE 1ST DAKOTA
INFANTRY/164rn INFANTRY WAS ALSO
RECENTLY VERIFIED FOR THE 188TH ARMY
NATIONAL GUARD BAND. AT RIGHT, THE
COMMANDER Of THE BAND PLACES THE .
GUADALCANAL STREAMER ON THE UNIT
GUIDON {JULY 2012)
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ENDURING LEGACY
THE NORTH DAKOTA STATE fLAG
"RESEMBLES IN ALL RESPECTS" THE REGIMENTAL FLAG CARRIED HY THE FIRST
DAKOTA INFANTRY DURING THE PHILIPPINE INSURRECTION.
THE lsT DAKOTA
WAS RENAMED 164 INFANTRY DURING THE WWI MOBILIZATION.

SUBJECT Of BOOl{S AND MENTIONED IN MOVIES
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Never Subdued
(SpanAm War)
The Boys
(Philippine
Insurrection)
Citizens as
Soldiers
(NDNG History)
The Pacific
(HBO Movie)
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'

_. :J,1entla -R,~ ,ap. ~~!I
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ARCHIVES:
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA,
GRAND FORKS, HOSTS THE 164rn
INFANTRY ARCHIVES, ALLOWING
SUPERVISED RESEARCH FOR
GENERATIONS TO COME.
YOUR EDITOR CAN ASSIST YOUR DONATION
Of HISTORIC MATERIALS, PHOTOS, ORDERS,
LETTERS, & MEMORABILIA.
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READY ROOM
A CONFERENCE ROOM AT WILLISTON STATE .
UNIVERSITY IS DEDICATED TO
COMPANY[, 164TH

WEBSITE
THE ND NATIONAL GUARD
WEBSITE CONTAINS A LINK TO
THE HISTORY Of THE 164TH
INFANTRY REGIMENT.
WWW.NDGUARD.COM

MEMORIAL

NORTH DAKOTA VETERANS CEMETERY

"You AR£ HONORED"
GRANITE MEMORIAL DEDICATED

24 SEPTEMBER 1994

NORTH DAKOTA VETERANS CEMETERY
MANDAN, NORTH DAKOTA
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BULL__ETI1N BOARD
{f

1111lN'I1l~I) Ii
Unit photos

2

from Camp Claiborne
Especially the ones with the list of names:

I
il

<':..>

t

Please.

't

Your editor will scan the items
and send them back.
Or will assist in the donation
of the items to the 164th
Archives at Univ of ND.

Do NOT contact the ND Veterans Cemetery staff.
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Full color
Cloth Patch
J" X 3.5"
$6+.50 mailing

= $6.50
Not s
ard issue-display only
Actual production cost.
No profit.

Full color
Metal Crest
S~andard Lapel Size
Military issue specs.

$3+$1 mailing

= $4.00

Actual production cost, plus
packaging. No profit.

Looking for Company Photos,
Rosters, Orders, and
WWII News Clippings
for 70th Anniversary articles.
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Send checks to: Wreaths Across America
PO Box 2104, Bismarck, ND 58502-2104

Any questions should be addressed to the above
sponsoring agency: the Bismarck Civil Air Patrol

/
/
/
/

. Your stories/notes

The fundraising period is open thru 30 November.
$15 sponsors a wreath (you may designate a specific
veteran) for the 10 Dec 2011 emplacement ceremony.

More Information at their website: www.BismarckCAP.com

l
l

Any unit, any time.
Rosters put a person in a certain unit at a
certain time, and are a great reference for
families who are researching their soldier.

cflt tAe d{'D o/ete"~ femete~

Email: BismarckCAP30@gmail.com Phone: (701) 390-9593

Regimental Headquarters
Service Company (need list of names)
Company B
Company C Company D
Company H
Company I
Company K
Band
Hqs 1st Battalion
/

Unit orders or Rosters /

CW1teatlu ofc'to~~ ofme'tica

Command & Policy Issues:
President Bernard A Wagner
1120 5th St NE #208, Valley City, ND 58072
Email: bemie@csicable.net

Dues, Memberships, Donations,

&

Reunion:

Secretary Treasurer Patricia L. Drong
PO Box 192, Sanborn, ND 58480
Email: pjdrong@ictc.com

Books, Back Issues, Research, News stories:
Editor Shirley J Olgeirson
PO Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502
Editor164thinfantryNews@hotmail.com

Softcover Reprint

Citizens as Soldiers
History of the ND National Guard
By Cooper & Smith

Detailed reference history of the
NDNG from the 1st Dakota Voluntee
through the 1980's.
$10.00+$3.50 postage.

"THEY WERE READY"
Member price $10
Includes postage

Nonmember price $18.50
($15+$3.50 media mail)

Send checks to
164 Infantry News
PO Box 1111
Bismarck, ND 58502-1111

2nd printing, 412 pages, maps, photos, large print, bookmark
The 1641h Infantry News, October 2012

HISTORIC
BACK ISSUES
AVAILABLE

Wlth•Mvtd,atNandpe&nt.cf~tNNmitnOI
co,npany,~VW:lO"YlnlMSoutttl'IICWkl

'I'm f RG{) IORl I

JAPAN JRRE BERS
V-J Day To Be Prodllrno<I When Tenns Are Si med

·-=-~
--

NIA.;::.:M

I - ~-=
~..=
V.J Ooy

Copies of these issues are available for suggested donation to the Association of $2 per copy to
pay for mailing & printing costs or $1 if no mailing is required. Send your request & donation
to The 164th Infantry News, P.O. Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
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Chan·ge Service Requested

THE

PRSRTD STD
US POSTAGE
PAID
UNITED PRINTING

164th INFANTRY NEWS

P.O. Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
Editor164thlnfantryNews@hotmail.com
1

The 164 h Infantry News is published 3 times a year as an
informational newsmagazine for members of the 164th
Infantry Association. Photos, stories, and soldier profiles are
always welcome. Very important are Rosters, Orders, and
Unit Photos. Please send to the above address.

1.1.1.1 •• 1... 1.111 ..... 1.1 .. 11.1

.......,......................_
.. 3--DIGIT 582
164 ARCHIVES ND LIBRARY ARCHI VES 17
PO BOX9000
GRAND FORKS ND 58202

Membership is $10/year or $50 Life for 3 issues of the News
and mailings about the annual reunion.

2011-2012 Association Officers
President ........ Bernie Wagner: (701) 845-0799, Valley City, ND
Vice President .............................. Dave Lokken, Valley City, ND
Secretary/Treasurer & Reunion Coordinator: Patricia Drong
Memberships, Renewals, Donations, Reunion Mail:
Box 192, Sanborn, ND 58480 Email:pjdrong@ictc.com
Editor ................................ Shirley J Olgeirson: Bismarck, ND
Editor Email:
Editor l 64thlnfantryNews@hotmail.com
Editor Mailing:
PO Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
Book Orders:
PO Box 1 Jl l, Bismarck, ND 58502-1111

"GUADALCANAL REFERENCE ISSUE"
THIS OCTOBER ISSUE DOCUMENTS THE
70TH 'ANNIVERSARY OF THE 1 64TH LANDING
AT GUADALCANAL ON 13 OCTOBER 1942,
As WELL AS THE LINEAGE 8c LEGACY oF
THI; 164TH INFANTRY REGIMENT.
Full coverage of the Annual Reunion tpat was held in September 2012 will appear in the
March ~013 issue of the News, along with the Memorial Service, Last Roll Call, and stories.
Looking for Unit Photographs from Camp Claiborne for EACi-I company.
Looking for WWII and recent photos for each current WWII member.
Please send them to your Editor, PO 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
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